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I. Executive Summary
High Bridge Associates, Inc. (“HBA”) was retained in September 2018 by Pacific Gas & Electric
(“PG&E”) to perform an independent review of the Diablo Canyon Power Plant (“DCPP”) site
specific decommissioning project execution schedule and selected portions of the project cost
estimate prepared in support of the PG&E application in the forthcoming 2018 Nuclear
Decommissioning Cost Triennial Proceeding (“NDCTP”) before the California Public Utilities
Commission (“CPUC”).

PG&E requested HBA to focus its independent review to eight (8) primary Focus Areas associated
with the DCPP site specific decommissioning project execution schedule and cost estimate.

Focus Area 1: Decommissioning Summary Schedule
Focus Area 2: Decommissioning Security Plan
Focus Area 3: Waste Disposal Costs
Focus Area 4: Reactor Pressure Vessel and Internals Segmentation Schedule
Focus Area 5: Building Demolition Plan
Focus Area 6: System and Area Closure Plan
Focus Area 7: PG&E Oversight Structure
Focus Area 8: Contingency Strategy

The results of HBA’s independent review have been captured in this report titled, “Independent
Review of Diablo Canyon Power Plant Decommissioning Cost Estimate and Schedule” (“HBA
Report” or “Report”). This Report includes the results of the HBA analysis for each Focus Area,
including concise conclusions and recommendations to address any noted findings.

To complete this focused review and prepare the Report of its findings and recommendations,
HBA assembled an Independent Review Team (“HBA IRT” or “IRT”) comprised of ten (10) very
seasoned subject matter experts with the prerequisite skills and capabilities to effectively review
the subject matter in each of the identified Focus Areas. The resumes of the review team
members are included in Attachment A. Responsibility to lead each of the eight (8) Focus Areas
was assigned to an individual review team member (Focus Area Lead). Each Focus Area Leader
tailored the review approach and informational requirements for the subject Focus Area to
ensure meeting PG&E’s work scope for the review.

The HBA IRT reviewed approximately one hundred (100) documents provided by PG&E in
response to requests for information. A complete list of the documents and materials provided
by PG&E and reviewed by the HBA IRT are listed in Attachment B.

The HBA IRT reviewed the documents and materials provided by PG&E to gain a firm
understanding of PG&E’s approach to its cost and schedule development. Following a systematic
process, the HBA IRT identified and validated its observations and formed conclusions regarding
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strengths and findings in each of the eight (8) Focus Areas. A strength, as used by HBA IRT in this
Report is a good or beneficial quality or attribute. Whereas, a finding is considered by the HBA
IRT to be a weakness, a lack of quality, a suggestion for improvement, or topic for additional
investigation. The detailed analysis and conclusions for each Focus Area are presented in Section
IV of the HBA Report.

In Section IV of the Report, the HBA IRT has made several predominant conclusions regarding
strengths and findings about the DCPP site specific decommissioning project execution schedule
and selected portions of the project cost estimate.

The four (4) overarching/summary strengths noted by the HBA IRT are:

The estimated costs represented in the DCE areas the IRT reviewed (minus any
contingency allowance for unforeseen costs within the defined project scope of work)
were accurate and reasonable within the range of accuracy HBA would expect for this
level of site specific budget estimate ( 15% to +30%).

The level of detailed site specific planning for the myriad of anticipated decommissioning
work activities six (6) years in advance of the expected shutdown of DCPP Unit 1 in
November 2024 is considered a strength. This detailed site specific planning is reflected
in the various project management plans, schedules, and cost estimates reviewed.
Detailed planning improves the quality, usefulness, credibility, and confidence of the
schedule and cost estimate.

The utilization of subject matter experts from renowned companies with direct relevant
experience in the nuclear facility decommissioning field to develop detailed site specific
plans and estimates for major portions of the work is considered a strength.
Simultaneously, PG&E has incorporated applicable relevant experience gained with
ongoing decommissioning work at its Humboldt Bay Nuclear Power Plant in Eureka,
California, as well as decommissioning of Zion Nuclear Power Station Unit 1 and Unit 2 in
Zion, Illinois, a dual reactor design similar to Diablo Canyon.

The development of very detailed cost estimates and schedules for the building
demolition and the system area closure plans, along with performing a detailed analysis of
PG&E staffing requirements to provide oversight, operations, and support activities during
the discrete decommissioning work that will be performed by experienced subcontractor
resources are considered to be strengths. PG&E has designed a flexible staffing plan to
ramp up and ramp down to meet changing requirements defined by specific key
decommissioning project milestones.
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The four (4) most significant findings noted by the HBA IRT are:

The planned overall duration of just over thirteen (13) years for the decommissioning of
two (2) units at DCPP from the planned shutdown of Unit 2 (August 2025) to the
completion of Final Landscaping, Re Vegetation, & Demolition, referred to as Site
Restoration (December 2038), is atypically long compared to other recently completed or
currently planned nuclear plant decommissioning projects resulting in higher total project
costs than expected. Unit 1 is planned to be shutdown (November 2024) prior to the
shutdown of Unit 2. During this ten (10) month timeframe, PG&E is responsibly planning
to limit decommissioning work to avoid impacting Unit 2 operations.

The currently planned average duration of about seven (7) years after shutdown of each
unit for cooling and transfer of the spent fuel to dry storage at the on site Independent
Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) is atypically long compared to other currently
planned nuclear plant decommissioning projects.

The currently planned duration of over six (6) years from unit shutdown to
commencement of reactor vessel internals segmentation is atypically long compared to
other planned nuclear plant decommissioning projects.

The current plans to use a marine contractor to demolish the East and West Breakwaters
would necessitate the use of a jack barge and in HBA’s opinion would not be the most
cost effective approach to accomplishing this demolition. Moreover, demolishing and
removing the East and West Breakwaters at the end of the project adds approximately
thirteen (13) months to the overall decommissioning project duration.

A complete listing of the more than thirty (30) suggested recommendations offered by the HBA
IRT to address these findings and other findings are listed by Focus Area in Section V of the
Report. These recommendations are offered as suggestions for PG&E to consider incorporating
in its planning efforts going forward to address any noted findings.
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II. Introduction and Background
High Bridge Associates, Inc. (“HBA”) was retained in September 2018 by Pacific Gas & Electric
(“PG&E”) to perform an independent review of the Diablo Canyon Power Plant (“DCPP”) site
specific decommissioning project execution schedule and selected portions of the project cost
estimate prepared in support of the PG&E application in the forthcoming 2018 Nuclear
Decommissioning Cost Triennial Proceeding (“NDCTP”) before the California Public Utilities
Commission (“CPUC”).

DCPP is a nuclear fueled electricity generating facility operated by PG&E in San Luis Obispo
County, California. The facility has two (2) units sited on about 900 acres of land along the Pacific
Ocean. Unit 1 was commissioned in May 1985 and Unit 2 was commissioned in March 1986.
Each unit has a Westinghouse four (4) loop pressurized water nuclear reactor designed to
produce about 1100 MW of electric power. In June 2016, PG&E announced its plans to shut
down Unit 1 in November 2024 and Unit 2 in August 2025 when each unit’s operating license
expires. PG&E plans are to proceed with immediate decommissioning work using the DECON
method where the equipment, structures, and portions of the facility and site containing
radioactive contaminates are removed or decontaminated to levels permitting termination of the
license removing the facility from regulatory control and available for unrestricted use.

The results of HBA’s independent review of the DCPP site specific decommissioning schedule and
selected portions of the cost estimate have been captured in this report titled, “Independent
Review of Diablo Canyon Power Plant Decommissioning Cost Estimate and Schedule” (“HBA
Report” or “Report”). This Report includes for each Focus Area the highlights of the HBA IRT
analysis, including concise conclusions and recommendations to address any noted findings.

PG&E requested HBA to focus its independent review to the following eight (8) primary Focus
Areas associated with the DCPP site specific decommissioning project execution schedule and
cost estimate.

Focus Area 1: Decommissioning Summary Schedule
Focus Area 2: Decommissioning Security Plan
Focus Area 3: Waste Disposal Costs
Focus Area 4: Reactor Pressure Vessel and Internals Segmentation Schedule
Focus Area 5: Building Demolition Plan
Focus Area 6: System and Area Closure Plan
Focus Area 7: PG&E Oversight Structure
Focus Area 8: Contingency Strategy

The HBA independent review approach and assumptions are discussed in Section III of the
Report. The HBA analysis and conclusions for each Focus Area are presented in Section IV of the
Report. Lastly, the HBA recommendations are separately listed in Section V of the Report.
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III. Review Approach
HBA is a seasoned Project Management, Project Controls, Estimating, and Engineering consulting
and services firm. HBA has broad based experience in the nuclear power electric generation and
nuclear facility decommissioning/closure market providing consulting and technical subject
matter expert services in the areas of cost estimating, scheduling, cost/schedule reviews, and
project assessments. An overview of the vast history of representative independent estimates,
analysis and assessments that HBA has completed is included in Attachment A.

HBA assembled an Independent Review Team (“HBA IRT” or “IRT”) comprised of ten (10) very
seasoned subject matter experts with the prerequisite skills and capabilities to effectively review
the subject matter in each of the eight (8) identified Focus Areas. The IRT was led by review
team member, Mr. Michael Foley, PE, PMP, CCP under the HBA executive sponsor, Mr. Steve
Maehr. Mr. Foley and these review team members have worked together in the past on similar
reviews and assessments. Resumes of the review team members are also included in Attachment
A.

At the on set of the independent review HBA requested from PG&E information including the
following:

 Site layout and building drawings along with radiological/dose rates within each building
 Project schedule in the maximum available level of detail in Primavera P6 file format
 Basis of estimate documents for each phase of the project and/or estimate package

reviewed
 Project organization charts and staffing plans for the Focus Areas to be reviewed
 Project Risk Register and contingency analysis

PG&E fulfilled this request with an initial production of twenty one (21) documents.

The IRT began the review effort with a kick off meeting to understand the purpose, objectives,
scope, and schedule requirements for the review. Subsequently, the IRT reviewed the
information available in the PG&E initial document production to understand the detail of the
information available. The IRT tailored its technical approach, resource assignments, and
schedule to ensure fulfillment of the purpose of the independent review and scope of work.
Each of the eight (8) Focus Areas was assigned to a review team member for lead Focus Area
review responsibility (Focus Area Lead).

PG&E supplemented the document production with approximately eighty (80) additional
documents to address about forty nine (49) follow on HBA requests for information. A complete
list of the documents and materials provided by PG&E to the HBA IRT are listed in Attachment B.
The IRT also complemented its data gathering with some publicly available documentation
including prior NDCTPs before the CPUC concerning Diablo Canyon decommissioning.
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Each Focus Area Lead evaluated the applicable PG&E provided documents and prepared draft
working hypotheses regarding strengths and findings for their respective Focus Area. A strength,
as used by HBA IRT in this Report, is a good or beneficial quality or attribute. Whereas, a finding
is considered by the HBA IRT to be a weakness, a lack of quality, a suggestion for improvement, or
a topic for additional investigation. The working hypotheses were presented to the entire HBA
IRT for discussion and refinement. The surviving working hypotheses were presented to and
discussed with PG&E representatives on Thursday, October 18, 2018 during a weekly review
meeting. The information gathered during the presentation was factored into the HBA IRT
analysis and final strengths and findings presented in Section IV of the HBA Report. A complete
listing of the more than thirty (30) HBA IRT recommendations to address any noted findings are
listed by Focus Area in Section V of the HBA Report. These HBA IRT recommendations are offered
as suggestions for PG&E to consider incorporating in its planning efforts going forward to address
any noted findings.
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IV. Analysis and Conclusions
In this Section IV, the HBA IRT provides its analysis and conclusions of strengths and findings for
each of the eight (8) Focus Areas reviewed.

Focus Area 1: Decommissioning Summary Schedule
HBA was asked to perform an independent review of the DCPP Decommissioning Summary
Schedule (“DSS”) to evaluate the DSS for accuracy and reasonableness. Specific focus was to be
on schedule logic, sequencing of major activities, activity durations, and identified major
milestones for accuracy and reasonableness. Similar major scopes of work from other
decommissioning projects were requested to be utilized as benchmarks for comparison to the
logic, sequencing, durations and milestones in the DSS.

PG&E provided HBA with a printout of its DSS titled # Level 3 DCPP Sum 11 x 17 and dated 21 Sep
2018. The DSS is a 2 page, high level Gantt chart representation of the scope of essential work
necessary to decommission DCPP Unit 1 and Unit 2. This schedule presentation is done at a level
of detail described at level 3 showing major projects with typical activity durations of 6 months to
2 years. The schedule shows the 14 year period from Unit 1 Shutdown in early November 2024 to
the completion of Final Landscaping, Re Vegetation, & Demolition in December 2038, referred to
as completion of Site Restoration. The schedule does not show the completion of the transfer of
the spent nuclear fuel to the DOE, transfer of the GTCC, or demolition of the on site Independent
Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) slated to finish on or about 2071.

HBA reviewed the DCPP DSS for accuracy and reasonableness of schedule logic, sequencing of
major activities, activity duration and major milestones. The review was based on comparison of
logic, durations and milestones to those from previously performed decommissioning projects
with an emphasis on the recent decommissioning of DCPP sister station Zion. Zion is very similar
to DCPP in mechanical design of the power block. However, there are many additional structures
at DCPP that were not required at Zion, such as the Sea Water Reverse Osmosis Facility and the
East and West Breakwaters that protect the intake structure. Moreover, DCPP is a much bigger
site in physical dimensions. These differences impact many scopes of work including system and
area closure, demolition work, and site restoration. HBA has taken these differences into account
in its comparison.

In follow up, PG&E provided HBA with an electronic copy of the DCPP DSS in its native language
Primavera P6 without supporting schedule details because many of the schedule details
remained under development. PG&E did provide printouts of various detailed schedules
including schedules for the demolition of the auxiliary building, containment building, turbine
building and breakwaters; the system and area closure plans for the auxiliary building,
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containment building, turbine building; and the reactor pressure vessel and internals
segmentation.

HBA relied on PG&E provided Project Management Plans (PMPs) that cover the scopes of the
summary activities to clarify assumptions, reasoning and requirements which influence the logic
and durations shown in the DCPP DSS.

HBA has not reviewed whether the DCPP DSS correctly reflected the various detailed
decommissioning schedules provided for select PMPs. Because the fully detailed P6 schedule
was not included in this review, verification that the DCPP DSS correctly represents the detailed
decommissioning schedules was not performed.

STRENGTHS:
The DCPP DSS is a high level summary schedule that provides a more detailed view of the scope
of work than most summary schedules included in DCE’s from other facilities. The development
of a summary schedule at level 3 allows their audience to easily understand the scope of work,
relationships, and durations. While PG&E has chosen to leave out support activities and level of
effort work in favor of showing field work only in the DCPP DSS, this provides additional clarity by
not cluttering the DSS with additional information when trying to explain the schedules for the
major projects to the audience.

Comprehensive Scope Coverage

The DCPP DSS represents the work covering most of the cost related to the decommissioning of
DCPP. All major scopes are organized into major groupings that follow standard industry
practice. Each major group is then represented by approximately 10 20 summary activities
organized by start date making it easy to follow the logic and understand the scopes of work
being presented.

The DCPP DSS also represents the Unit 1, Unit 2 and Common activities as different colors to help
clarify the mix of activities. DCPP’s units are contained within a single power block that have
some common or shared systems. Because of this, the schedules of both units are
interconnected and do not stand alone. PG&E’s representation of a combined schedule makes
this clear.

Critical Path Shown

PG&E correctly uses a longest path analysis to identify and represent the schedule critical path of
activities, which is the industry standard. The schedule critical path of activities is highlighted in
red on the DCPP DSS making it easy to understand the work activities that PG&E believes leads to
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the overall duration of approximately 13.3 years after shutdown of Unit 2 (August 2025). Logic
lines between critical activities are also included making it easy to follow the series of activities
leading to this longest path.

The critical path shown on the DCPP DSS includes planned work activities customarily expected to
be on critical path of a nuclear power plant decommissioning schedule, including the Spent Fuel
Cooling Period and Containment Demolition. It is clearly labeled and understandable as
presented in the DCPP DSS.

Logic and Scopes Easy to Follow

The DCPP DSS contains approximately ten (10) to twenty (20) schedule activities for each of the
major scopes of work, organized by their planned start date. These groupings and the organized
presentation facilitate understanding the scopes of work and schedule activities, following the
inferred relationships. This is very helpful in understanding the relationships between these
activities because the relationships can be inferred even though schedule logic/relationship lines
are not cluttering the schedule presentation.

Milestones

A schedule milestone is a point in time in the schedule associated with a significant project event.
The DCPP DSS shows a series of nine (9) schedule milestones reflecting the completion of major
scopes of decommissioning work. The list of milestones presented covers much of the scope of
work and appears to be correct other than a few minor items. With a few minor exceptions
presented in the minor findings section, these milestones correctly represent the information
presented in the DCPP DSS.

FINDINGS:
HBA identified several findings during its review of the DCPP DSS. The most significant finding is
the overall fourteen (14) year schedule duration for the decommissioning work from shutdown of
Unit 1 to the end of site restoration is longer than the current industry norm. This duration is
primarily due to a longer than expected period for fuel cool down and other activities that could
be managed so they are off the schedule critical path. HBA has also identified some findings in
schedule durations and logic associated with specific scopes of work.

These findings identified by HBA include:

 Overall decommissioning schedule duration is more than the industry norm
 Critical path is not optimal
 Early Demolition is not optimal
 Duration to the start of power block demolition is longer than industry norm
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 Reactor Vessel Internals duration is shorter than industry experience
 Final Status Survey is longer than industry norm

Each of these findings are discussed in more detail below.

Overall Schedule Duration

The planned overall duration for the DCPP DSS from the planned shutdown of Unit 1 (November
2024) to the completion of site restoration (December 2038) is about 14.1 years. The planned
shutdown of Unit 2 (August 2025) occurs about ten (10) months or eight tenths (0.8) years after
the shutdown of Unit 1. During this planned time between shutdown of Unit 1 and shutdown of
Unit 2, PG&E has responsibly limited decommissioning work in order to not disrupt Unit 2
operations. As a result, Unit 2 shutdown more accurately defines the start of the DCPP DSS
project critical path (i.e., Shutdown of Unit 2 is on the schedule critical path defining the overall
duration for the DCPP DSS. Shutdown of Unit 1 could occur sooner, and the overall
decommissioning work could not be finished any earlier.)

For comparative purposes HBA considered the overall duration for the DCPP decommissioning
schedule to be about 13.3 years, representing the time between the planned shutdown of Unit 2
(August 2025) and the completion of site restoration (December 2038). This planned overall
schedule duration of 13.3 years is several years longer than shortest current schedule estimates
for recently planned decommissioning projects (7.4 years). This duration is also longer than the
expected actual duration for Zion Station decommissioning period of nine (9) years, excluding the
twelve (12) year SAFSTOR period prior to starting active decommissioning (DECON). While site
specific conditions at DCPP may cause its overall schedule duration to be longer than the shortest
schedules, it is possible to reduce the length of the overall period of performance. For example,
the East and West Breakwater demolition work alone adds thirteen (13) months to the overall
project duration.

Shown in Figure IV.1.1 below is a chart comparing DCPP’s current planned schedule durations for
major decommissioning work activities to similar work activities at thirteen (13) other US PWR
decommissioning projects for 1 and 2 unit sites. These thirteen (13) US PWR decommissioning
projects include four (4) completed or nearly completed projects; one (1) project in a similar
stage of near term planning as DCPP; and eight (8) projects planned significantly farther in the
future. HBA has included all these projects in its comparative analysis because the number of
completed decommissioning projects is very small. A list of the decommissioning projects and
their available attributes used by HBA to develop the data presented in Figure IV.1.1 is included in
Attachment C. The range and averages of other decommissioning projects are displayed as light
green vertical bars and dark horizontal green bars respectively. DCPP’s schedule data is
highlighted with red (Unit 1) and yellow (Unit 2) circles over them. Because DCPP is a 2 unit
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location it is expected to be slightly longer than normal, however because the units are
essentially being decommissioned concurrently, overall project durations are not significantly
extended.

HBA compared the total duration and duration for four (4) major periods reflected in the DCPP
DSS to other similar US PWR decommissioning projects. These four (4) major periods include:

 Total Duration – The period from unit shutdown or the start of DECON to the completion of
initial site restoration and the commencement of the ISFSI only period. This comparison is
done at the site level.

 Fuel on Pad – The period from unit shutdown to the completion of the transfer of spent fuel
to dry storage at the on site ISFSI. Note DCPP DSS shows one bar representing both units
combined cooling periods to the completion of spent fuel transfer. Each DCPP unit was
separated and normalized for comparison to other projects.

 RPV and Internals – The period from when field work on reactor vessel internals begins to the
completion of the reactor pressure vessel segmentation. DCPP’s reactors are represented
individually.

 Power Block Demo – The period from when both spent fuel transfer to dry storage and RPV
Segmentation are complete through the completion of power block demolition. This
comparison focuses on the element of demolition that is on the critical path because this
affects the overall project schedule and cost.

 Site Restoration – The period from the end of power block demo to the completion of initial
site restoration and the commencement of the ISFSI only period.

Figure IV.1.1: Period Duration Comparison (US PWRs)
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As indicated in the comparison provided above in Figure IV.1.1, DCPP’s Total Duration is above
average. This above average condition is primarily due to additional time in two (2) of the four
(4) major periods examined.

The first major period examined, DCPP’s Fuel on Pad period is near the high end of all planned
and executed decommissioning schedules. When compared against results from past plants,
DCPP is above average. Because of DCPP’s unique seismic profile and operating history, HBA
does not expect it to be as short as other plants in this comparison. However, decommissioning
projects in similar stages of planning to DCPP are several years shorter than DCPP. Additional
discussion on the Fuel on Pad period is included later in the section covering durations.

The second major period examined, DCPP’s Site Restoration period, is also longer than average.
The duration of the Site Restoration period is directly related to the physical size of the site and
the number of buildings. DCPP is one of the largest sites in this comparison, meaning it is
expected to be above average. However, DCPP’s Site Restoration driver is the demolition of the
East and West Breakwaters, which is a unique DCPP feature that does not exist at most sites.
When the duration of the breakwater demolition work is removed, DCPP’s Site Restoration time
is reduced to 2.4 years, which is close to the average duration.

The comparison provided in Figure IV.1.1 also shows the DCPP DSS has slightly shorter than
average planned durations for the periods associated with RPV & Internals segmentation and
Power Block Demolition.

Critical Path

The schedule critical path with activities highlighted in red on the DCPP DSS has several findings
that directly contribute to a longer total project duration than expected. HBA believes the
schedule critical path and other decommissioning work can be optimized to result in a shorter
overall schedule duration and costs for the decommissioning project. The three (3) primary
schedule critical path findings are:

 Reactor Vessel Internal Segmentation is incorrectly marked as part of the critical path
 Reactor Pressure Vessel Segmentation is on the critical path
 Breakwater Demolition is on the critical path

Each of these three (3) primary schedule path findings are discussed in more detail below.

Reactor Vessel Internal (RVI) Segmentation and Removal is not Critical Path

The schedule critical path shown in the DCPP DSS visually identifies several schedule activities
that should not be shown as part of the schedule critical path. It is important when representing
the schedule critical path, only those activities and their sequence or logic resulting in the actual
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longest schedule critical path of logic between the start and finish date of the project be so
identified. The DCPP DSS visually shows activities that occur before the end of the Spent Fuel
Cooling Window as being on the schedule critical path. These activities are not part of the longest
path since they appear to have no start constraints yielding significant float before the start of
these activities. These activities include Spent Fuel/GTCC Transfers to ISFSI – Unit 1, RVI
Segmentation & Removal Unit 1, Spent Fuel/GTCC Transfers to ISFSI Unit 2, and RVI
Segmentation & Removal Unit 2.

Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Segmentation and Removal is on Critical Path

DCPP has planned/sequenced the completion of the Unit 2 Reactor Vessel Internal Segmentation
and Removal work to occur simultaneously with the end of the Spent Fuel Cooling Window in
order to ensure the removal of and placement of Unit 2 Greater Than Class C (GTCC) waste into
dry storage by the time the Unit 2 spent fuel is placed into dry storage. This planned sequencing
has left the Unit 2 RPV segmentation and removal work to be completed on the overall schedule
critical path after the Spent Fuel Cooling Window. Unit 2 RPV segmentation and removal work
should be planned to finish before the Spent Fuel Cooling Window is completed, removing this
work from the overall schedule critical path.

If the RPV segmentation and removal work is removed from overall schedule critical path, there
would be a shortening of the overall schedule critical path by four (4) months, however this
places more of the power block demolition on critical path, which is the industry norm.

East and West Break Water Demolition on Critical Path

The demolition and the disposal of the East and West Breakwaters (“Breakwaters”) is currently
shown to be on the DCPP DSS schedule critical path for a period of about thirty nine (39) months
starting in mid 2035. Inclusion of the Breakwaters work on the overall schedule critical path is
based on a PG&E assumption that will likely not lead to the best possible price. This assumption
appears on page 29 of Plan 31.

“for the purposes of levelizing the waste shipments, the demolition of the breakwaters
has been deferred in the project’s schedule until such point in time that the power block
structures have been demolished.”

This PG&E assumption and the total expected timeframe contributes to the demolition and
disposal of the Breakwaters falling on the overall schedule critical path. HBA believes the
demolition and disposal of the Breakwaters could possibly be planned and sequenced to occur
earlier and off the overall schedule critical path, resulting in shortening the total project duration
by thirteen (13) months, and a cost savings. However, in order to plan the demolition and
disposal of the Breakwaters to occur off critical path and earlier, two (2) additional scopes of
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work need to be evaluated because of their need for the breakwater to be “in place”. Those
two (2) scopes of work are building demolition and Non Radiological water management.

Demolition of the intake structure requires the Breakwaters to be in place to protect the project
from ocean waves. The demolition of the intake structure could potentially be advanced up
towards the beginning of the project, soon after the intake structure is no longer needed and
taken out of services, eliminating the need for the Breakwaters to remain in place.

The current Decommissioning Cost Estimate is based on the Non Radiological Water
Management plan which utilizes a 3 phase approach for ocean water supply to provide
feedwater to the Sea Water Reverse Osmosis (“SWRO”) facility to produce freshwater and to
provide means to discharge waste water effluents (including radiological). The first phase will
continue to use the intake structure as a water supply until this facility is removed from service.
The second phase uses a floating barge protected by the East and West Breakwaters for water
supply until demolition of the breakwater begins. The third phase replaces the floating barge
pump with an open water pumping system for water supply without the need for protection of
the east and west breakwaters. In order to remove the need for a water supply protected by the
east and west breakwaters, DCPP should consider installing the open water pumping solution for
both phase 2 and phase 3, eliminating the cost for a floating barge.

Installing the open water pumping solution in phase 2 would allow DCPP to advance removal of
both East and West Breakwaters before the demolition of the power block. However, the
feasibility of doing both East and West Breakwaters before the demolition of the power block is
subject to the final planned duration of the Spent Fuel Cooling Window and completion of RVI
and RPV segmentation. As the planned duration of the Spent Fuel Cooling Window and
completion of RVI and RPV segmentation is shortened, one of the Breakwaters (East or West)
could be deferred to after building demolition without increasing the overall duration of the
schedule critical path because the duration of a single breakwater is shorter than the other
activities in this period. Splitting the demolition of the Breakwaters may result in additional costs
of equipment mobilizations and demobilizations, however would most likely provide a cost
savings to the total project.

Implementing an alternative such as this would result in several positive and negative cost
impacts and should be studied in more detail.

 Shortening the overall duration of the schedule critical path by thirteen (13) months
during the site restoration period.

 Reduction of the costs of implementing the barge based pumping solution.
 Possible additional costs for the operation and maintenance of a more expensive pumping

solution during Phase 2.
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Further study of implementing this plan is required to determine the feasibility of these
recommendations. The following limitations have been identified.

 Duration of the fuel cooling period and RVI segmentation phase could be shortened to a
duration that makes this plan unworkable.

 The open water pumping supply solution is currently a conceptual design and parametric
estimate level of maturity.

 Permitting of the open water pumping solution within the new time constraints may be
difficult and has not been planned.

 Limitations on transportation of waste have not been fully evaluated. This plan requires
transportation of waste that overlaps with other demolition activities that may exceed
DCPP’s waste transportation capabilities.

Expected Critical Path

An optimal decommissioning schedule critical path is one that is managed to reduce the project
schedule from the start of decommissioning to the completion of site restoration to its shortest
duration which will result in the least total overall project cost. The most common schedule
critical path for decommissioning projects generally consists of the following series of activities:
Fuel Cooling & Transfer, Containment Interior Demolition, Containment Bldg Demolition, Final Site
Survey, Backfill & Landscaping, and Demobilization.

PG&E should look at scheduling the major projects so that the total duration of the project is as
short as possible, with other work sequenced around the planned schedule critical path activities.
HBA believes this will lead to a significantly shorter overall project duration which will in turn
reduce costs of level of effort activities by a significant amount. PG&E should challenge their
assumptions about the duration after reactor shutdown and defueling until 1.) start of fuel
movement to the on site ISFSI (i.e., Spent Fuel Cooling Period, average ~5.8 years) and 2.) start of
reactor vessel internal segmentation and removal (i.e., Reactor Vessel Cooling Period, average ~6
years). Shortening the durations for the period of time after shutdown prior to starting this work
may result in a higher direct cost in these projects that would be offset by shortening the total
project duration.

There are three (3) areas where HBA believes the decommissioning project schedule could be
changed to shorten or reduce the overall project schedule duration and achieve cost savings.
These three (3) areas are identified in Table IV.1.1 on the following page.
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The following schedule critical path graphics provided in Figure IV.1.2, Figure IV.1.3, and Figure
IV.1.4 show a comparison of the current project schedule critical path and those elements that
are near the schedule critical path. In each of the schedule critical path graphics where
applicable, schedule critical path activities are highlighted in red; secondary or near schedule
critical path activities are highlighted in yellow; and schedule non critical path support activities
are highlighted in black.

The first schedule critical path graphic in Figure IV.1.2 shows the DCPP DSS current overall
schedule critical path leading to just over thirteen (13) years from Unit 2 shutdown (August 2025)
to demobilization (December 2038).

Figure IV.1.2: DSS CURRENT CRITICAL PATH – UNIT 2 SHUTDOWN TO DEMOBILIZATION, (~13.3 YEARS)

The second schedule critical path graphic in Figure IV.1.3 shows a shorter overall schedule
duration of twelve (12) years based on current assumptions for advancing reactor vessel
segmentation and removing the breakwaters demolition from the schedule critical path.

The final schedule critical path graphic in Figure IV.1.4 shows a much more aggressive plan
yielding an overall duration of ten (10) years, based on recent experience with much shorter
periods for spent fuel cooling and transfer to the on site ISFSI. HBA believes this aggressive
duration is achievable based on challenges to assumptions dealing with the cooling of spent fuel
and the reactor vessel internals along with advancing reactor vessel segmentation and
breakwater demolition to occur off the schedule primary critical path. It is possible findings not
presented in this review and summary schedule may affect the feasibility of these scenarios. HBA
was as thorough as possible in its review of the summary schedule and Project Management
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Plans that provide the basis for this plan. However, the DCPP DSS is a representation of detailed
schedule activities and logic not available to HBA. This more detailed information may identify
schedule activities and logic that may result in a longer critical path.

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Unit 1 Shutdown
Unit 2 Shutdown

Unit 2 SFP Cooling & Transfer

Unit 2 RVI Segmentation
Unit 2 RPV Segmentation

39

West Breakwater Demolition

Main Warehouse Bldg Demolition
East Breakwater Demolition

Power Block Demolition

Final Status Survey (Zones 1 9)
Backfill & Grading

Final Landscaping, Re Vegetation & Demobilization

Utilities / Structures Demo

Intake Structure Demolition

Figure IV.1.3: OPTIMIZED CRITICAL PATH – UNIT 2 SHUTDOWN TO DEMOBILIZATION, (~12 YEARS)

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

Unit 1 Shutdown
Unit 2 Shutdown

Unit 2 SFP Cooling & Transfer

Unit 2 RVI Segmentation
Unit 2 RPV Segmentation

East Breakwater Demolition

Main Warehouse Bldg Demolition
West Breakwater Demolition

Power Block Demolition

Final Status Survey (Zones 1 9)
Backfill & Grading

Final Landscaping, Re Vegetation & Demobilization

Utilities/Structures Demo

Intake Structure Demolition

Figure IV.1.4: ACCELERATED CRITICAL PATH – UNIT 2 SHUTDOWN TO DEMOBILIZATION, (~10 YEARS)

This schedule critical path comparison reflects both the recommended logic and the adjustments
to duration presented in the following sections. As the schedule critical path is shortened in
length, it is likely that the project will have secondary schedule critical paths and may incur
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additional costs in the form of additional packaging, high contingency requirements, etc. These
additional costs should be evaluated with the potential cost savings to be realized at the period of
time that the schedule critical path is shortened in order to determine the lowest cost
alternative.

Additional Logic Findings

Two (2) additional findings in the DCPP DSS activity logic that do not affect the critical path have
been identified. These are:

 Break in Phase 1 and Phase 2 Demolition work
 Use of a single schedule activity for the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Window

These two (2) additional logic findings are discussed further below.

Break in Phase 1 and Phase 2 Demolition work

The DCPP DSS shows Phase 1 Early Non Heavy Demolition with a duration of twenty one (21)
months and shows Phase 2 General Non Heavy Demolition with a duration of forty five (45)
months. Phase 1 and Phase 2 demolition work are separated by approximately forty nine (49)
months. Separating these two (2) demolition phases by forty nine (49) months will most likely
result in two (2) mobilizations/demobilizations of demolition crews and equipment. Refer to the
HBA analysis and conclusions regarding Phase I and Phase 2 demolition work presented in Section
IV Focus Area 5: Building Demolition Plan.

Single Spent Fuel Cooling Window

While most activities in the DCPP DSS include duplicate activities for work that is the same
between Units 1 and 2, the Spent Fuel Cooling Window is only a single activity that encompasses
both periods. DCPP contains 2 separate spent fuel pools for storage of spent fuel. The spent fuel
in each unit is cooling independently based on different unit shutdown dates. This creates a
challenge when reviewing the scopes of work that are linked to this single activity. Activities
scheduled based on the cooling period in Unit 1 do not have the activity to which they are
logically linked to displayed on the DSS. Because this is a schedule critical activity, the Spent Fuel
Cooling Window activity should be represented for each unit individually.

Duration Findings

The following four (4) duration findings have been identified:

 Duration to the beginning of power block demolition is longer than industry norm
 Reactor Vessel Internal Segmentation is shorter than industry experience
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 Demolition of the power block is shorter than industry experience
 Final Status Survey scope is duplicated

These four (4) duration findings are discussed in more detail below.

Duration to the Beginning of Power Block Demolition

The planned duration to reach the start of the demolition of the power block is influenced by
several activities that could become the schedule critical path. The two biggest drivers of this
duration are the Spent Fuel Cooling Window and the segmentation of the RVIs and RPVs. DCPP’s
summary schedule for the start of power block demolition is currently driven by the Spent Fuel
Cooling Window and RPV Segmentation. DCPP has assumed that the duration of the Spent Fuel
Cooling Window should be seven (7) years and planned for the completion of segmentation work
to coincide with this window. To shorten this period, both activities need to be evaluated
concurrently for the impact for any schedule and cost savings. Shortening both of these activities
together will result in the reduction of time sensitive costs but may also increase the cost of these
activities. As shown in Table IV.1.1, PG&E could reduce the DCE in the range of about $8.9 million
for each month the spent fuel cooling period is reduced. Reducing the spent fuel cooling period
two (2) years to five (5) years which is more typical of other projects would save in the range of
about $213 million in project oversight staffing and security costs.

Spent Fuel Cooling Window

The Spent Fuel Cooling and Transfer to Dry Storage window is the time that is required to allow
the spent fuel to cooldown and be transferred to dry storage at the on site ISFSI. HBA
understands the current dry cask storage design basis considers a ten (10) year cooldown period.
This ten (10) year cooldown period was challenged in the 2015 NDCTP before the CPUC. PG&E
has subsequently determined reducing the duration for the spent fuel cooldown and transfer to
dry storage window from ten (10) to seven (7) years is technically feasible with the
implementation of a new dry cask storage design with a higher heat load capacity. Consequently,
PG&E used seven (7) years for the duration for the Spent Fuel Cooling and Transfer to Dry Storage
window.

Although HBA believes a ten (10) year cooldown period is very conservative, there is currently no
approved technical basis to support a shorter period. Due to seismic activity being outside the
norm, DCPP cannot utilize the general license casks utilized by most nuclear stations. Therefore,
PG&E is currently limited to using site specific licensed casks with a limited thermal capacity.
While HBA accepts this difference, no calculation based model of cask loading has been
presented for HBA to review and therefore HBA cannot establish the validity of this assertion.
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The PG&E assumed duration for the Spent Fuel Cooling and Transfer to Dry Storage window of
seven (7) years in the DCPP DSS is longer than comparative averages as shown in Figure IV.1.1.
HBA experience with other decommissioning plans would indicate that this period could be
reduced substantially, however a site specific technical analysis will be required to support any
reductions in the current 10 year cooldown period license basis.

In an attempt to validate the benchmark for PG&E’s duration, HBA reviewed an excerpt of
PG&E’s DCE titled “RFI 24 DCE Section for Spent Nuclear Fuel” which includes a comparison to
five (5) other facilities and a comparison to the average of these five (5) facilities. While HBA has
also prepared an average of planned and actual durations as a benchmark using a different set of
facilities, no plants have actually performed this activity with the same level of pre planning,
preparedness, technology and technical requirements as DCPP. Because a like for like
comparison on a population of actual durations cannot be performed, this diminishes the value
of any benchmark being used to establish the validity of DCPP’s Spent Fuel Cooling Window.

Because HBA was unable to validate the seven (7) year duration through technical review or
benchmarking, it is recommended that PG&E pursue further analysis of the required duration for
the spent fuel cooling window. In addition, as PG&E states in its analysis, significant cost savings
may be possible to achieve if future dry cask technology results in a dry cask design that is
capable of supporting a greater heat load than current cask technology allows. Refer to Table
IV.1.1 1 for the estimated cost savings for reducing the current duration of the Spent Fuel Cooling
and Transfer to Dry Storage window. It is recommended that PG&E engage in conversations with
nuclear fuel cask vendors on this topic and remain engaged throughout the entire pre shutdown
period with the goal of further reducing duration for the fuel cooldown period.

RVI and RPV Segmentation Completion

PG&E has assumed a seven (7) year Spent Fuel Cooling and Transfer to Dry Storage Window.
Consequently, PG&E has correctly planned to complete both RVI segmentation efforts to finish
around the same time. Allowing the Reactor Vessel Internals to cool down as much as possible
reduces the number of cuts required and the number of shipping containers required. This
reduction lowers the total dose accumulation and the cost of segmentation, which includes
cutting labor, packaging, transportation and disposal.

In the DCE write up, PG&E states the waste characterization analysis determined that the optimal
time to commence RVI segmentation and packaging is approximately 5.3 years post shutdown.1

This allows time for adequate radioactive decay of short lived gamma emitting radionuclides
which will reduce accumulation of worker dose, allows for immediate transportation of waste to

1 Section 4.1.1.4. DCE, Reactor Pressure Vessel and Internals Removal and Disposal page 97
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licensed off site waste disposal facilities, optimizes reactor internals segmentation duration by
allowing for larger individual pieces, and supports timely reduction in security requirements for
areas beyond the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) by ensuring the reactor
internals waste classified as GTCC is removed from the containment buildings and placed for
storage on the ISFSI pad no later than seven years post shutdown of Unit 2. The waste
characterization analysis also concluded that additional delay in commencement of segmentation
beyond 5.3 years post shutdown will not result in appreciable further radioactive decay of long
lived gamma emitting radionuclides until greater than twenty years post shutdown, which is
beyond the planned decommissioning duration.

HBA believes that PG&E has limited numerical basis for 5.3 years post shutdown to commence
RVI segmentation and packaging work. Near term decommissioning projects are planning to
begin RVI segmentation in less than one year after shutdown. Starting RVI segmentation earlier
than 5.3 years after shutdown would most likely result in a reduction of overall schedule duration
and cost. While starting RVI segmentation earlier than 5.3 years may result in additional
segmentation and packaging costs, the cost benefit of doing this schedule acceleration in
combination with a shorter Spent Fuel Cooling Window is significant and should be evaluated to
optimize schedule and cost savings. Refer to Table IV.1.1 for the estimated cost savings in
completing the RVI and RPV segmentation work earlier than currently shown in the DCPP DSS.

Reactor Vessel Internals Duration

The schedule duration for RVI segmentation is fifty four (54) weeks. None of the previously
completed RVI segmentation efforts on other decommissioning projects have been completed
within that time frame. The Zion Unit 1 and Humboldt Bay RVI segmentation efforts were
completed in seventy eight (78) weeks. That’s the shortest duration that any RVI segmentation
project has taken. Zion Unit 2 RVI segmentation, which was the first RVI segmentation effort at
Zion, took one hundred thirty (130) weeks. Connecticut Yankee RVI segmentation took a similar
duration.

The project plan for each of the Zion RVI segmentation efforts originally contained a schedule
duration of fifty two (52) weeks. However, unanticipated delays caused the duration for each unit
to far exceed the original schedule duration. Unanticipated delays encountered during the Unit 2
RVI segmentation effort including failed segmentation cutting tooling, failed hydraulic hoses for
cutting equipment, failed temporary supports for the thermal shield when it was being severed
from the core barrel, failed rigging during a lower internals lift, and lower than planned
component cutting rates resulted in the extended duration identified above for the first RVI
segmentation effort. All of those problems, except for the lower cutting rates, were resolved
during the Unit 2 RVI segmentation effort, so they did not occur during the Unit 1 RVI
segmentation effort. However, even without encountering the same problems as experienced
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during the Unit 2 work, the Unit 1 RVI segmentation effort required an eighteen (18) month
duration to complete. HBA believes the scheduled RVI segmentation duration should be seventy
eight (78) weeks for each unit.

Demolition of the Power Block Duration

The current schedule indicates a duration of thirty (30) months, which appears to be an
executable schedule. However, allowing additional time for production loss due to work area
constraints, weather impacts, and ongoing maintenance issues related to heavy demolition
would be a good concept for further consideration. Utilization of the heavy demolition crew in
the execution of Phases 1 and 2 of the non heavy demolition will allow an earlier start to the
heavy demolition, consequently the duration could increase, if needed, without extending the
completion date. The light demolition crew and most of their equipment would also be utilized in
the heavy demolition phases, assuring optimum personnel and equipment utilization during both
light demolition and heavy demolition phases.

Final Status Survey Duplication

The DCPP DSS includes two (2) schedule activities covering most of final status survey that
duplicates scope based on the descriptions. These schedule activities appear to show zones 10
13 in both summary activities. The schedule activity labeled for only Zones 10 13 is longer than
the following schedule activity, which also appears to include these zones and eight (8) others.
The later schedule activity is seven (7) months shorter. It appears that the description of zones of
one or both activities is in error. The duration of the activity Final Status Survey Zones 1 3 & 5
13 was used for evaluation of the duration.

Summary of changes to the DSS

To clarify how some of the HBA suggested changes affect PG&E’s DCPP DSS, HBA has created two
(2) summary schedules that graphically show the scopes of work for which HBA has made
recommendations to achieve a more optimal schedule. In each summary schedule critical path
activities are highlighted in red; secondary or near schedule critical path activities are highlighted
in yellow; and schedule non critical path support activities are highlighted in black.

The first schedule in Figure IV.1.5 shows PG&E’s Current Summary Schedule requiring just over
thirteen (13) years as it appears in the DCPP DSS provided.

The second schedule in Figure IV.1.6 shows the Optimized Summary Schedule reduced to about
twelve (12) years. This Optimized Summary Schedule retains the current seven (7) year duration
for Unit 2 spent fuel cooling and transfer to the on site ISFSI, as well as and incorporating certain
HBA’s suggestions. HBA suggestions incorporated include a.) advancing the RVI/RPV
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segmentation to occur off the schedule critical path; b.) advancing the west Breakwaters
Demolition to finish concurrently with transfer of the Unit 2 spent fuel to the on site ISFSI; c.)
starting Power Block Demolition immediately after spent fuel transfer to the on site ISFSI and the
completion of RVI/RPV segmentation including increasing the duration; and d.) completing the
east Breakwaters Demolition after the finish of Power Block Demolition. Refer to Table IV.1.1 for
the estimated cost savings resulting from advancing the RVI and RPV segmentation and removing
the Breakwaters Demolition from the schedule critical path.

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Unit 1 Shutdown
Unit 2 Shutdown

Unit 2 SFP Cooling & Transfer

Unit 2 RVI Segmentation
Unit 2 RPV Segmentation

Unit 2 Containment Interior Demolition
Power Block Demolition

Final Status Survey
Backfill & Grading

Final Landscaping, Re Vegetation & Demobilization

39

Breakwater Demolition

Spent Fuel Pool Isolation (Units 1 & 2)

System and Area
Closure (Units 1 & 2)

Phase 1 (Non Heavy) Demolition

Unit 1 RVI Segmentation
Unit 1 RPV Segmentation

Phase 2 (Non Heavy) Demolition

Utilities / Structures Demo & Restoration Prep

Large Components (Unit 2)

Infrastructure and Support Projects

Unit 1 SFP Cooling & Transfer

Large Components (Unit 1)
Legacy Large Component Removal

Intake Structure Demolition

Figure IV.1.5: CURRENT DECOMMISSIONING SUMMARY SCHEDULE (~13.3 YEARS)
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24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Unit 1 Shutdown
Unit 2 Shutdown

Unit 2 SFP Cooling & Transfer

Unit 2 RVI Segmentation
Unit 2 RPV Segmentation

Final Status Survey (Zones 1 9)
Backfill & Grading

Final Landscaping, Re Vegetation & Demobilization

39

Main Warehouse Bldg Demolition

Spent Fuel Pool Isolation (Units 1 & 2)

System and Area Closure
(Units 1 & 2)

Phase 1 (Non Heavy) Demolition

Unit 1 RVI Segmentation
Unit 1 RPV Segmentation

Phase 2 (Non Heavy) Demolition

Utilities / Structures Demo & Restoration Prep

Large Components (Unit 2)

Infrastructure and Support Projects

Unit 1 SFP Cooling & Transfer

Large Components (Unit 1)
Legacy Large Component Removal

Intake Structure Demolition

Power Block Demolition

West Breakwater Demolition

East Breakwater Demolition

Figure IV.1.6: OPTIMIZED DECOMMISSIONING SUMMARY SCHEDULE (~12 Years)
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Other Minor Findings and Errors

During its detailed review, the HBA IRT found four (4) minor errors that do not have a significant
impact on the schedule. The findings include:

 Milestone errors
 Missing Milestone for Completion of Reactor Vessel Segmentation
 Galbestos Siding Naming
 Main Warehouse Demolition Description

Each of these minor errors are discussed in more detail below.

Milestone Errors

The name of the milestone Transfer to ISFSI Planning and Procurement is unclear. It is a
completion Milestone that appears to start the activity Pre SNF and GTCC Transfer Readiness
Scope.

The Milestone for Building Demolition appears to have missed the completion of activity #84
Final Site Area & Bldg Demolitions. The title of these activities should be clarified so that there is
no longer any confusion in the descriptions.

Missing Milestone for Completion of Reactor Vessel Segmentation

A milestone is not included for the completion of Reactor Vessel Segmentation work. This is one
of the most significant scopes of work on site, so is normally included in the milestone list. As
DCPP has two (2) reactors, it would normally include one milestone for segmentation of each
reactor vessel. Along with transfer of the spent nuclear fuel to the on site ISFSI, this will allow the
audience to quickly see when there is a significant reduction in risk associated with the power
block.

Galbestos Siding Naming

The use of Galbestos Siding’s brand name that leads to some lack of clarity to readers that are not
familiar with this specific product name. Use of a more generic description which contains the
word Asbestos or ACM would lead to more clearly communicating the difficulty of this work to an
unfamiliar audience.

Main Warehouse Demolition Description

A schedule activity for the Main Warehouse Demolition is shown to be on the current schedule
critical path. It is understood that PG&E plans to repurpose the Main Warehouse to serve as the
radiological waste processing facility and will not be demolished until all radiological waste has
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been removed from DCPP. In order to clearly explain the reason for scheduling the removal of
the main warehouse at the end of the demolition schedule, it would be helpful to include the
intended use of the main warehouse during decommissioning to the description of this activity.
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Focus Area 2: Decommissioning Security Plan
HBA was requested to evaluate the decommissioning security schedule from post Unit 2
shutdown (26 AUG 2025) through the completion of the transfer of the spent nuclear fuel to the
Department of Energy (“DOE”).

PG&E presented its security plans for DCPP after shutdown and during decommissioning in the
Site Security Modifications for Diablo Canyon Power Plant during Decommissioning Project
Management Plan (Plan 35). Plan 35 identifies the planned security related modifications and
security staffing changes to occur between permanent shutdown and the transfer of the spent
nuclear fuel to the DOE.

HBA focused on the schedule as it relates to the proposed decommissioning security
modifications and estimated security staffing levels against the current and proposed Physical
Security Plan (“PSP”) to maintain an effective defensive strategy.

HBA Focus Area 2 Team Lead for Security traveled to DCPP between 10/28/18 to 10/30/18 and
met with the PG&E Security Strategy Expert and the PG&E Decommissioning Manager
responsible for security to discuss and review relevant decommissioning plans and documents, to
include: Plan 35, the PSP, Target Sets/component, and any security regulatory commitments. The
focus was to understand PG&E’s security strategy during decommissioning and to identify any
possible opportunities to reduce cost/staffing and minimize security risk throughout the
decommissioning schedule.

PG&E’s plans for DCPP security staffing is based on the required number of security posts
necessary to protect DCPP during the decommissioning of Unit 1, Unit 2 and operation of the on
site ISFSI, transfer of the spent fuel to the DOE and termination of the NRC license. In plan 35,
PG&E defines the required site security posts and site security staffing requirements using the
following four (4) periods defined by key NRC identified decommissioning milestones.

 Period 0 – Initial Shutdown: This period starts when Unit 1 is shut down (4 NOV 2024)
and defueled with Unit 2 operational and ends when Unit 2 is shut down and defueled (26
AUG 2025). The duration of Period 0 is approximately ten (10) months.

 Period 1 Wet Storage During Zirc Fire Window: This period starts when Unit 2 is shut
down and defueled (26 AUG 2025) with the Unit 1 and Unit 2 spent fuel stored in the
spent fuel pools. The period ends when the spent fuel from both units has sufficiently
cooled to a temperature where the probability of a zirc fire accident is very low (26 FEB
2027). The duration of Period 1 is approximately eighteen (18) months. Period 1 is further
broken down into Period 1a and Period 1b. Period 1a is a six (6) month period starting
with Unit 2 is shutdown and defueled (26 AUG 2025) and ends after NRC exemptions
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granted for devitalization of the control room (FEB 2026), allowing a reduction in site
security forces protecting certain interior positions. Period 1b is a twelve (12) month
period beginning after the Period 1a NRC exemptions are implemented (FEB 2026) and
ends when the spent fuel from both units has sufficiently cooled to a temperature at
which the probability of a zirc fire accident is very low (26 FEB 2027).

• Period 2 Wet Storage Post Zirc Fire Window: This period starts after spent fuel is stored
in the spent fuel pools; however, the probability of a zirc fire accident is very low (26 FEB
2027) and ends when all the spent fuel and GTCC waste is moved to dry storage at the on
site ISFSI (24 JUN 2032). The duration of Period 2 is approximately sixty four (64) months.
The entire wet storage duration from Unit 1 shutdown until all Unit 1 and Unit 2 spent
fuel is in dry storage is approximately eighty four (84) months.

• Period 3 Dry Storage: This period starts when all spent fuel and GTCC is stored at the on
site ISFSI (24 JUN 2032) and ends when all the spent fuel and GTCC is transferred off site
to DOE (2067). The duration of Period 3 is approximately thirty five (35) years.

PG&E has identified nine (9) modifications totaling approximately $11.1 million (w/o contingency)
to the DCPP physical protection system. These modifications are scheduled to be implemented
after the shutdown of Unit 1 between November 2024 and February 2027. These modifications
when implemented are expected to increase security efficiencies allowing a reduction in security
staff and overall security costs.

 Install a 45 degree angled “kicker” to the existing north and west side of the Main
Protected Area (PA) fence.

 Reconfigure the delay fence inside of the protected area to facilitate decommissioning
efforts pertaining to vehicle traffic.

 Backfill the intake and discharge tunnels with dirt or concrete for protected/non
traversable pathways.

 Install delay cages/gates for the personnel and roll up doors leading into the Turbine
Building, Auxiliary Building, and Fuel Handling Building.

 Remove the 140’ pedestrian bridge and associated commodities between the
Administration Building and the Turbine Building.

 Remove overhead transmission lines that are de energized.
 Remove the sheet metal siding skin from the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Buttresses to improve
line of sight and enhance the ability to detect and neutralize potential security threats.

 Construct and install 4 fighting positions (2 per unit); each with a sliding gun port.
 Seal six (6) doorways (3 per unit) which will not be used during decommissioning.
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In addition, PG&E also evaluated relocating the Main Warehouse outside of the Main Protected
Area boundary, estimated to cost approximately $4 million. PG&E deleted this modification
because it would not likely result in more efficient security operations or a reduction in security
staffing.

PG&E’s security posts and security staffing projections in full time equivalents (FTEs) to comply
with DCPP protective strategy, and California labor laws are shown in Table IV.2.1 below.

DCPP Milestones
DCPP
Period

Period
Time
Frame

Security
Posts

Security
Staffing
(FTEs)

Duration
(~ months)

Pre Unit 1 Shutdown N/A
Pre 02
NOV 2024

Unpublished
Safeguards
Information

272 N/A

Unit 1
Shutdown/Defueled

with Unit 2 Operational,
no plant modifications
or regulatory approvals

0

02 NOV
2024 to 26
AUG 2025

Unpublished
Safeguards
Information

272 10

Unit 1 and Unit 2
Shutdown and defueled,

no plant mods or
regulatory approvals

1a

26 AUG
2025 to 02
FEB 2026

52 289 (+17) 6

Unit 1 and Unit 2
Shutdown and defueled,
no plant mods, and with
regulatory approvals

1b

02 FEB
2026 to 26
FEB 2027

51 283 ( 6) 12

Unit 1 & 2 Shutdown
and defueled, with plant
mods and regulatory

approvals

2

26 FEB
2027 24
JUNE 2032

39 207 ( 76)
64

Stand Alone ISFSI 3
24 JUN
2032 to
2067

6 29 ( 178) 420

Table IV.2.1: Security Posts and Staffing Forecast

PG&E’s security staffing forecast is based on the number of security posts necessary to protect
DCPP during decommissioning and operations of the ISFSI. Each security post requires 5.5 FTEs
for continuous coverage. (24 hours/day, 7 days/ week) and 1.5 FTEs for each 12 hour shift. In
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addition, the State of California labor laws require an additional 1 relief post assigned to every
four (4) security posts to account for personnel breaks. PG&E describes its methodology to
estimate the necessary staffing for each security post in Plan 35.

Through comprehensive discussions and strategy reviews HBA determined the level of detail and
planning supporting DCPP security cost estimate exceeded expectations in their due diligence in
confirming staffing level requirements for each period of the decommissioning process. During
the decommissioning process, target sets no longer requiring protection will be eliminated.
However, an increase in compensatory measures will be necessary to protect against new
vulnerabilities that did not exist when both Unit 1 and Unit 2 were operational. Also, staffing
levels will need to be adjusted to align with the implementation of the security related plant
modifications and changes to the protective strategy as decommissioning progresses.

To ensure regulatory compliance yet minimize costs, DCPP Security evaluted a myriad of security
options, conducted extensive table top exercises, and contracted a 3rd party industry SME in
strategy development to identify security options and possible reduction in staffing from its current
levels. PG&E also utilized 3D software to assess security risk and optimize planned security
effectiveness.

PG&E initiated 10CFR 50.54(p) to reduce three (3) security posts, establishing a zero margin for error
threshold then subsequently failed an annual Force on Force (FOF) exercise. In one instance, PG&E
evaluated a single security post for elimination and conducted over 60 limited scope (live) FOF
exercises, exhausting any doubt that the removal would not decrease the PSP effectiveness.
However, the risk factor determined the security post was necessary and could not be removed.
Each security post, area and modification in Plan 35 have been evaluated and received equivalent
persistence and attention to detail to arrive at their conclusions, to include appropriate staffing
reductions in Period 2 and 3 with in Plan 35.

STRENGTHS:
PG&E has carefully evaluated various alternatives to comply with regulatory requirements for
security during decommissioning. PG&E’s analyses to evaluate/identify staffing level increase or
decrease opportunities using limited scope FOF drills, 3rd party SME’s analysis, and AVERT modeling
results is commendable.

PG&E expectations to maintain the existing security force of 272 FTEs during period 0 through
Unit 2 Shutdown on 26 AUG 2025 when decommissioning activities are limited to ensure no
impact on Unit 2 operations is reasonable.
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PG&E inclusion of approximately $11.1 million in costs (w/o contingency) for implementing nine
(9) modifications to optimize security staffing requirements is reasonable.

PG&E expectations to increase the security force seventeen (17) FTEs (i.e., 272 to 289 FTEs) during
Period 1a (approximately 6 months with no plant modifications and no NRC regulatory approvals) to
account for compensatory measures necessary to protect against new security vulnerabilities that
did not exist with both units operational (e.g., new openings in structures to facilitate equipment
removal and draining piping that was previously filled with water) is reasonable.

PG&E’s expectations to meet California State laws by utilizing an additional fifty five (55) FTEs during
Period 0 through Period 1 along with an additional thirty eight (38) FTEs during Period 2 is
reasonable.

The bounding conditions between Period 1a and Period 1b are defined/explained for a decrease in
security force staffing six (6) FTEs (i.e., 289 to 283 FTEs) with NRC regulatory approvals (e.g.
devitalization of the control room) is reasonable.

PG&E expectation to reduce staffing seventy six (76) FTEs during Period 1b through Period 2 (i.e.,
283 to 207 FTEs) when the nine (9) listed plant modifications and exemptions are implemented is
reasonable.

PG&E’s security force reduction of one hundred seventy eight (178) FTEs (i.e., 207 to 29 FTEs)
after the transfer of all spent full to dry storage at the on site ISFSI is reasonable.

FINDINGS:
The predominate security related cost driver is attributed to estimated two hundred seven (207)
FTEs in security staffing during the sixty four (64) month duration for Period 2 until all the spent
fuel is in dry storage at the on site ISFSI. Reducing the duration of Period 2 would save
approximately $2.4 million per month in security costs alone. This estimated security cost savings
is included in the estimated cost savings of $8.89M/month shown in Table IV.1.1 for reducing the
duration of the spent fuel cooling and transfer period.
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Focus Area 3: Waste Disposal Costs
HBA was requested to provide an estimated total cost for disposal for waste type and
classification expected during decommissioning of DCPP using the PG&E provided waste volume
tables listing eleven (11) waste types.

The two (2) PG&E provided waste volume tables for DCPP decommissioning waste have been
populated and are shown in Figure IV.3.1. At the top of Figure IV.3.1 is a table of HBA proposed
base waste disposal unit rates ($/cubic foot) for each of the eleven (11) waste types based on the
expected disposal location. At the bottom of Figure IV.3.1 is a table of estimated disposal costs
for each of the eleven (11) waste types using the PG&E estimated waste volumes (cubic feet) and
the HBA proposed base disposal unit rates ($/cubic foot).

The waste disposal unit price data was derived from various sources and recent industry
experience.

Waste with detectable levels of radioactivity is classified as radioactive waste. The waste
classification for radioactive waste ultimately determines whether waste is acceptable for shallow
land burial in an NRC or state licensed facility. The four (4) primary levels of nuclear waste
classes identified by 10 CFR Section 61.55 based on radionuclide concentration limits are:

 Class A: waste containing the lowest concentration of short lived and long lived
radionuclides. Examples include personal protective clothing, instruments, tools, and
some medical wastes. Also, waste containing any other radionuclides left unspecified by
10 CFR 61.55 is classified as A.

 Class B: is an intermediate waste classification that primarily applies to waste containing
either short lived radionuclides exclusively, or a mixture of short lived and long lived
radionuclides in which the Long lived concentration is less than 10% of the Class C
concentration limit for long lived radionuclides.

 Class C: wastes containing long lived or short lived radionuclides (or mixtures of both) at
the highest concentration limit suitable for shallow land burial. Examples include ion
exchange resins and filter materials used to treat reactor cooling water and activated
metals (metal exposed to a neutron flux — irradiation — that creates a radioactive
isotope from the original metal).

 Greater than Class C (“GTCC”): waste generally not acceptable for near surface disposal.
Greater than Class C wastes from nuclear power plants include irradiated metal
components from reactors such as core shrouds, support plates, and core barrels, as well
as filters and resins from reactor operations and decommissioning.
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Waste that has no detectable levels of radioactivity should be classified as clean waste. Clean
waste is exempt from regulatory control for radiation protection purposes.

The NRC has licensed four (4) low level waste disposal facilities.

 EnergySolutions Barnwell Operations, located in Barnwell, South Carolina
Currently, Barnwell accepts waste from the Atlantic compact states (Connecticut, New
Jersey, and South Carolina). Barnwell is licensed by the State of South Carolina to dispose
of Class A, B, and C waste.

 U.S. Ecology, located in Richland, Washington
Richland accepts waste from the Northwest and Rocky Mountain compacts. Richland is
licensed by the State of Washington to dispose of Class A, B, and C waste.

 EnergySolutions Clive Operations, located in Clive, Utah
Clive accepts waste from all regions of the United States. Clive is licensed by the State of
Utah for Class A waste only.

 Waste Control Specialists (WCS), LLC, located near Andrews, Texas
WCS is licensed by the State of Texas to dispose of Class A, B, and C waste. WCS accepts
waste from the Texas Compact generators i.e., Vermont and Texas. Outside generators
may be accepted with permission from the Compact at rates agreed to at the time of
disposal for non Compact waste generators. The Texas Compact Commission on March
23, 2012 approved amendments to rules allowing the import of non Compact generated
radioactive waste for disposal. The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (“TCEQ”)
promulgated regulations on maximum pricing for WCS operations for compact and non
Compact generators, for both start up years and steady state operations.

The Southwest Compact, of which California is a part, does not have disposal agreements with
any of the four (4) NRC licensed facilities, and does not currently have an in Compact disposal
facility available. Additionally, PG&E is not a member of the Texas Compact and therefore
disposal rates at WCS for Texas Compact members are not available to PG&E.

The HBA proposed base rates for disposal of low level waste were generally developed from
average waste disposal rate estimates of other reactor decommissioning projects by radioactive
waste type that were estimated between 2015 and 2017. All waste disposal rates were indexed
to 2017 pricing. Waste disposal rates include Class B&C rates, Large component rates, low level
Class A Rates, and compactible/non compactible Class A rates. Public information pertaining to
Texas State regulatory maximum rates for WCS were indexed to 2017 and were used to help
classify waste rate information and provide an upper price boundary for individual rates. The
HBA proposed base rates were applied against the PG&E provided waste quantities without any
contingency.
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Provided below are more detailed explanations for each of the HBA proposed base waste
disposal unit rates shown in the table at the top of Figure IV.3.1.

 Non Detect: Metal – Recycle

This classification contains metal waste with no detectable levels of radioactivity that will
be recycled at an out of state metal waste recycling facility. Price of residual value of
steel recovered from the clean area demolition of the plant is based on the current
national scrap price of $ 0.05875/lb (Oct 18 price) and a working face scrap metal density
of 32 lbs/cubic foot.

 Non Detect: Concrete/Asphalt – Recycle

This classification contains concrete and/or asphalt waste with no detectable levels of
radioactivity that will be recycled at an out of state asphalt recycling facility. The recycle
price is dependent upon the fill needs of the recycler at the time of demolition and cannot
be determined. To capture this potential cost, the recycle rate is based on a worst case
scenario of out of state disposal, at an industrial solid waste landfill, at a rate of $60/ton
and at a rubble density of 85 lbs/cubic foot. An opportunity is included in the Risk Register
to eliminate this cost if a recycler can be found.

 Non Detect: Concrete/Asphalt

This classification contains concrete and/or asphalt waste with no detectable levels of
radioactivity that will be disposed at an out of state solid waste landfill. The disposal rate
for this out of state disposal is calculated from a disposal rate of $60/ton and at a rubble
density of 85 lbs/cubic foot.

Concrete and asphalt rubble deemed to be clean waste and not designated for re use on
site can be sent to a municipal waste landfill out of state. The disposal rate is based on a
published 2017 survey of western landfills. The tipping fee (disposal rate) per ton is
$60/ton. This rate may be increased by the facility to offset the negative public
connotations generated by the acceptance of nuclear plant debris. This is a high value out
of scope risk item and should be added to the project risk register.

 LARW 20.2002: Metal/Concrete/Asphalt

This classification consists of Class A metal, concrete, or asphalt waste containing some
residual, very low activity for which extensive controls of 10 CFR 61.55 are not needed to
ensure protection of public health and safety and the environment. Waste classified as
LARW 20.2002 can be disposed of in near surface landfill type facilities with limited
regulatory control. Such landfill type facilities may also contain other non radioactive
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hazardous waste materials. Typical waste types of 20.2002 include soil and rubble with
low levels of activity concentration. This category of waste provides opportunity for cost
reductions if decommissioning efforts produce waste meeting these criteria. Tennessee
has developed a Bulk Survey for Release (BSFR) program to permit use of specified
landfills for this type of waste. The cost presented in the disposal rate is based on
historical rates indexed to 2017, from other projects utilizing BSFR facilities.

 Class A: Metal/Concrete/Asphalt

This classification consists of metal, concrete, asphalt waste containing the lowest
concentration of short lived and long lived radionuclides. The low level landfill located in
Clive, UT can accept Class A waste from all regions of the United States. The disposal
rates were calculated from 2015 rates previously received directly from Clive and indexed
to 2017 pricing.

 Class B&C: Resins/Other

This classification consists of sealed radioactive sources, filters, and resins containing
either short lived radionuclides exclusively, or a mixture of short lived and long lived
radionuclides in which the long lived concentration is less than 10% of the Class C
concentration limit for long lived radionuclides. The disposal rates were calculated using
an average rate data from estimated reactor B&C wastes destined for WCS and that were
estimated in 2016 and 2017 and indexed to 2017 pricing.

 Other Regulated Wastes: Debris & Soil

This classification consists of regulated non detectable hazardous waste generally in the
form of debris and soil. The low level landfill located in Clive, UT can accept regulated
wastes meeting their waste acceptance criteria following treatment at Clive, if treatment
is required. The rates were calculated from 2015 rates previously received directly from
Clive and indexed to 2017 pricing.

 Class A: Large Components

This classification consists of large components containing the lowest concentration of
short lived and long lived radionuclides. The low level landfill located in Clive, UT can
accept Class A Large Component waste from all regions of the United States. The rates
were calculated from 2015 rates previously received directly from Clive and indexed to
2017 pricing.
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 Class A: Activated Metal – Reactor & Internals

This classification consists of reactor and internals containing the lowest concentration of
short lived and long lived radionuclides. The low level landfill located in Clive, UT can
accept Class A oversized activated metal waste from all regions of the United States. The
rates were calculated from 2015 rates previously received directly from Clive and indexed
to 2017 pricing.

 Class B&C: Activated Metal – Reactor & Internals

This classification includes reactor components containing either short lived radionuclides
exclusively, or a mixture of short lived and long lived radionuclides in which the long lived
concentration is less than 10% of the Class C concentration limit for long lived
radionuclides. The disposal rates were calculated using an average rate data from
estimated reactor B&C wastes destined for WCS and that were estimated in 2016 and
2017 and indexed to 2017 pricing.

 Class A: Misc. Metal/Concrete/Dry Active Waste

This classification consists of trash or mildly radioactive contaminated metal, concrete,
and dry active waste such as contamination control clothing and cleaning wipes. The
rates were calculated from 2015 rates previously received directly from Clive and indexed
to 2017 pricing.

Any GTCC classified waste will be packaged and stored on site at the ISFSI along with the spent
nuclear fuel. GTCC waste will be ultimately be relocated to an acceptable disposal facility at the
time the spent nuclear fuel is transferred to the DOE. PG&E has included an allowance in the DCE
for packaging, storage and disposal of GTCC waste. HBA did not evaluate the PG&E allowance for
packaging, storage and disposal of any GTCC waste.

FINDINGS:

HBA did not identify any weaknesses with the waste disposal costs. HBA does recommend for
PG&E to provide proper consideration and evaluation for any risk events outside the project
scope that may result in an unplanned increase in overall waste disposal costs such as
interruptions by interested intervenors delaying transportation and unexpected landfill access
restrictions/closures.
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Focus Area 4: Reactor Pressure Vessel and Internals Segmentation Schedule
HBA was requested to evaluate the reactor pressure vessel and internals removal and disposal
schedule with emphasis on the reasonableness and appropriateness of discrete schedule activity
durations.

The Diablo Canyon Decommissioning Project (“DCDP”) Reactor Pressure Vessel and Internals
Removal and Disposal Plan (Plan 27 or RPV Plan) sets forth the recommended approach,
sequence and estimated cost to remove and dispose the Reactor Pressure Vessel (“RPV”) and
Reactor Vessel Internals (“RVI”) from Diablo Canyon Power Plant (“DCPP”) Units 1 & 2. The
project plan and the detailed executable baseline schedule were reviewed for reasonableness
and appropriateness of the overall project, as well as for individual discreet activities.

The DCDP RPV Plan is based on and is very similar to the plan used for the segmentation of the
reactor vessels and internals at Zion Station, which is a sister station to DCPP. Hence, the DCDP
RPV Plan is based on utilization of proven segmentation tooling and techniques. The DCDP RPV
Plan identifies facility modifications that must be in place prior to the commencement of
segmentation activities. The DCDP RPV Plan project plan also addresses the disposal of the waste,
which was not included in the segmentation project plan for Zion.

STRENGTHS:
With its close relationship to the segmentation plan used at Zion, the DCDP RPV Plan contains
several inherent areas of strength. Those strengths include, but are not limited to, the following:

 Segmentation tooling is proven to be successful
 Segmentation techniques are proven to be successful
 Adequate time is allotted for design, fabrication, and testing of the segmentation tooling
 Laydown space requirements addressed
 Polar crane maintenance and inspection activities addressed
 Facility modifications required prior to commencement of segmentation activities

addressed
 Coordination with other project plans

Each of these strengths is discussed in more detail below.

Segmentation Tooling
The DCDP RPV Plan includes the use of proven segmentation tooling successfully deployed at
Zion, such as the Primary Segmentation Station (PSS) for size reduction along with the Bolt Milling
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Tool (“BMT”) and Former attachment Severing Tool (“FaST”). The FaST was developed during the
Zion decommissioning project as an improvement on the original former severing tool called the
“BeaST”.

Segmentation Techniques
The DCDP RPV Plan incorporates successful segmentation techniques used at Zion, including
thermal cutting for the vessel.

Tooling Design, Fabrication and Testing
The DCDP RPV Plan allows seventeen (17) months for mechanical tooling design, fabrication and
testing from “Notice to Proceed” to “Internals Tooling Mobilization Complete” on site. That is
approximately five (5) more months than the RPV segmentation contractor was allowed at Zion.
The Zion decommissioning project allowed only twelve (12) months for tooling design, testing
and fabrication. The Zion project experienced significant delays in the RVI segmentation work for
Unit 2 (the first reactor segmented) due to failure of tooling, in particular, failure of the former
severing tool known as the BeaST, which had to be replaced with a new tool design, as discussed
above. The DCDP RPV Plan allowing an extra five (5) months for the tooling design, testing and
fabrication is considered a strength because it should minimize the probability of a tooling design
failure.

Laydown Space Requirements
The DCDP RPV Plan provides a specific minimum requirement (5000 square feet) for laydown
area on the refueling floor. That provides clear direction to the project team regarding how much
equipment must be removed prior to mobilization of the RPV segmentation team. To satisfy this
laydown area requirement will most likely require removal of the fan coolers and ductwork on
the refueling floor. Removal of those coolers would represent an improvement over the working
conditions at Zion where a large electrical penetration support structure and four of the five fan
cooler intake ducts were left in place on the refueling floor, which had a negative impact on
reactor segmentation productivity.

Polar Crane Maintenance and Inspections
The DCDP RPV Plan addresses polar crane inspection and maintenance activities. Performing
scheduled daily, quarterly and annual inspections will serve to minimize schedule delays caused
by the crane malfunctioning. During decommissioning, the polar cranes will be used on a much
more frequent basis than they routinely are used during plant operations, leading to crane
components failing. Performing all of the scheduled inspections on the polar crane will minimize
the occurrence of malfunctions and schedule interruptions.
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Facility Modifications
The DCDP RPV Plan addresses facility modifications required prior to commencement of RPV
internals segmentation activity. In addition to the need to clear space on the refueling floor as
discussed above, the plan correctly identifies the need to verify the load carrying capacity of all
structural components involved in the removal and transport of the waste generated by the RPV
segmentation activity. It is highly probable some structural components will need to be modified
in order to support the loads associated with disposal. Waiting to do the structural analysis and
modifications until RPV segmentation activities have begun, would jeopardize the ability to meet
the schedule.

Coordination with Other Project Plans
The DCDP RPV Plan integrates the activities associated with other project plans, such as the
System and Area Closure Plan (Plan 02) and the Large Component Removal Plan (Plan 30). The
System and Area Closure Plan activities include clearing equipment from the refueling floor to
provide room for reactor segmentation activities, as well as removing spent fuel racks from the
Unit 1 Spent Fuel Pool to provide room for storing waste generated by reactor internals
segmentation activity. Completion of the Large Component Removal Plan activities allows the
Polar Crane to be available throughout the course of the reactor segmentation activities. The
coordination with the other project plans is considered a strength.

FINDINGS:
The DCDP RPV Plan and schedule are based on and very similar to the RPV and RVI segmentation
plan and schedule developed for the Zion RPV and RVI segmentation work. As discussed above,
the DCDP RPV Plan correctly addresses the change made at Zion for the tool used to detach the
former plates from the reactor. However, the DCDP RPV Plan does not address other
developments that unexpectedly delayed the segmentation of the Zion reactor internals.
Additionally, the waste transport activities were not included in the Zion RPV Plan. Two (2) key
findings in the DCDP RPV Plan include:

 Overly optimistic duration for internals segmentation
 Overly optimistic duration for rail shipments to WCS

Each of these findings is discussed in more detail below.

Schedule Duration for DCDP RPV Internals Segmentation is Overly Optimistic
The primary finding is present in the schedule duration for the DCDP RPV internals segmentation
work. The DCDP RPV Plan allows approximately twelve (12) months for the segmentation of the
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reactor internals for each unit. The original planned schedule duration prepared for Zion RPV
internals segmentation work was also approximately twelve (12) months. The actual duration for
the Zion RPV internals segmentation work for each reactor was significantly greater. The Zion
Unit 2 RPV was the first RPV internals to be segmented. The Zion Unit 2 RPV internals
segmentation work required more than two and a half (2 1/2) years to complete due to a variety
of unexpected problems. The Zion Unit 1 RPV reactor internals segmentation work was
completed in a little over one and half (1 1/2) years. The one (1) year schedule duration
improvement in the Zion Unit 1 RPV internals segmentation work was primarily attributable to
lessons learned during segmentation of the Zion Unit 2 RPV internals, including the use of the
FaST tool for all the Unit 1 former plate separation work.

The unexpected delays experienced during the Unit 2 Zion RPV segmentation work were the
result of several different issues. The inadequacy of the BeaST to function efficiently was
described above. Additional issues causing unanticipated delays in timely completion of RPV
internals segmentation include but are not limited to the following: 1) failure of tooling
components, such as hydraulic hoses; 2) inadequate design of thermal shield temporary support
structure; 3) remotely operated segmentation equipment operator inefficiencies; 4) biological
contamination of the reactor cavity water; and 5) rigging failure during movement of lower
internals.

The Zion Unit 1 RPV internals segmentation work effectively avoided the issues experienced
during the Zion Unit 2 RPV internals segmentation effort as a result of lessons learned and
solutions developed during the Zion Unit 2 work. However, despite avoiding the significant
unexpected delays experienced during the Zion Unit 2 work, the Zion Unit 1 RPV internals
segmentation work still required an eighteen (18) month duration. The original planned schedule
for completing the Zion RPV internal segmentation work in twelve (12) months was overly
optimistic regarding the actual durations required for segmenting the various reactor internal
components. These schedule delay issues were only identified after starting the actual reactor
vessel internal segmentation work. Hence, it is reasonable to assume DCDP actual RPV internals
segmentation work will require more than the currently planned schedule duration of twelve (12)
months. It is reasonable to expect the DCDP reactor internals segmentation work for each unit
will not take less than eighteen (18) months based on recent experience incurred during the
reactor internals segmentation work at Zion.

Schedule Duration for Rail Shipments of RPV Waste is Overly Optimistic
The primary finding is present in the four (4) week schedule duration for transporting RPV waste
to the Waste Control Specialists (WCS) facility in Texas is too short.
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The Waste Handling, Transportation and Disposal section of the DCDP RPV Plan and schedule
provides a detailed list of activities associated with loading, transporting and offloading rail cars
of waste to the WCS facility in Texas and returning the rail cars to the Pismo Beach railyard. The
planned round trip duration for the rail car round trip was four (4) weeks.

The actual round trip durations for rail shipments from Zion to the Energy Solutions (ES) waste
facility in Clive, Utah, routinely took between five (5) and six (6) weeks.

The distance between Zion and Clive, Utah, is approximately two hundred ten (210) miles greater
than the distance between Pismo Beach and Andrews, Texas. This additional distance can
conservatively be assumed to add one (1) day to the duration of travel in each direction.
Subtracting the additional two (2) days of round trip would still result in a conservative duration
of the DCPP waste shipments to WCS being at least five (5) weeks, one (1) week greater than the
planned duration scheduled for the DCDP work.

The most likely contributor to this discrepancy in the DCDP transportation schedule is the
planned out going duration of four (4) days for the train to travel from Pismo Beach to Andrews,
Texas. The schedule has an eight (8) day duration for the return trip. Revising the duration for the
outgoing trip from Pismo Beach to Andrews from the current schedule duration of four (4) days
to a revised duration of eight (8) days to match the return trip scheduled duration would result in
a round trip duration of five weeks. Switching of waste loaded rail cars to different trains by the
chosen railroad at intermediate railyards between Pismo Beach and Andrews is a likely source for
increasing the transport duration from four (4) days to eight (8) days. If DCPP desires to maintain
a four (4) week round trip duration, it is recommended that utilization of dedicated trains and a
sufficient number of train cars be pursued.
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Focus Area 5: Building Demolition Plan
HBA was asked to evaluate the building demolition detail schedule for reasonableness and
appropriateness in accordance with the Building Demolition Plan. Specific focus was directed to
be on the discrete schedule activities associated with demolition of the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Turbine
Buildings, Auxiliary Buildings, Containment Buildings and the East and West Breakwaters.
Additionally, HBA was asked to evaluate the associated labor hours, and costs for the equipment,
materials, labor and other costs.

This Diablo Canyon Decommissioning Project (DCDP) Building Demolition Plan (PMP 031 Plan)
sets forth the recommended approach, sequence and estimated cost to demolish the Diablo
Canyon Power Plant (“DCPP”) Units 1 & 2 in total. The project plan and the detailed baseline
schedule were reviewed for reasonableness and appropriateness of the overall project, as well as
for discreet activities associated with Units 1 and 2 Turbine Building, Auxiliary Building (including
Fuel Handling Buildings), Containment Buildings, and the East and West Breakwaters.

BUILDING DEMOLITION SCHEDULE

The DCDP Building Demolition Plan is very similar to the plan used for the Demolition Plan at Zion
Station and the Team Holtec Draft Demolition Plan written for the decommissioning of San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (“SONGS”). Consequently, the DCDP Building Demolition Plan
is generally based on ideas and approaches to demolition that have been well thought out and
worked successfully at other decommissioning projects.

 
STRENGTHS:
The DCDP Demolition Plan contains several areas of strength which include, but are not limited
to, the following:

 Categorizing buildings according to their level of radiation contamination
 Acknowledgement of the need for a “Light / Clean” Demolition Team and a “Heavy /

Contaminated” Demolition Team
 Acknowledgement of the many permits required for the decommissioning of the DCPP
 Laydown space requirements addressed
 Polar crane maintenance and inspection / recertification activities addressed
 Facility structural integrity verifications by a California licensed structural engineer

required prior to commencement of demolition activities addressed

Each of these strengths is discussed in more detail below.
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Building Categorization
The DCDP Demolition Plan includes the categorization of all buildings / structures at DCDP.
Category 1 structures will require minimal or no preparatory operations prior to the beginning of
demolition activities with systems removal in accordance with the System and Area Closure Plan
and the removal of hazardous and / or regulated materials in accordance with the
Decontamination Plan. Category 2 structures will require a significant amount of preparatory
operations prior to the start of demolition activities with systems removal in accordance with the
Systems and area Closure Plan and the removal of hazardous and / or regulated materials in
accordance with the Decontamination Plan. Category 3 structures include the intake structure,
discharge structure, turbine buildings, auxiliary / fuel handling buildings, and the containment
buildings.

Classification of Demolition Teams – Light / Clean and Heavy / Contaminated
Demolition at DCDP will be completed in two phases – early and late with two different teams
equipped with different sizes of equipment. The early demolition phase will be completed with
smaller and more conventional excavators equipped with thumbs, shears, and universal
processors in the 80,000 lb. – 100,000 lb. range. The late demolition phase will be done with
larger and greater numbers of 200,000 lb. to 250,000 lb. excavators equipped with hydraulic
hammers, universal processors, and shears and will include 200,000 lb. plus high reach
excavators.

Acknowledgement of the Many Permits Required to Execute the Decommissioning of
DCPP

Completing the necessary permitting with federal, state, and local jurisdictions is a time
consuming requirement which must be completed prior to any actual site work. Coordination and
cooperation between agencies can also be challenging, hence the realization to begin the process
early is very important.

Laydown Space Requirements
The DCDP Demolition Plan provides a specific area for the segregation of the waste streams,
which include ferrous material and concrete material. The area appears to be large enough area
to enable sorting of the waste streams by type of material and by level of contamination,
consequently ensuring correct handling, packaging, and routing by the Waste Management
Group.
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Polar Crane Maintenance and Inspections
The DCDP Demolition Plan addresses polar crane inspection and maintenance activities.
Performing scheduled daily, quarterly and annual inspections will serve to minimize schedule
delays caused by the crane malfunctioning. During decommissioning, the polar cranes will be
used on a much more frequent basis than they routinely are used during plant operations,
leading to crane components failing. Performing all of the scheduled inspections on the polar
crane will minimize the occurrence of malfunctions and schedule interruptions.

Facility Modifications and Required Design Guidance by a CA Licensed Structural
Engineer

The DCDP Demolition Plan addresses facility modifications required prior to commencement of
demolition activities on certain structures, including the two containments. The plan correctly
identifies the need to gain access to the interior of the containments with demolition equipment
and the use of the polar crane to complete the demolition of internal walls and floors. The
demolition plan also addresses the requirement to design and construct on both containments
accesses which can be kept closed with all internal air being exhausted through HEPA filters
during internal demolition. The demolition plan requires a California licensed structural engineer
to verify the load carrying capacity of all structural components involved in demolition activities
and completed prior to any demolition. It is likely some structural components may need to be
modified or additional support members added in order to support the equipment loads
associated with demolition or access by heavy machines prohibited due to structural limitations.
Structural analysis of all structures by a licensed structural engineer will be required for the
demolition teams to gain the necessary Demolition Permits prior to beginning demolition. The
Demolition Plan correctly identifies the approaches and discrete activities that will be utilized in
the demolition of the Turbine Building, Auxiliary Building, and Containment Buildings.

FINDINGS:
The DCDP Demolition Plan contains the following seven (7) findings:

 Long duration for the light demolition activities
 Compressed duration for the heavy demolition activities
 Potential/realistic realization of the loss of equipment and demolition equipment

attachments due to radiological contamination is not considered a direct project cost
 Inefficient method proposed for auxiliary building demolition
 Confusing information on the extent of auxiliary building and turbine building demolition
 Apparent excessive estimated costs for non manual activities and per diem
 Breakwater removal by marine contractor appears to be prohibitively expensive.
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Each of these findings is discussed in more detail below.

Long Schedule Duration for Phases 1 and 2 Non Heavy Demolitions
In the Decommissioning Summary Schedule PG&E has identified 2 distinct phases of the non
heavy demolition: “Early Non Heavy Demolitions Phase 1” with a duration of 21 months and
“General Non Heavy Demolitions Phase 2” with a duration of 45 months. The two phases will
incur extra cost due to the four (4) years separating the phases and the consequent two
mobilizations/demobilizations of demolition crews and equipment. Phases 1 and 2 of the non
heavy demolition could be concluded very quickly as the heavy demolition crew and the large
associated equipment would also be used in these phases, since they are not radiologically
contaminated at this time. The DCDP demolition will likely be completed by a large firm that
would ostensibly mobilize two complete crews (contaminated and non contaminated) with the
necessary equipment required for their scopes of work. Mobilization/demobilization of one
demolition company one time would save money and the retention of a labor force that has been
trained according to PG&E’s protocols will result in personnel well versed in PG&E’s safety
culture with a resultant efficiency in project performance.

Compressed Schedule Duration for the Heavy Demolition
The current schedule indicates a duration of thirty (30) months, which appears to be an
executable schedule. However, allowing additional time for production loss due to work area
constraints, weather impacts, and ongoing maintenance issues related to heavy demolition
would be a good concept for further consideration. Utilization of the heavy demolition crew in
the execution of Phases 1 and 2 of the non heavy demolition will allow an earlier start to the
heavy demolition, consequently the duration could increase, if needed, without extending the
completion date. The light demolition crew and most of their equipment would also be utilized in
the heavy demolition phases, assuring optimum personnel and equipment utilization during both
light demolition and heavy demolition phases.

Potential Loss of Equipment and Equipment Attachments Due to Radiological
Contamination

Potential loss of equipment in total, or portions thereof, due to radiological contamination is a
reality which must be recognized. Demolition machines that are very large with expensive
modifications implemented for the dangerous and destructive nature of demolition work, do
constitute a high dollar value to replace. This replacement cost should be recognized and
factored into the total project cost, which would also include the containerization,
transportation, and disposal of the affected machines at an approved facility.
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Inefficient Method for Auxiliary Building Demolition
The PG&E approach to auxiliary building demolition outlined in the Building Demolition Plan
appears to be inefficient and expensive. The approach is driven by the assumption that the
Auxiliary Building floor at El. 85’ is not substantial enough to support demolition equipment and
proposes that demolition above El. 85’ must be performed with demolition equipment placed on
grade around the building. Demolition being done from the perimeter with the equipment
located at the existing ground surface will be less efficient due to line loss from friction on
hydraulic piping extending 100 plus feet vertically to the hydraulic hammer or concrete processor
which will also be smaller in size due to being located at the end of a 100 plus foot boom. Utilizing
a hydraulic hammer or processor attached at the second arm of an excavator will allow a much
larger attachment to be used, consequently production is increased.

Based on the experience of HBA personnel and a cursory examination of the Auxiliary Building
equipment layout drawings, HBA believes that the El. 85’ floor should be structurally able to
support demolition equipment, resulting in a more efficient demolition process and reduced
demolition costs. In the unlikely event of areas with inadequate floor support, installation of
shoring towers beneath the floor in those areas could be easily accomplished.

Confusing information on the extent of auxiliary building and turbine building
demolition

The Diablo Canyon Waste Disposal Table provides confusing information regarding the concrete
demolition below a point three (3) feet below grade in the auxiliary building and turbine building.
PG&E explained that the columns below the heading “Bathtub” represent the interior concrete
and rebar below a point three (3) feet below grade and do not include the exterior walls and floor
slabs of these two buildings. When these “bathtub” quantities are added to the concrete and
rebar above that elevation, they represent the total concrete and rebar demolished in these
buildings.

HBA recommends that the “Bathtub” label be changed to “Interior concrete more than 3 feet
below grade” or similar wording to eliminate any confusion.

Large Per Diem and Non Manual Support Costs

The detailed demolition estimate contains per diem and non manual costs in excess of those
normally assumed by a demolition contactor. HBA has compared anticipated contractor per diem
and non manual costs with those included in the detailed estimate for the demolition of the
turbine buildings, auxiliary / fuel handling buildings, and the containment structures, resulting in
about $9 million higher costs to the PG&E estimate. Because an undetermined amount of these
estimated costs may be required to be assumed by PG&E or others, HBA has removed the $9
million in the PG&E estimate for comparison to the HBA estimate.
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Breakwater removal by marine contractor appears to be prohibitively expensive

HBA’s analysis of the demolition of the east and west breakwaters has determined that execution
by a marine contractor would necessitate the use of a jack barge and would most likely be
prohibitively expensive. Based on the open water configuration and the radius required, a
floating barge is not feasible. Moreover, the drying, surveying, and trucking off site of the
removed breakwater materials will most likely be the critical process defining the overall 40
month duration. A marine contractor would have to slow down the pace of the breakwater
material removal to less than the industry practice of a 7 day work week.

A more cost effective, preferable “land based” approach for consideration would be to use a
large crane and specialty material handlers to remove the east and west breakwaters. After
removing most of the above water portions of the breakwaters, a wide surface would be
constructed to support the large crane with grapple attachment material handlers and loading
debris haulers, on their way back to shore. This land based demolition approach appears to have
several advantages with controllable risk including eliminating waste material barges, the ability
to maximize material handling efficiencies, and more cost effectively pace the breakwater
demolition work with off site trucking, yielding a potentially substantial cost savings in the PG&E
estimate. Factors that should be considered are equipment utilization in an open environment
with impacts from weather and production slowdowns dealing with breakup of injected concrete
using strategically placed underwater explosives. In addition, if material handling activities on
shore limited the available laydown space for material, the standby time expense of land based
equipment would be much less than that of a marine based operation.

BUILDING DEMOLITION COST
This Diablo Canyon Decommissioning Project (DCDP) Building Demolition Plan (PMP 031 Plan)
presents the recommended approach, sequence and estimated cost to demolish the Diablo
Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) Units 1 & 2 in total. The project plan and the detailed demolition
costs were evaluated analyzing the costs for labor, equipment, and demolition material costs,
including fuel and maintenance costs for reasonableness and accuracy for the overall project, as
well as for discreet demolition activities and costs associated with Units 1 and 2 Turbine Building,
Auxiliary Building, and Containment Buildings.

HBA EVALUATION
The HBA evaluation of the demolition estimate was based on production times, materials
required, equipment required, the fuel and maintenance costs of the equipment for the project
duration, and the qualified personnel required to execute the demolition scope of the project in a
safe and expeditious manner. Knowledge of production number and durations gained from many
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demolition projects of similar size and scope were utilized to produce an accurate evaluation of
the demolition estimate which include the following for the DCDP:

 Heavy Demolition Duration – 2.5 years (30 months)
 Machine Operating Hours / 10 Hour Day – (7.5 hours) – (Morning Break, Lunch Break,

Afternoon Break = 1.5 hours + .25 hour morning safety meeting + .75 hour to pass through
site security = 2.5 hours deduction); 7.5 operating hours / day x 5 days / week x 50 work
weeks / year = 1,875 machine operating hours / year (50 hour work week)
NOTE: If the actual machine operating time is shortened due to increased security / site
access time, equipment and personnel numbers would have to be increased to complete
the demolition in the 30 month duration, resulting in a greater cost.

 Concrete Demolition Production Rate (8,000 – 9,000 PSI) – 15 tons / hour / 1 machine
* 446,647 tons (Power Block) divided by 15 tons / hour / 1 machine = 29,776 hours / 1
machine
* 29,776 hours / 1 machine divided by 1,875 machine operating hours / year = 15.9 years
with 1 machine
* 15.9 years for 1 machine divided by 2.5 years duration = 7 demolition excavators
(200,000 lb. class) + support equipment (loaders, 30 ton articulated haul trucks, skid
steers, sorting / segregating / loading excavators)
NOTE: All DCPP concrete is very dense and contains heavy rebar mats horizontally and
vertically, consequently the demolition machines are dealing with the reduction and
separation of two commodities that are designed to remain as a single structure, all while
being completed in conditions requiring constant attention to the structural integrity of
what the machines are sitting on and where they are located.

 Ferrous / Non Ferrous Demolition Production Rate – 9.5 tons / hour / 1 machine
*111,675 tons (Power Block) divided by 9.5 tons / hour / 1 machine = 11,755 hours / 1
machine
* 11,755 hours / 1 machine divided by 1,875 machine operating hours / year = 6.3 years
with 1 machine
*6.3 years for 1 machine divided by 2.5 years duration = 3 demolition excavators (200,000
lb. class) + support equipment (loaders, 30 ton articulated haul trucks, skid steers, sorting
/ segregating / loading excavators)

Utilizing the above durations, actual operating machine hours, and production rates, allowed for
the determination of numbers of equipment, types of equipment, fuel consumption/each per
hour, predictions on other operating / maintenance expenses, and the numbers and
qualifications of personnel required to operate, support, and manage the execution of the
demolition scope. The following Table IV.5.1 illustrates about 1.5% variance when comparing the
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DCDP total estimated demolition costs and the HBA total demolition estimated costs for the
buildings reviewed.

ID
SCOPE

DESCRIPTION
DCDP DEMOLITION

TOTAL COSTS
HBA DEMOLITION
TOTAL COSTS

9.03 Unit 1 Turbine Building $4,900,036 $4,733,390
9.06 Unit 2 Turbine Building $5,466,991 $4,733,390
10.03 Unit 1 Auxiliary / Fuel Handling

Building
$15,834,258 $12,788,217

10.06 Unit 2 Auxiliary / Fuel Handling
Building

$12,860,720 $12,788,272

11.03 Unit 1 Containment $16,767,821 $14,966,863
11.06 Unit 2 Containment $16,972,840 $14,966,864

SUB TOTAL $72,806,666 $64,976,996
PG&E Non Manual & Per Diem
for the Above Structures

($8,821,336)

TOTAL $63,985,330 $64,976,996
Table IV.5.1: DCDP and HBA Building Estimate Comparison

STRENGTHS:
The DCDP Demolition Plan / Decommissioning Milestone Framework Cost Estimate Summary
contains several areas of strength which include, but are not limited to, the following:

 Separating demolition costs for each structure / area
 Breaking down demolition costs for each structure / area by category – labor, equipment,

material
 Developing demolition costs using production rates experienced at other

decommissioning sites

FINDINGS:
 The DCDP estimated demolition costs for the Power Block structures appear to be

accurate when the non manual and per diem costs are accounted for. HBA recommends
that PG&E further evaluate the non manual and per diem costs to eliminate any excesses.

 The demolition cost of the east and west breakwaters appears to be excessive based on
using a marine jack barge. A complete land based approach to removing the east and
west breakwaters would appear to significantly reduce costs.
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Focus Area 6: System and Area Closure Plan
HBA was asked to evaluate PG&E’s system and area closure detailed schedule with specific focus
on discrete activities associated with system and area closure of the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Turbine
Buildings, Auxiliary Buildings, Containment Buildings and East and West Breakwaters.
Additionally, HBA was asked to evaluate the associated labor hours, and costs of equipment,
materials, labor and other costs.

The Diablo Canyon Decommissioning Project (DCDP) System and Area Closure (SAC) Plan (Plan
02) sets forth sequence, methodology and estimated cost to prepare the Diablo Canyon Power
Plant (DCPP) systems, structures, buildings, and areas for eventual demolition under the Building
Demolition Plan 31 scope of work. The project plan and its interaction with other related plans
were reviewed for reasonableness and appropriateness.

The Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) is similar to its sister station, Zion Nuclear Generating
Station, in several ways. The reactors and Nuclear Steam Supply Systems are nearly identical.
Both stations utilize four (4) loop Westinghouse designed Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR).
Additionally, DCPP uses the same system names as Zion for all of the Emergency Core Cooling
Systems. Both stations have similar Polar Crane designs which are supported from the
Containment Building refueling floor rather than from the walls of the Containment Buildings.
The primary differences in the power block are architectural in nature. DCPP has separate
Auxiliary and Fuel Handling Buildings for each unit, whereas Zion had a single Auxiliary Building
and a single Fuel Handling Building which served both units.

 
The DCDP SAC Plan incorporates best practices and lessons learned from past decommissioning
projects for the removal of systems, structures and components (SSC), particularly from Zion
which is the most recently decommissioned PWR station. Hence, the DCDP SAC Plan is based on
advances and improvements that have been proven to reduce both the schedule and the cost of
decommissioning a nuclear power plant. The DCDP SAC Plan also addresses current federal, state
and local rules, regulations and guidelines that will govern the scope of work.

STRENGTHS:
With its incorporation of best practices and lessons learned from past decommissioning projects,
the DCDP SAC Plan contains several inherent areas of strength. Those strengths include, but are
not limited to, the following:

 Site Specific Open Air Demolition (OAD) criteria is incorporated
 Activities performed by other project plans required to facilitate the DCDP SAC Plan are

incorporated
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 Activities required to facilitate other project plans are incorporated
 Utilization of the 10CFR50.59 process to evaluate and control removal of SSC is

incorporated
 Utilization of mixed craft crews is incorporated
 Rigging and lifting equipment needs are identified
 Requirement to maintain ventilation during removal activities is identified
 Original Work Plan and Work Execution resource estimates revised

Each of these strengths is discussed in more detail below.

Site Specific Open Air Demolition (OAD) Criteria Incorporated
One of the most important lessons learned from past decommissioning projects is the cost
savings realized by maximizing the amount of material removal performed using large mechanical
equipment and minimizing the amount of material removed by surgical removal. The DCDP SAC
Plan incorporates the results of the site specific OAD criteria developed in Plan 18. The OAD
criteria developed in Plan 18 provides more liberal limits than previous decommissioning projects
for the allowable surface contact dose rate (20 mr for DCPP versus 2 mr for Connecticut Yankee
and Zion) of material left in the plant for Open Air Demolition. The more liberal limits for
allowable surface contact dose rate will allow more material to be left in place for OAD activities
resulting in cost savings for the overall decommissioning project.

Utilizing the above criteria, the DCDP SAC Plan identifies equipment, piping and components that
cannot be left for OAD and must be removed under the DCDP SAC Plan. That subject material is
primarily associated with the Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) but also include
components of the Liquid Radwaste System, Component Cooling System and Spent Fuel Pool
Cooling System. The list of material to be removed under the DCDP SAC Plan is very similar to the
list of material removed prior to OAD at Zion Station.

Activities Performed by Other Project Plans Required to Facilitate the DCDP SAC Plan Are
Incorporated

The DCDP SAC Plan receives input from the Decontamination Plan (Plan 03), Materials
Management Plan (Plan 07), the Source Term Reduction Study (Plan 15), the Open Air Demolition
Study (Plan 18), the Reactor Vessel and Internals Segmentation Plan (Plan 27), the Spent Fuel
Pool Island Plan (Plan 28), the Large Component Removal Plan (Plan 30) and the Site
Infrastructure Plan (Plan 32). The DCDP SAC Plan includes a table (Table 5 1) which provides a
brief description of the required interface activities. The table provides a valuable road map to
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the interactions of the various plans which displays the planning and coordination efforts that
were included in the development of the DCDP SAC Plan.

The identification of the material to be removed under Plan 03 prior to the commencement of
the DCDP SAC Plan activities and the criteria contained in Plan 18 are very important to the
successful and efficient completion of the DCDP SAC Plan activities. This coordination between
the various plans as described in the DCDP SAC Plan is a strength.

Activities Required to Facilitate Other Project Plans Are Incorporated
The DCDP SAC Plan provides input to the Decontamination Plan (Plan 03), the Waste
Management and Disposal Plan (Plan 04), the Transportation Plan (Plan 05), the Building
Demolition Plan (Plan 31) and the Site Infrastructure Plan (Plan 32). Table 5 1 provides a brief
description of the required interface activities. The table provides a valuable road map to the
interactions of the various plans which displays the planning and coordination efforts that were
included in the development of the DCDP SAC Plan.

The identification of the waste streams to be generated by the DCDP SAC Plan is important to the
successful execution of Plan 04. Similarly, the identification of material to be left in place for later
removal under Plan 31 is important to the successful execution of Plan 31. This coordination
between the various plans as described in the DCDP SAC Plan is a strength.

Utilization of the 10CFR50.59 Process to Evaluate and Control Removal of SSC Is
Incorporated

Even though a nuclear power plant may be shutdown, there are still SSC that are required to
remain functional to satisfy regulatory requirements during the decommissioning process. The
Defueled Safety Analysis Report (DSAR) identifies which SSC must remain functional and part of
the plant’s licensing basis. Any changes to those SSC must be made using the 10CFR50.59 change
process. The DCDP SAC Plan properly identifies the need to utilize that change process to comply
with regulatory requirements.

Utilization of Mixed Craft Crews Is Incorporated
Past decommissioning projects have determined that the use of mixed craft crews is the most
efficient method of performing surgical removal of plant components. The DCDP SAC Plan
included the use of mixed craft crews so that each crew has all of the required work skills that
might be encountered in preparing the building for demolition.
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Rigging and Lifting Equipment Needs Are Identified
The DCDP SAC Plan correctly identifies the requirement for localized rigging and lifting equipment
in order to be able to safely handle the components undergoing surgical removal. Many of the
components being surgically removed, as well as some being removed as bulk building
preparation activities, will be located in areas that are difficult to access and which are not
compatible for use of installed building cranes and trolley beams. The DCDP SAC Plan provides a
list of rigging and lifting equipment that will typically be required to support surgical removal of
plant components.

Requirement to Maintain Ventilation During Removal Activities Is Identified
Although the buildings included in the DCDP SAC Plan activities will have been identified as not
being required for continued operation of the plant, those buildings which are located within the
Radiologically Controlled Area (RCA) of the plant must maintain negative pressure relative to the
outside atmosphere in order to prevent the unmonitored airborne release of radioactive
material. The DCDP SAC Plan correctly identifies the need to maintain a ventilation system which
maintains building air pressure negative relative to the outside environment, including the need
to protect the ventilation system throughout the demolition process until OAD criteria have been
satisfied.

Original Work Plan and Work Execution Resource Estimates Revised
The DCDP SAC Plan estimates for Work Plan and Work Execution resources were too high. The
DCDP project team identified this during their review. The DCDP project team performed a more
detailed analysis of the Work Plan and Work Execution resource needs. As a result of the more
detailed analysis, the DCDP Project Team reduced the resource estimates by three hundred
thousand (300,000) man hours or approximately $27.2 million. The effort to revise the Work Plan
and Work Execution resource estimates is a strength. The resulting labor manhours and labor
costs for SAC associated with the buildings reviewed by HBA are reasonable.

FINDINGS:
While the DCDP SAC Plan does a fine job of incorporating lessons learned from previous
decommissioning projects, few findings have been identified. They are as follow:

 Material estimates for Turbine Building area preparation too high
 Material estimates for Auxiliary Building area preparation too high
 Surgical removal scope of work potential error
 Overall material cost estimate for executing the DCPP SAC Plan is too high
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Each of these findings is discussed in more detail below.

Material Estimates for Turbine Building Area Preparation Too High
The DCDP Decontamination Plan (Plan 3) removes all regulated and hazardous material from
each of the Turbine Buildings. Additionally, there are very few radiologically contaminated
components in the Turbine Buildings. The DCDP SAC Plan estimate includes material costs for
several activities which appear to require very little, if any, material. The following is a partial list
of line items identified as requiring more than $66,000 in material but which appear to need
little, if any, material:

 Transfer reuse materials to staging area per Materials Management Plan
 Remove and dispose of all non metallic insulation from piping and equipment
 Remove inline fluid filters/resin beds, wipe down to remove contamination
 Remove and wipe down all inline HVAC filters, charcoal beds, etc.

The estimate repetitively applies what appears to be a place holder estimate of $66,000+ for
virtually every activity identified under WBS 1.10.01.06.02.01 (for Unit 1). The result is an
excessively high estimate for the material required for area preparation of each Turbine Building.

Material Estimates for Auxiliary Building Area Preparation Too High
Like the discussion above for the Turbine Building area preparation estimate, the material
estimate for the Auxiliary Building area preparation is too high and includes material costs for
activities which appear to require very little, if any, material. The following is a partial list of line
items identified as requiring more than $142,000 in material but which appear to need little, if
any, material:

 10226300 – Transfer reuse materials to staging area per Materials Management Plan
 10226600 – Remove and dispose of all non metallic insulation from piping and equipment
 10226700 – As necessary, remove interferences to work locations
 10226915 – Remove inline fluid filters/resin beds, wipe down to remove contamination
 10226935 – Remove and wipe down all inline HVAC filters, charcoal beds, etc.
 10227000 – Air gap and vent all systems and components, including piping low spots
 10227400 – Notify WOG when waste containers to be exchanged at the staging area

The estimate repetitively applies what appears to be a place holder estimate of $142,000+ for
virtually every activity identified under WBS 1.10.01.06.08.01 (for Unit 1). The result is an
excessively high estimate for the material required for area preparation for each Turbine
Building.
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Surgical Removal Scope of Work Potential Error
The surgical removal scope of work identified in Attachment 5 of the DCDP SAC Plan appears to
have some errors. Under WBS 1.10.01.06.01.01 – Unit 1 Area Dismantling (Containment
Building), the DCDP SAC Plan specifies the removal of the guide tubes from under the reactor
vessel to the seal table. The tubes should not be removed under this plan. They are included in
the reactor vessel segmentation plan. The tubes must remain in place during reactor internals
segmentation due to the reactor being flooded during that effort.

Overall Material Cost Estimate for Executing System and Area Closure Plan Is Too High
The overall material cost estimate for executing the DCDP SAC Plan appears to be too high by
approximately five to ten (5 10) percent.

The above discussions for the Turbine Building and Auxiliary Building material estimates identify
approximately $1.25 million in savings ($1 Million for the Auxiliary Building and $0.25 million for
the Turbine Building) for specific line item activities that should have no material needs.

The above high level review identifies approximately $1.25 million in material cost savings. The
total material cost estimate is $24.1 million. Therefore, the above identified savings is
approximately 5% of the total estimate. It is reasonable to assume that another 1% to 5% of
savings could be found by performing a more detailed review of the material cost estimate based
on the casual observation that placeholder numbers have apparently been used for material
estimates rather than providing more exact task specific material costs. Hence, it is reasonable to
conclude the material cost estimate for executing the DCDP SAC Plan is approximately 5% to 10%
too high.
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Focus Area 7: PG&E Oversight Staffing Structure
HBA was asked to evaluate the PG&E provided organizational structure for reasonableness and
appropriateness for decommissioning. Specific focus shall be on the PG&E oversight staffing that
will be implemented from 2019 through the completion of DCPP decommissioning.

The Diablo Canyon Decommissioning Project (“DCDP”) “Staffing Plan for Diablo Canyon Power
Plants Unit 1 & 2 Decommissioning 2017 2071” (Plan 1 or Staffing Plan) sets forth the
recommended approach, sequence and estimated cost associated with providing oversight and
support staffing for the decommissioning of Diablo Canyon Power Plant (“DCPP”) Units 1 & 2
from initial planning stages through site restoration. HBA reviewed the Staffing Plan for
reasonableness and appropriateness to support the overall decommissioning of DCPP.

The Staffing Plan identified the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed to oversee and/or support
the planned decommissioning activities as well as the timeframes and quantities of personnel
needed with those attributes. The information contained in the Staffing Plan is based on material
provided by PG&E management personnel with decommissioning experience with Humboldt Bay
Power Plant decommissioning and vendor personnel with decommissioning experience.

HBA evaluated the Staffing Plan and the staffing levels provided therein for each department in
conjunction with the current project schedule and its associated milestones. Staffing for discrete
work is captured in the estimates for that work and not included in oversight and support
staffing. However, consideration was given to oversight and support staffing needs during
discrete work based on vendor requirements for mobilization support, security, radiation
protection, and demobilization. Staffing ramp up and ramp down was based on the DCPP Level 1
Decommissioning Milestone Schedule.

HBA’s review of oversight staffing included both management/administrative and operational
staffing areas. Management and administrative staffing reviewed included the following
management areas:

 Core management group
 Project implementation planning, detailed ongoing planning
 Scheduling and cost control
 Safety and environmental analysis, ongoing studies
 Quality assurance and quality surveillance
 General administration and accounting
 Public relations and stakeholders’ involvement
 Training support
 Information system and computer support
 Waste management support
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 Personnel management and training
 Documentation and records control
 Procurement, warehousing, and materials handling
 Health physics
 Industrial safety

PG&E provided the following information pertaining to corporate reach back support for DCDP
decommissioning effort:

Burdened staff, staff that is part of the corporate burden includes:

 IT department/support
 Human Relations group
 Payroll group
 Legal support
 Fleet services
 Some Procurement Support

HBA determined that the staffing levels for twelve (12) of the fifteen (15) management areas
listed above were reasonable. HBA had some concerns regarding the staffing for three (3) of the
management areas. HBA made the following observations with regard to the oversight and
support staffing for those twelve (12) areas. The HBA concerns for those three (3) areas are
contained in the Findings section of the review of this Focus Area.

Core management group
The core management group is led by the Sr. Director Nuclear Decommissioning. This position
directs a flat operational and support organization. The position has seven (7) project operational
direct reports and four (4) administrative reports. Additionally, HR and Legal support are
matrixed from the parent organization. This organization structure provides a span of control that
is manageable for the Director and provides short lines of communication. The project
operational and support staff responsibilities are consistent with other effective
decommissioning efforts.

Quality assurance and quality surveillance
One Quality/Value position is a direct report to the Director within the core management
organization. When implementing lean strategies, companies build value by reducing turnaround
times, lowering costs, and improving quality. However, the need for classic quality oversight
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expected by NRC, may diminish the need for lean strategies and be more narrowly focused on
assessment and quality control.

General administration and accounting
Administrative support is available for most departments within the organization. Project
accounting is supported by positions within Project Controls. No local business accounting/site
controller positions have been identified within the organization (i.e. controller, AR, AP, and
payroll specialists). PG&E indicated that this support will be provided by corporate offices.

Public relations and stakeholder involvement
Two government/public relations positions within regulatory services, will be more than
adequate to support decommissioning. This group will also be supported by the core
management communications position.

Training support
Training support appears adequate to satisfy the project training needs.

Information system and computer support
The DCDP Oversight Staffing Plan does not identify any Information technology (“IT”) and
computer support resources being present on site during decommissioning. Subsequent
discussions with PG&E identified IT and computer support resources will be present on site. IT
and computer support resources were not included in the Staffing Plan because these positions
are provided by corporate reach back and will be charged to the project through burden markups
on direct costs.

Waste management support
The Waste Oversight Manager reports to the Projects Director, who in turn, can provide priorities
for site project waste activities. The waste organization is sized correctly to oversee a field
generation scheme where the generator is responsible for properly packaged waste. Radwaste
and RCRA waste expertise is provided within the group. Transportation expertise is also a part of
this staff.

Personnel management and training
Personnel Management/Human Resources (“HR”) is matrixed to the organization from corporate
support. Employee concerns is a direct report within the core management organization. Training
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is embedded within Security and Emergency Services. Training demands to provided General
Employee Training (“GET”) will be high at the on set of decommissioning to accommodate the
initial surge of subcontractors and increase again at the start of the building demolition.
Operational training will stop 8 months prior to the fuel transfer and all duties go to the GET
trainer and discontinued after fuel transfer to the on site ISFSI. After the surge of contractor
personnel at the start of the Building Demolition phase, the training organization should be
reduced to only one trainer.

Documentation and records control
Document control and records management is adequately staffed with a lead and 4 support
positions. The group reports to the Support Director and provides the emphasis needed within
the other staff groups to ensure proper control and preservation of documents.

Procurement, warehousing, and materials handling
The DCDP Oversight Staffing Plan does not identify the presence of any local purchasing support
on site during decommissioning. Subsequent discussions with PG&E identified that dedicated
purchasing support will be present on site during decommissioning. It was not identified in the
Oversight Staffing Plan because these positions are provided by corporate reach back and will be
charged to the project through burden markups on direct costs.

Health physics
There are thirty eight (38) personnel within the HP organization, this level of staffing meets all
needs of routine support. Subcontractor provided technicians will accomplish non routine rad
monitoring. There may be an opportunity to reduce routine staff as decommissioning transitions
from unit shutdown and decontamination into the project phases of the effort.

Industrial safety
Two safety professionals and one industrial hygienist report to the Safety Manager. The Fire
Captains and Fire Brigade will be reduced following removal of the zirconium fire hazard but a
Fire Protection team will remain on site to support demolition efforts due to remote location of
site.
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STRENGTHS:
The DCDP Staffing Plan contains several areas of strength. Those strengths include, but are not
limited to, the following:

 Detailed analysis of department by department staffing requirements
 Detailed analysis of flexible staffing requirements as project proceeds through various

phases
 Detailed organization charts for the overall project and each support organization
 Sufficient staffing is provided for timely development and submittal of licensing and

permitting documents
 Sufficient staffing is provided for timely development and issuance of bid specifications

for discreet projects
 Overall Staffing Plan is reasonable

Each of these strengths is discussed in more detail below.

Detailed Analysis of Department by Department Staffing Requirements
The DCDP Staffing Plan contains a detailed analysis of the positions required to be filled in each
department in order to provide proper oversight and support of decommissioning activities. The
analysis identifies unique numbers of employees required for each position within each
department.

Detailed Analysis of Flexible Staffing Requirements as Project Proceeds Through Various
Phases

The DCDP Staffing Plan repeats the department by department staffing analysis discussed above
on an almost continuous basis as the project proceeds through various phases. Staffing
adjustments are made as various milestones are achieved, as well as within time periods
between milestones. The DCDP Staffing Plan addresses ramping up and ramping down the staff
which serves to minimize the inefficiencies associated with step changes in staffing levels.

Detailed Organization Charts for the Overall Project and Each Support Organization
The DCDP Staffing Plan provides detailed organization charts for the overall project and for each
of the seven (7) organizations reporting to the Senior Director of Nuclear Decommissioning. The
organization charts include the detailed department by department maximum staffing levels.
Due to the flexible nature of the staffing requirements as the decommissioning of the station
continues, it would be burdensome and too voluminous to include in the Staffing Plan document
to show the precise staffing totals for each department for each individual phase of the project.
The organization charts with the maximum staffing levels adequately depict the project
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organization allowing for all employees to understand reporting responsibilities and chain of
command.

Sufficient Staffing is Provided for Timely Development and Submittal of Licensing and
Permitting Documents

The DCDP Staffing Plan provides direction for establishing a planning organization several years
prior to plant shutdown. The early staffing of the decommissioning organization provides
adequate time and resources for development and submittal of all licensing and permitting
documents required on the national, state and local levels.

Sufficient Staffing is Provided for Timely Development and Issuance of Bid Specifications
for Discreet Projects

The DCDP Staffing Plan recognizes the need for personnel staffing to develop and issue bid
specifications for discreet projects, such as reactor segmentation, spent fuel dry cask storage and
large component removal. The associated bid specifications are quite complex and not easily
developed. The DCDP Staffing Plan addresses this issue by providing adequate staffing prior to
plant shutdown.

Overall Staffing Plan Is Reasonable
The strengths identified in the above paragraphs have led to development of an overall Staffing
Plan with reasonable levels of staff throughout the various phases of the project. The
determination of the staffing requirements on a department by department basis identified in
the DCDP Staffing Plan minimizes uncertainty, which leads to a reasonable level of staffing. The
peak level of staffing appears excessive at first viewing but is found to be reasonable once
required Security staffing levels are understood. Reductions in staffing after the conclusion of the
Zirc Fire period and again at the conclusion of the spent fuel transfer campaign are reasonable.
The HBA IRT review identified very few minor staffing level findings, as discussed below.

FINDINGS:
The DCDP Staffing Plan relies on estimates provided by cognizant managers regarding the
number of personnel required and the length of time each position would be required with due
consideration of the project milestone schedule. The resulting staffing levels were reviewed by
comparing them to the staffing levels used at DCPP sister station Zion during its decommissioning
project which is ninety nine (99) percent complete at this time. Findings identified during this
review include:
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 Operations support staffing levels
 Maintenance department staffing levels
 Engineering department staffing levels
 ISFSI staffing level
 Project Controls staffing
 Project implementation planning, detailed ongoing planning
 Scheduling and cost control
 Safety and Environmental analysis

Each of these findings are discussed in more detail below.

Operations Staffing Levels
The DCDP Staffing Plan identifies the requirement for eight (8) Certified Fuel Handlers (CFH) and
sixteen (16) Non Certified Operators (NCO) to be on the staff after both units are shut down and
the spent fuel remains in the pool. Assuming the Operations Department is working twelve (12)
hour shifts, only five (5) CFH are required to maintain around the clock staffing. It is prudent to
have a one (1) backup CFH and two (2) backup NCO to cover vacations, illness and other
absences. Therefore, the HBA IRT believes only six (6) CFH and twelve (12) NCO are required after
both units are shut down.

Maintenance Department Staffing Levels
The DCDP Staffing Plan identifies thirty seven (37) maintenance personnel during the period
between shut down of Unit 2 and completion of the spent fuel transfer to the on site ISFSI. This
level of maintenance personnel is higher than the level which successfully maintained Zion
Station during the similar period in the project. Once the Spent Fuel Island installation is
complete, the number of required plant systems and components which need to be maintained is
significantly reduced. Additionally, the number of systems, structures and components requiring
action by the Fix It Now (FIN) team is significantly reduced. At Zion, the FIN team was eliminated
after the Spent Fuel Island was installed. The responsibilities were handled by the maintenance
technicians responsible for maintaining the Spent Fuel Island and the other systems and
components which were required to remain operable.

Assuming the contactors on site will be required to maintain their own equipment and with the
Spent Fuel Island installed, the HBA IRT believes the number of Mechanical Maintenance (MM)
and Electrical Maintenance (EM) technicians can be reduced to four (4) of each. Instrumentation
and Control (I/C) supporting site security will remain unchanged. The Facility Maintenance staff
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can be reduced from five (5) to three (3) personnel. Those reductions would result in a
Maintenance Department staff of twenty eight (28) personnel being required.

Engineering Department Staffing Levels
The DCDP Staffing Plan identifies the requirement for ten (10) Engineering Department personnel
at the time of Unit 1 shut down. The ten (10) personnel consist of a manager, one (1) engineer
from each of seven (7) disciplines and two (2) Fire Protection engineers. For the time period from
Unit 1 shutdown until all of the spent fuel is transferred to the on site ISFSI, this staffing level is
too low. Review of contractor prepared modifications to the Fuel Building to support the spent
fuel transfer campaign, review of maintenance work packages, review of contractor demolition
plans, support of contractor engineering requests and review of Defueled Safety Analysis Report
(DSAR) changes are just some of the activities for which the Engineering Department will be
responsible. The Engineering Department staff should have a minimum of two (2) Civil, Electrical,
Mechanical and I&C/Security engineers on the staff. Those additions would increase the
Engineering Department staff to fourteen (14) personnel.

ISFSI Staffing Level
The ISFSI staffing level appears high. Regulatory support and contract management can be
provided by PG&E corporate office. Maintenance can be subcontracted. Staffing level can be
reduced to approximately thirty (30) from the currently planned staffing level of thirty seven (37).
With the ISFSI currently scheduled to operate for thirty five (35) years, the cost savings
accumulated over the operating life of the ISFSI would be in the tens of millions of dollars.

Project Controls Staffing
The overall Project Controls staffing level is correct. However, the distribution of the personnel
should be further evaluated. The DCDP Oversight Staffing Plan specifies four (4) Invoice
Coordinators. Two (2) invoice coordinators should be sufficient to support the project.
Conversely, the number of Project Controls Specialists currently planned is insufficient during
peak decommissioning work activity. The number of Project Controls Specialists should be
increased to four (4) from the currently planned level of two (2).

Project implementation planning, detailed ongoing planning
Work Control within Project management is possibly understaffed, especially during the plant
cleanout phase following unit shutdown. Project managers are adequately staffed, but the only
planners within the organization are within maintenance and not projects.
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Scheduling and cost control
Project Controls has over eighteen (18) personnel assigned, with contract managers and project
accounting as a significant part of this staff. With only two project/risk control specialists and two
schedulers in the group, there could be insufficient support for the core responsibility of the
group during peak site work activities.

Safety and environmental analysis, ongoing studies
Safety analysis will be accomplished within the Safety Manager’s organization. Four (4)
environmental professionals support Regulatory Services Manager. This amount of
environmental support is excessive, unless significant remediation activities are initiated. This
support if required, could be subcontracted in accordance with a subcontracting strategy to be
developed
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Focus Area 8: Contingency Strategy
HBA was asked to evaluate PG&E’s current strategy for DCPP Decommissioning Cost Estimate
contingency for reasonableness and appropriateness.

PG&E’S CONTINGENCY STRATEGY

PG&E’s initial contingency strategy for the Diablo Canyon Decommissioning Cost Estimate was to
apply a fixed contingency factor of 25% to the estimated base costs for the known scope of work.
PG&E asserts this fixed percentage contingency factor accounts for:

a. The differences between the base cost and unforeseen, but anticipated, costs,

b. Unforeseen costs within the defined activity scope (i.e., events that will occur in the
field during the implementation of the overall decommissioning work period and
which are not accounted for in the base cost estimate),

c. Events characterized as the “known unknowns” that will occur over the duration of
the decommissioning project,

d. Specific risks of increased costs resulting from conditions at the project site after the
commencement of the decommissioning work, and

e. Assurance that sufficient funding is available to accomplish the intended project scope
and are expected to be fully expended during decommissioning.

PG&E ‘s Contingency factor does not include scope changes, or “unknown unknowns” such as a
change in regulatory criteria, significant natural disasters, and security or terrorist activity.

PG&E initially applied to the estimated base costs a fixed contingency factor value of 25%. This
contingency factor was based on research started in 2008 of government published reports and
guidance, industry practices, and recommended cost engineering practices including those
promulgated by the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering (“AACE”), the American
Institute of Consulting Engineers (“AICE”), and the Construction Industry Institute (“CII”). PG&E
published its initial research in Technical Position Paper for Establishing an Appropriate
Contingency Factor for Inclusion on the Decommissioning Revenue Requirements, Study
Number: DECON POS H002, Revision B, Status Final, April 2009 which was made part of the 2009
NDCTP filing.

Subsequently, PG&E has augmented its research on contingency factors to reflect additional
information collected since the 2009 Technical Paper and to reflect new published reports or
guidance on decommissioning cost estimates and how contingency factors are applied. The
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results of PG&E’s updated research on contingency factors is presented in the recently issued
Technical Position Paper for Establishing an Appropriate Contingency Factor for Inclusion on the
Decommissioning Revenue Requirements, Study Number: DECON POS H002, Revision C, Status
Final, November 2018. As noted in the Technical Paper, PG&E and SCE have consistently applied
the 25% contingency factor to their decommissioning cost estimates for DCPP and other
decommissioning projects since the 2009 NDCTP filings. PG&E maintained the contingency factor
of 25% in the 2015 NDTCP Filing submitted to the California Public Utilities Commission (“CPUC”)
in March 2016.2

PG&E also has a formal Risk Management Program to identify and analyze the effects of
“uncertainties” of the occurrence of an event during the DCPP decommissioning project and the
negative effect on the project baseline objectives (scope, schedule, cost, quality). This program is
described in DCPP PMP 006, Risk Management Program, Rev. 0 dated September 2018.

The events addressed in the Risk Management Program may or may not occur, and therefore are
generally considered to be outside or not intended to be covered by the 25% contingency factor.

CPUC POSITION ON CONTINGENCY

The CPUC stated in its decision regarding the 2012 NDCTP Filing3:

“The Commission finds the reasonableness of a contingency amount is significantly
related to the stage of decommissioning and the activities projected, including
particular site specific challenges. Consequently, the reasonable contingency
factor may vary between nuclear plants and at different stages of
decommissioning.”

The CPUC further clarified its position on contingency regarding the 2015 NDCTP Filing4:

“[The CPUC] do[es] not accept PG&E’s premise that a 25% contingency is
Commission policy.”

“PG&E should not rely on SONGS contingency factor as a premise for maintaining a
25% contingency factor going forward.”

“As [the CPUC] move[s] into the next stage of NDCTPs and the site specific study is
completed, PG&E is expected to provide more specific details regarding costs that

2 Decision 17 05 020, May 25, 2017, Section 4.1, Assumptions, page 29
3 Decision 17 05 020, May 25, 2017, Section 4.3.2, Page 47 and D.14 12 082 at 38.
4 Decision 17 05 020, May 25, 2017, Section 4.3.2 Contingency, Page 46 & 47
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will allow the CPUC to better assess the reasonableness of the assumed
contingency rate.”

“[The CPUC] will carefully consider ORA’s recommendation of adopting a reduction
of overall project contingency estimates from the current level to account for less
uncertainty over time and greater industry experience in future NDCTPs.”

PG&E FURTHER CONTINGENCY ANALYSIS

Since the start of the HBA independent review, PG&E has amended its contingency strategy to
embrace a more detailed contingency analysis of the Decommissioning Cost Estimate.
Accordingly, PG&E provided HBA with its Decommissioning Cost Estimate with contingency
analysis details. This detailed contingency analysis was conducted on a line item basis for each of
the one hundred seven (107) cost details (referred to by PG&E as the “white lines”) for the
twenty (20) Unassigned and Discrete Cost Summary categories (referred to by PG&E as the “blue
lines”) in the Decommissioning Milestone Framework Cost Estimate. PG&E applied a contingency
percentage value to each of the one hundred seven (107) white lines. The contingency
percentage value was based on the individual conditions, characteristics, and perceived
uncertainty for the given white line item. A contingency dollar value was then calculated for each
white line item by multiplying the applied contingency percentage times the sum of the white
line item details for labor, material, equipment, and other costs. PG&E subtotaled the
contingency for each of the twenty (20) Unassigned and Discrete Cost Summary categories and
the grand total for the Decommissioning Cost Estimate.

STRENGTHS:
PG&E has conducted research on contingency and presented its findings in the updated Technical
Paper, DECON POS H002. The information collected provides some good benchmarking data on
how to evaluate the results of more rigorous line by line item basis analysis.

PG&E’s use of contingency in its decommissioning cost estimates is consistent with industry
practices to serve as a specific provision for unforeseeable elements of cost within the defined
project scope and address less than ideal conditions on which the cost estimate is based.

PG&E’s recent deterministic contingency analysis carried out on an estimate line item basis is a
step forward to understanding and factoring in the individual conditions, characteristics, and
perceived uncertainty at the PG&E “white line” item detail (one level of detail lower than the
PG&E “blue line” detail shown in the Decommissioning Milestone Framework Cost Estimate).
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This “white line” item level contingency analysis is an improvement to the previous methodology
utilizing a single contingency factor to the entire DCE.

FINDINGS:
The recently performed detailed contingency analysis of the Decommissioning Cost Estimate
recently completed by PG&E at the “white line” item level of detail does not meet current
industry “best practices” in the development of project contingency values and specifically does
not:

 Use a range of contingency values at the “white line” level of detail based on the
type of cost estimate and expected accuracy range (low to high);

 Consider the impact to the schedule and associated time sensitive costs as a result
of unforeseen events within the project scope; and

 Utilize a Monte Carlo/probabilistic modeling tool to analyze the cumulative impact
of the individual line item contingency value ranges and consequently the
establishment of an overall project contingency profile showing the level of
confidence in attainment of success, i.e., 50%, 80%, 90%, etc. An overall project
contingency profile is important and useful management decision making
information.
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V. Recommendation Summary and Next Steps
Listed below are the suggested recommendations of the HBA IRT to address the findings
identified for each of the eight (8) Focus Areas in Section IV.

Focus Area 1: Decommissioning Summary Schedule

As detailed in Section IV, there are identified findings in the Decommissioning Summary Schedule
(DSS). HBA recommends each of these findings be corrected by making the following revisions to
the DSS.

A. Evaluate potential for shortening the timeframe for spent fuel cooling and transfer to dry
storage at the on site ISFSI for each unit by taking advantage of developing improvements
in dry cask technology. This effort would include conducting discussions with cask vendors
and would consider site specific seismic requirements for DCPP. Additionally, consider
including activities for fuel cooling and transfer to the on site ISFSI for each unit
individually in the schedule. [Refer to Table IV.1.1 Proposed Summary Schedule Changes]

B. Evaluate the optimum start and completion dates for RVI and RPV segmentation. This
effort would include comparing the potential savings resulting from removing RPV
segmentation from the critical path with additional segmentation and waste packaging
costs associated with an earlier start of segmentation activities. [Refer to Table IV.1.1
Proposed Summary Schedule Changes]

C. Evaluate the project schedule critical path to determine whether the stated schedule
activities are truly part of the longest schedule critical path, as well as whether or not the
schedule activities should be on the schedule critical path. In order to minimize costs, it is
recommended that efforts should be made to shorten the critical path by rescheduling
activities that can be performed off the schedule critical path and including only those
activities that must be completed in series. For example, evaluate advancing the east and
west breakwater demolition in the schedule and removing the work from the overall
project critical path. [Refer to Table IV.1.1 Proposed Summary Schedule Changes]

D. Evaluate increasing the total duration for the heavy demolition portion of the project
from its current scheduled duration of thirty (30) months to thirty six (36) months, with
the six additional months being gained from the non heavy demolition completion date
moving left on the schedule. Lessons learned from heavy demolition work performed on
other large projects include the realization that equipment and related attachments do
experience mechanical problems which can take time to correct. It is recommended that
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the additional time in the heavy demolition schedule be distributed among the various
buildings/structures comprising the total heavy demolition work.

E. Evaluate clarity of schedule activity descriptions to determine if revising those
descriptions can be made more easily understood by a less informed audience. Two (2)
examples include: 1) Final Status Survey for Zones 10 13 are addressed in two (2) different
activities; and 2) Main Warehouse Building Demolition.

F. Evaluate revising the project milestones to address the findings presented in Section IV,
including adding a Reactor Vessel Segmentation Complete milestone.

Focus Area 2: Decommissioning Security Plan

As detailed in Section IV, there are identified findings in the Decommissioning Security Staffing
Plans. HBA recommends each of these findings be corrected by making the following changes.
 

A. PG&E should evaluate means available to reduce the duration for Period 2 per the
recommendations provided in Focus Area 1. Any reduction in the duration of the wet
fuel window would result in a estimated security staff cost savings of approximately $3
million per month.

Focus Area 3: Waste Disposal Costs

HBA did not identify any weaknesses with the Waste Disposal Costs. HBA does recommend for
PG&E to provide proper consideration and evaluation for any risk events outside the project
scope that may result in an unplanned increase in overall waste disposal costs such as
interruptions by interested intervenors delaying transportation and unexpected landfill access
restrictions/closures.

Focus Area 4: Reactor Pressure Vessel and Internals Segmentation Schedule

As detailed in Section IV, there are two (2) findings in the Reactor Pressure Vessel and Internals
Schedule that have been identified. Based on experience gained on the Zion project as detailed in
the above discussion, HBA recommends each of these findings be addressed by evaluating the
following revisions to planned schedule durations for the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Reactor Pressure
Vessel and Internal Segmentation:
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A. Evaluate increasing the total duration for segmentation of the reactor internals for Unit 1
from its current scheduled duration of one (1) year and ten (10) days to a total of eighteen
(18) months based on experience gained during the reactor internals segmentation work
completed at Zion. It is recommended that the additional time be distributed among the
various activities which comprise the critical path for the internals segmentation work.

B. Evaluate increasing the total duration for segmentation of the reactor internals for Unit 2
from its current scheduled duration of ten (10) months and twelve (12) days to eighteen
(18) months. It is recommended that the additional time in the Unit 2 schedule be
distributed among the various activities which comprise the critical path for the internals
segmentation work.

C. Evaluate increasing the planned duration for rail travel from Pismo Beach to the WCS
facility in Andrews, Texas, from four (4) days to eight (8) days or investigate the utilization
of dedicated trains for the waste transport. Also evaluate that there are a sufficient
number of rail cars available to avoid any schedule interruption/delay.

Focus Area 5: Building Demolition Plan

HBA has identified several findings in the Demolition Plan Schedule, Cost, and process. Based on
experience gained on other large demolition projects, it is recommended that each of these
findings be evaluated and the estimate revised if appropriate:

A. HBA suggests that an evaluation be completed by PG&E to determine if much of the
Phase 1 demolition could be delayed to start at a later date that would immediately
precede Phase 2, allowing one mobilization of the majority of equipment and personnel.
Decreasing the total duration for Phases 1 and 2 non heavy demolitions by eliminating the
time interval of 26 months between the phases. The non heavy demolition schedule could
also be compressed as the demolition contractor would mobilize the majority of the
equipment spread and related crews planned for both non heavy demolition and heavy
demolition one time. The larger equipment planned to be used on the heavy demolition
portion would arrive in a non contaminated condition, consequently would also be used
in the non heavy demolition with increased production times and a shorter schedule
being the result.

B. Evaluate increasing the total duration for the heavy demolition portion of the project
from its current scheduled duration of thirty (30) months to thirty six (36) months, with
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the six additional months being gained from the non heavy demolition completion date
moving earlier in the schedule and the same completion date attained. Lessons learned
from heavy demolition work performed on other large projects include the realization
that equipment and related attachments do experience mechanical problems which can
take time to correct. It is recommended that the additional time in the heavy demolition
schedule be distributed among the various buildings/structures comprising the total
heavy demolition work.

C. Evaluate including the potential loss of equipment in total, or portions thereof, and
associated attachments due to radiological contamination. Such losses are a reality which
should be recognized by PG&E. Analytical data at the conclusion of the project will
indicate if radiological contamination is present and levels, with PG&E being responsible
for that replacement cost, as reflected by the current market value and an independent
valuation by a qualified equipment appraiser. The replacement cost for equipment and
related attachments should be factored into the total project cost, including the
containerization, transportation, and disposal at an approved facility.

D. Revisit the plan for demolition of the Auxiliary Building. HBA suggests that PG&E have the
El 85’ floor analyzed by a structural engineer to confirm its ability to support or
augmented to support the necessary demolition equipment. Completing the demolition
from this elevation allows the use of shorter booms and heavier attachments and will
increase the production rates.

E. Resolve the apparent confusion in the Waste Disposal Table regarding the quantities of
the auxiliary and turbine building structures to be left in place below three feet in the
ground, by renaming the “Bathtub” columns with a more descriptive title.

F. Evaluate utilizing a land based approach to remove the east and west breakwaters in lieu
of a marine based operation requiring the use of a cost prohibitive jack barge. In
addition, given the overall duration of forty (40) months, consideration should be given to
the cost benefit of hiring an experienced demolition company to provide skilled labor and
purchasing the large equipment, which could be sold at the conclusion of the work.

G. Evaluate reducing apparent excessive estimated costs for non manual activities and per
diem.
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Focus Area 6: System and Area Closure Plan

As detailed in Section IV, HBA has identified several findings with PG&E’s System and Area
Closure Plan. HBA recommends each of these findings be addressed by making the following
revisions to the decommissioning schedule:

A. Evaluate revising material estimates for area preparation of the Turbine Buildings to
remove inappropriate material expenses. In addition to removing or reducing those
inappropriate material expenses identified above, the entire Turbine Building area
preparation estimate should be revised by replacing placeholder values with actual “best
estimate” values.

B. Evaluate revising material estimates for area preparation of the Auxiliary Buildings to
remove inappropriate material expenses. In addition to removing or reducing those
inappropriate material expenses identified above, the entire Auxiliary Building area
preparation estimate should be revised by replacing placeholder values with actual “best
estimate” values.

C. Evaluate to ensure removal of Incore Detection System guide tubes removal scope of
work, identified in Attachment 5 of the DCDP SAC Plan, is paired with the appropriate plan
(Plan 02 or Plan 27) and its cost only included in one plan to eliminate duplicating the
associated cost.

D. Evaluate revising the material cost estimate by approximately five to ten (5 10) %.

Focus Area 7: PG&E Oversight Staffing Structure

As detailed in Section IV, there are several findings that have been identified with PG&E’s
Oversight Staffing Structure. Based on experience gained during the decommissioning of DCPP
sister station, Zion, it is recommended that the following changes be implemented to the
oversight Staffing Plans:

A. Evaluate the feasibility of reducing the Operations Department staffing level after both
units are shut down and the spent fuel remains in the pool to six (6) CFH and twelve (12)
NCO

B. Evaluate the feasibility of reducing the Maintenance Department staffing level during the
period between shut down of Unit 2 and completion of the spent fuel transfer to the on
site ISFSI from thirty seven (37) to twenty eight (28).

C. Evaluate the feasibility increasing the Engineering Department staffing level at the time
of Unit 1 shut down from ten (10) personnel to fourteen (14).
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D. Evaluate the feasibility of reducing the ISFSI staffing level from thirty seven (37) to thirty
(30)

E. Evaluate the feasibility of reducing the number of Invoice Coordinators from four (4) to
two (2)

F. Evaluate the feasibility of increasing the number of Project Controls Specialists from two
(2) to four (4)

G. Additional recommendations affecting the Staffing Plan that are a function of schedule
durations are discussed in the Decommissioning Summary Schedule review in Focus Area
1 of this Report.

H. Recommended changes for security staffing are discussed in Focus Area 2 of this Report.
I. Evaluate the feasibility of adding work planners to the project organization.
J. Evaluate the feasibility of reducing the number of environmental support personnel.

Focus Area 8: Contingency Strategy

As detailed in Section IV, there are several findings that have been identified with PG&E’s
Contingency Strategy. HBA suggests for future decommissioning cost estimates PG&E consider
implementing the following actions to bring its contingency strategy more in line with best
practices.

A. Analyze the impact of unforeseen events within the project scope on the cost estimate at
the next lower level of detail in the WBS.

B. Apply a range of contingency factors based on the type of cost estimate and level of
accuracy following guidelines established by the NEA/IAEA published International
Structure for Decommissioning Costing (ISDC), 2013.

 Order of Magnitude Estimate: 30% to +50%
 Budgetary Estimate: 15% to +30%
 Definitive Estimate: 5% to +15%

C. Analyze the impact of unforeseen events within the project scope on the schedule and
associated time sensitive costs. Apply a range of contingency factors to the schedule
activity durations similar to the range of contingency factors applied to the cost estimate.

D. Harness the analytical power gained by applying an integrated cost/schedule Monte
Carlo/probabilistic modeling tool such as Oracle Primavera Risk Analysis (“OPRA”). This
modeling tool will allow an evaluation of the identified range of contingency factors at the
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line item level of detail and is essential to account for the interdependency of cost and
schedule. Moreover, a probabilistic risk analysis tool would produce an overall project
contingency profile showing the level of confidence in attainment of success, i.e., 50%,
80%, 90%, etc., relative to the contingency factor percentage.

E. Care should be taken when developing the integrated cost/schedule Monte
Carlo/probabilistic simulation model to ensure PG&E individually and independently
capture the contingency profile for each of the nineteen (19) Unassigned and Discrete
Cost Summary categories (referred to by PG&E as the “Blue Lines”) in the Milestone
Framework cost estimate and totaled to establish the overall estimate contingency.
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VI. Attachments
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Attachment A: HBA Experience Overview and Independent Review Team Resumes
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History of Independent Estimates, Analysis and Assessments 

 

  

 

  
 
          TVA- Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant--2018 
          LP Turbine Replacement 

 
TVA- Watts Bar Nuclear Plant--2018 
Bentley Nevada Vibration Monitoring  
Digital Controls Main Feed Pumps 
Replacement ICCM 
EDG Power Pack Replacement 
Main Bank Transformers 
 
TVA- Sequoyah Nuclear Plant-2018 
Steam Generator Replacement Estimate 
 
Southern Company- Vogtle 3 and 4 AP 1000-2018 
Membrane Roofing Install-Fair Price Estimate  
Cathodic Protection- Fair Price Estimate 
Remaining Insulation- Fair Price Estimate 
Penetration Seals- Fair Price Estimate 
Demin and Effluent lines - Fair Price Estimate 
Perm Plant Communication - Fair Price Estimate 
Underground Electrical- Fair Price Estimate 
Lightning Protection- Fair Price Estimate 
Heat Trace- Fair Price Estimate 
Shield Bldg Stairlift- Fair Price Estimate 
SWS Bldg Coatings- Fair Price Estimate 
Class 1E Raceways- Fair Price Estimate 
 
Duke Cogema Stone and Webster (DCS) – 2002 to Present 
Assessed project scope, risks, schedule, and capital cost elements, and assisted with developing the project risk mitigation 
plan, management staffing resources, baseline re-estimate, and preparing the schedule for a $1.5B Mixed Oxide Nuclear Fuel 
Fabrication Facility for the US Department of Energy at the Savannah River Site. 
 
Entergy-ANO-2018 
EDG Voltage Regulator 
 
 

High Bridge is a Project Management, Project Controls, Estimating and Engineering consulting and services 
company. Its Principals have extensive experience supporting capital projects, decommissioning/closure projects, 
and operating/maintenance programs in various markets. This includes the power/energy, petro/chemical, 
infrastructure, government, industrial, commercial, telecommunication, and environmental/waste management 
business sectors. We have delivered managed task services and served as owner’s representative for managing the 
execution of engineering, construction, and operations for projects/programs of various size and complexity. High 
Bridge has provided consulting and technical subject matter expert services to customers spanning Cost 
Estimating, Cost/Schedule Reviews, Risk Assessments, Due Diligence Evaluations, Feasibility Studies, 
Readiness Assessments, Contract Change Management/Claims, and Technical/Management Assessments. 
Some representative assignments are summarized below.
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History of Independent Estimates, Analysis and Assessments 

 

  

Entergy-Riverbend Nuclear-2018 
Instrument Air Compressors 
 
Black & Veatch-PGE Diablo Canyon-2018 
Diablo Canyon Super Bundle Decommissioning Estimate 
 
Team Holtec-2018 
Independent review of decommissioning cost estimates for Pilgrim and Palisades Nuclear Stations 
 
D&Z-Roxboro Plant-2018 
FGD WWT Project 
 
Dominion-North Anna Nuclear Plant-2018 
Feedwater Heater Replacement Project 
 
SCE SONGS Decomissioning-2018 
Change Order Delay Options 
Nuclear Island Maintenance 
FTO Waste Transportation and Disposal 
ISFSI Vehicle Barrier System 
On-Site Scheduling and Estimating Support and Development 
Erosion Control for Lot 4 Slope 
Beach Discharge Drainage Feature 
Deferment Beyond 12 Months 
 
Entergy Nuclear - Jackson, MS - 2017 
Project Controls Program Development 
 
Entergy Nuclear - Arkansas Nuclear One – 2017 
Nalco Inject Pipe Replacement 
A&B EDG Voltage Regulator Exciter Replacement 
ICW Heat Exchanger "C" Replacement 
 
Entergy Nuclear - Grand Gulf Nuclear Station - 2017 
Domestic Water Plant Brine Tank Replacement 
Main Security Sallyport Swing Gate 
Seal Steam Generator Replacement  
Circ Water Expansion Joint Replacement 
Fire Detection System (P65) 
 
Entergy Nuclear - Waterford 3 - 2017 
Vibration Monitoring Equipment 
Replacement of Seismic Monitoring Equipment 
Provide Manual Transfer Switching Capability on TEDG 
Turbine Trip System, Mechanical Overspeed and Protective Trip Devices Replacement 
Travelling Screens Auto Controls Implementation 
Replace ENI Safety Channel Processing Drawers due to Obsolescence 
Broad Range Gas Monitors 
PWR Incores RF22 
Steam Generator Feedring Modification 
Intake Cannel Weir Wall Replacement 
Address Obsolete Rosemount Xmters 
Turbine Valve Refurb RF22 
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History of Independent Estimates, Analysis and Assessments 

 

  

HP Turbine Diagonal Stage Replacement 
MCC 315B Repair & Corrosion Mitigation 
RF22 Feed Pump B Rotor Replacement 
Fire Protection Valves Replacement 
Replace All MXL Fire Protection Panels 
 
Entergy Nuclear - River Bend Nuclear Generating Station - 2017 
Fire Detection System 
Acid Feed System Skid Replacement 
Replace Liquid Radwaste (LWS) Discharge Line 
Radwaste Streaming 
 
TVA - Sequoyah Nuclear Plant - 2017 
316b Travelling Water Screen Replacement 
 
TVA - Watts Bar Nuclear Generating Station - 2017 
316b Travelling Water Screen Replacement 
Replace Category 1- A&B SDBR and A&B MCR Chillers 
Replace U1 EGTS Modulating Dampers 
ERCW Motor Power Cable Replacement 
CO2 Compressor Replacement for 6-Ton & 24-Ton Cardox Units 
Replace TDAFW Traps with Orifices 
MDAFW LCV Replacement 
Demin Water Booster Pump Installation for 2 Unit Operation 
Obsolete Target Rock Valves in the SGBD System 
Replace Radiation Monitoring System-Phase 2 (6 skids) 400's 
WBN Replace U1 Incore Instrument Room Chilled Water Check Valves (4) 
Waste Gas Compressor Replacement 
 
TVA - Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant - 2017 
3A1 & 3C1 HP Feedwater Heater Replacement 
U2 and U3 Amertap System Upgrade 
CRD RPIS and Temperature Indication Improvement 
Replace 4kV Shutdown Board Battery Chargers 
Generator Relaying 
Ventilation System Air Wash Material Upgrade 
Maintenance Building – Cost Savings Study 
Travelling Water Screens 4kV Infrastructure & Controls 
CCW Cable Replacement 
 
AECON - Darlington Nuclear Plant - 2017 
Heavy Water Management Building West Annex 
 
DUKE ENERGY - Oconee Nuclear Station - 2017 
Main Power Relay 
 
Exelon - Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant - 2017 
Metal Clad Building 
 
Day & Zimmerman - 2017 
ACI System Mechanical Install 
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Day & Zimmerman - Plant Bowen - 2017 
Front Reheater Replacement 

Day & Zimmerman - Plant Neal - 2017 
Submerged Chain Conveyor 

Day & Zimmerman - Plant Roxboro - 2017 
SFC Piping Project 

Southern Nuclear - Plant Farley - 2017 
R60s & R70x Rad Monitor Replacement 

Southern Nuclear – Vogtle Unit 3 & 4 - 2017 
EDCR No. SV3-CC01-GEF-000091_Personnel Hatch 
Coatings 

Southern Nuclear - Vogtle Unit 4 - 2017 
CWS Pump Intake Structure Concrete Embeds 

NIPSCO - Bailly Generating Station - 2017 
Mega Voltage Amerage Reaction (MVAR) 

NIPSCO - Mitchell Generating Station - 2017 
Mega Voltage Amerage Reaction (MVAR) 

WACHS - P&G Beauty Care Building - 2017 
Off-Rack Piping Estimate 

Southern California Edison - SONGS - 2017 
Fuel Transfer Ops 
Repair of the Rip Rap Scope per M2 Amendment 8 
Class B/C Waste Filters Disposal- Co.11 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station - 2017 
HOLTEC – ISFSI Pad Expansion 
Phase 3 Demolition Below 3 FT 
Site Dewatering 

WACHS Technical Services—Protor&Gamble-2017 
Estimate for new production line piping 

Entergy—Grand Gulf -2017 
Estimate for Domestic Water Brine Tank Replacement 

Entergy—ANO-2017 
Estimate for Nalco Injection Pipe Replacement 

Southern Company—Gorgas Generating Plant--2016 
Screening Estimate New Start-Up Boiler 

NextEra Energy--Point Beach Nuclear Plant--2016 
Bottoms Up Spent Fuel Pool Heat Exchanger Modification 
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Exelon- Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Plant—2016 
Perform Estimate LITE for installation of 3rd Feed Pump 

Exelon--Peach Bottom—2016 
ISFSI Pad Expansion Project Independent Bottoms Up Cost Estimate 

Exelon--Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant--2016 
ESFAS/AFAS Independent Cost Estimate 

Exelon-- Nine Mile Point--2016 
Unit 2 Generator Step-up Transformer Replacement Conceptual Estimate 

Duke Energy-Oconee Station-2016 
Bottoms Up estimate for Installation of New Power Circuit Breakers 

Dominion Nuclear—Millstone U2—2016  
Bottoms up Estimate for TDAFW Pump Full Flow Test Line 

NiSource/Nipsco – Gas Pipeline – 2015  
Perform independent bottoms up estimate to install a 4.5 mile long gas pipe line to the St. Joseph Energy Center. 

TVA– Sequoyah – 2015  
Perform independent bottoms up estimate for Open Phase Relay Project. 

Southern California Edison-SONGS-2015 
Perform independent bottoms up estimate for Decommissioning Modifications 

PPL – Susquehanna – 2015  
Perform independent bottoms up estimate for Hardened Containment Vent System 

NextEra – Turkey Point – 2015  
Perform independent bottoms up estimates for Flooding Modifications Project and Incipient Fire Detection Project 

NextEra – Fleet – 2015  
Perform independent bottoms up estimates for Open Phase Protection Projects at Point Beach, Duane Arnold, St Lucie, and 
Turkey Point 

Exelon – Peach Bottom – 2015 
Perform independent bottoms up estimate for Hardened Containment Vent System Project 

Southern Company – Vogtle Unit 1 – 2015 
Perform independent bottoms up estimate for Digital Turbine Controls Project 

Enercon – License Extension Projects – 2015 
Perform independent bottoms up estimates for Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation, Cooling Tower Installation, and 
Steam Generator Replacement Projects for undisclosed utility 

NiSource/Nipsco – Gas Pipeline – 2015 
Perform independent bottoms up estimate to install a 4.5 mile long gas pipe line to the St. Joseph Energy Center 

TVA– Sequoyah – 2015 
Perform independent bottoms up estimate for Open Phase Relay Project 
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PPL – Susquehanna – 2015 
Perform three (3) independent bottoms up estimates for Fire Pump Replacement, Service Water Pipe Replacement, and  
Open Phase Protection projects 
 
NextEra/FPL – Turkey Point – 2015 
Perform three (3) independent bottoms up estimates for cooling upgrade projects for CCW, ICW, and TPCW systems 
 
CBI – Crystal River – 2015 
Perform bottoms up estimate for Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation Project at Crystal River 
 
Duke – Sutton CT Project – 2015 

Perform independent 3rd party estimate review for the Sutton LM6000 CT Project 
 
Southern – Vogtle Unit 1 – 2015 
Perform independent bottoms up estimate for GE Turbine Digital Controls Upgrades Project 
 
TVA– Watts Bar and Browns Ferry – 2015 
Perform independent bottoms up estimate for Open Phase Relay Projects 
 
Exelon– Calvert Cliffs – 2015 
Perform independent bottoms up estimate for Open Phase Relay Projects 
 
TVA– Sequoyah – 2014 
Perform independent review of estimate for Fukushima Flood Mode Mitigation Project 
 
Duke Energy – Fossil – Ash Management – 2014 - Current 
Provide assistance and augmented staffing to develop estimates for Ash Basin Strategic Action Team across Duke fleet of 22 
sites 
 
TVA– Browns Ferry – 2014 
Perform independent bottoms up estimate for new site maintenance building 
 
Entergy – Waterford 3 – 2014 
Perform independent assessment of project scope and field logistics for Condenser replacement and additional diesel fuel oil 
storage tank projects 
 
Exelon – Ginna – 2014 
Develop detailed bottom up estimate for Alternate Charging Pump replacement 
 
Southern California Edison – S.O.N.G.S. – 2014 
Develop detailed bottom up estimates for multiple Cold and Dark modifications in preparation for decommissioning. 
 
Entergy – JA Fitzpatrick – 2014 
Develop a detailed bottom up estimate based on design mods resulting from NRC order EA-13-109 for Reliable 
Containment Hardened Vents in response to Fukushima disaster 
 
Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corp – 2014 
Developed three detailed bottoms up estimates for design, procure and installation: 1) new 1E Equipment Room Chillers, 2) 
Containment Cooler replacements and 3) ESW Water Hammer Mitigation mods. 
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Constellation/Exelon – 2014 
Developed detailed estimates and scope documents for various plant modification projects at Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power 
Plant including: GSI-191, NFPA-805, PAMS Node Box replacements, and new 500kV transformer 

Tennessee Valley Authority – 2014 
Developed high level conceptual estimates and scope documents for future plant modifications including: 
Sequoyah – New Auxiliary Air Compressors and RCS Temperature Element Replacement 
Browns Ferry – 161kV Switchyard Replacement and Traveling Water Screen Replacement 
Sequoyah – Exo-sensor Temperature Monitors and Part 21 Valve Pin Replacement projects 

Entergy – 2014 
Developed detailed estimates and scope documents for fleet wide plant modifications including: ANO – 3 options to replace 
or repair Essential Service Water supply piping 

NIPSCO – 2014 
Developed detailed bottom up estimates for three new construction transmission and distribution projects including a new 
substation, new 69kV transmission lines, and new fiber optic circuits 

TetraTech (NPPD-Cooper) – 2014 
Develop a detailed bottoms up estimate and Level 2 Scheduled based on design mods resulting from NRC order EA-13-109 
in response to the Fukushima disaster associated with Reliable Containment Hardened Vents. 

Entergy – 2014 
Developed detailed estimates and scope documents for fleet wide Fukushima modifications based on issued final design 
packages for mechanical and electrical modifications (Flex and Spent Fuel Pool Instrumentation). 

NIPSCO – 2014 
Developed detailed bottom up estimates for various modification projects throughout their fossil/hydro fleet including a dam 
spillway expansion and a 3 unit stack and precipitator demolition 

Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corp  – 2014 
Developed a total project bottom up independent estimate for the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) project 

American Electric Power – 2013 
Developed a bottom up independent scope and estimate for DC Cook’s Unit 2 Heater Drain Pump Replacement Project 

Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corp  – 2013 
Perform analysis and comparison of estimates for two scope options on 1E Equipment Room Chiller mods. Develop ROM 
estimates as needed to improve accuracy of WCNOC estimates for valuable option comparison. 

NPPD – 2013 
Developed a comprehensive and detailed bottoms up scope and estimate for implementation of Cooper’s EPU required 
modifications 

Dominion Power – 2013 
Developed detailed bottom up scope and estimate for the Unit 3 CCW Heat Exchanger Replacement Project at Millstone 

NIPSCO – 2014 
Developed detailed bottom up estimates for various modification projects throughout their fossil/hydro fleet including Stack 
Inlet duct repairs, conveyor heating mods, dam buttress repairs, and bypass stack isolation mods 
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FPL/NextEra – 2013 
Perform parametric estimate evaluation of client prepared Fukushima modification estimates addressing FLEX Mods, FLEX 
equipment, FLEX storage, Spent Fuel Pool level indication, and Containment Hardened Vents for entire FPL/NextEra fleet 
including St. Lucie, Turkey Point, Seabrook, Point Beach, and Duane Arnold. 
 
Entergy – 2013 
Developed detailed scope and estimate documents for Fukushima modifications addressing FLEX Mods, FLEX equipment, 
FLEX Storage, Spent Fuel Pool level indication, Containment Hardened Vents, and EP- Communication initiatives for entire 
Entergy fleet including ANO, Indian Point, Grand Gulf, Waterford, River Bend, Fitzpatrick, Pilgrim, Vermont Yankee, and 
Palisades. 
 
Dominion Power – 2012 - 2013 
Developed 2 detailed bottom up major project scope and estimate documents – 1) Reserve Station Service Transformer 
Replacement project at North Anna and 2) Feedwater Heater Replacement Project at Millstone  
 
Dominion Power – 2012 
Developed estimates for various design options for Fukushima required FLEX equipment storage facilities at North Anna, 
Surry, and Millstone sites 
 
Omaha Public Power District – 2012 
Developed initial conceptual estimate for Ft. Calhoun’s Containment Internal Structure Repair Project 
 
AREVA - Tennessee Valley Authority – 2012 
Performed review and gap analysis of estimating process and estimate to complete for AREVA portion of Bellefonte Nuclear 
Project 
 
American Electric Power – 2012 
Developed 3 bottom up independent estimates for DC Cook projects – 1) Glycol Chiller Replacement, 2) Ice Equipment 
Replacement, and 3) Feedwater Heater Replacement 
 
Duke Energy -Zapata Engineering –- 2012 
Performed detailed cost evaluation of containment repair project at Progress Energy’s Crystal River Nuclear Plant 
 
Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corp  – 2012 - 2013 
Developed total project cost, bottoms up independent estimates for 9 separate major modification projects at the Wolf Creek 
operating site 1) Station Blackout Diesel addition, 2) Replacement of all Essential Service Water System above ground 
piping, 3) Replacement of all 480v non-safety breakers, 4) Replace Westinghouse 7300 System, 5) Replace LP Feedwater 
Heaters, 6) Emergency Diesel Gen Load Shed Sequencer Control system digital upgrade, 7) Emergency Diesel Gen Start 
Circuit Control system digital upgrade, 8) Emergency Diesel Gen Instrumentation system digital upgrade, and 9) Site 
Supervisory System Digital Upgrade 
 
Florida Power & Light / NextEra – 2012 
Developed bottom up independent conceptual estimates for Turkey Point and St. Lucie to remove all fibrous piping and 
equipment insulation from containment in accordance with GSI-191. 
 
Progress Energy – 2012 
Performed independent bottom up estimates for Brunswick Nuclear Plant diesel generator upgrade project – safety related 
and non-safety related scope 
 
Florida Power & Light / NextEra – 2012 
Performed independent review and analysis and bottoms up estimate on MCR annunciator replacement and Fire Protection 
upgrade projects 
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Tennessee Valley Authority – 2012 
Performed independent review and analysis of the Watts Bar Unit 2 estimate to complete. Developed estimate baseline 
database in WinEstimator® for implementation of change management and earned value management (EVM) processes. 

Bechtel / Florida Power & Light – 2012 
Performed independent estimates on multiple scope additions to the Turkey Point Nuclear Plant Extended Power Uprate 
project 

Dominion – 2012 
Performed independent bottom up estimate for Millstone Nuclear Plant’s Electro Hydraulic Controls replacement project 

NextEra Energy – 2011 
Performed independent analysis and assessment of implementation contractor estimate deviations on the Point Beach 
Nuclear Plant Extended Power Up Rate Project 

Tennessee Valley Authority – 2011 
Performed independent review of project estimate for Steam Generator Replacement Project at the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant 

Entergy – 2011 
Performed independent bottom up scope and estimate development on 5 individual projects for direct implementation craft 
labor and materials for Extended Power Uprate at Grand Gulf Nuclear Station. Performed evaluation and validation of the 
existing EPU estimates for field non-manual, craft indirects, distributables, and facilities costs. 

Bechtel Power Corporation - 2011 
As an independent third party, participated in a joint assessment and evaluation of the m-Power small modular reactor 
project estimate. 

Xcel Energy– 2011 
Performed independent assessment and evaluation of the overall cost at completion for the Extended Power Uprate Project at 
the Monticello Nuclear Station. 

Exelon – 2011 
Performed independent project scope development and estimate validation on 30 individual projects for direct 
implementation craft labor and materials for Extended Power Uprate at Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station. 

Bechtel / Florida Power & Light – 2011 
Performed independent bottom up estimates on 36 individual projects for direct implementation craft labor and materials for 
Units 3 & 4 Extended Power Uprate at Turkey Point Nuclear Station. 

Tennessee Valley Authority – 2011 
Performed independent bottom up estimate for Tritiated Water Storage Tank Project at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant 

American Electric Power – 2011 
Performed independent bottom up estimate for Low Pressure Rotor Replacement Project at DC Cook Unit 1 

NextEra Energy – 2010 - 2011 
Performed independent bottom up estimates on 16 individual projects for implementation labor on the Unit 2 EPU and AST 
projects at the Point Beach Nuclear Station. 

Luminant Energy – 2010 
As Owner’s Representative worked with Luminant management to perform review and analysis of MNES/URS/B&V 
estimate data during annual update of Comanche Peak Units 3 & 4 project. 
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NuScale Power – 2010 
Performed independent review and analysis of the design and implementation estimates for the NuScale Small Modular 
Reactor project. 
 
Tennessee Valley Authority - NGDC – 2010 
Developed working desktop procedure for project estimate development for the NGDC PMO organization. Developed and 
conducted two-day training course for implementation with PMO personnel. 
 
UniStar Nuclear – 2010 
Performed independent review and analysis of EPC Contractor’s field non-manual and Owner’s non-manual oversight 
organizations proposed for the Calvert Cliffs 3 nuclear project. 
 
Arizona Public Service (APS) Palo Verde – 2010 
Performed evaluation of onsite PMO organization’s estimating programs, procedures, and personnel.  Developed detailed 
analysis report and recommendations. 
 
Louisiana Energy Services – National Enrichment Facility– 2010 
Performed independent bottom up estimate for construction of SBM-1003 facility 
 
American Electric Power – 2010 
Perform detailed independent estimate for DC Cook’s Condensate Polisher System Project. 
 
Florida Power & Light – 2009-2010 
Performed independent bottom up estimates on 44 individual projects including design and implementation  labor and 
materials, field non-manual, owner’s oversight and LAR costs for the Unit 3 Extended Power Uprate at Turkey Point 
Nuclear Station. 
 
Dominion – 2009 - 2010 
Performed assessment of five consortium proposals for the North Anna Unit 3 New Nuclear Project. 
 
Luminant Energy – 2009 
As Owner’s Representatives worked with Luminant management to perform review and analysis of MNES/URS/B&V 
estimate data during annual update of Comanche  Peak Units 3 & 4 project. 
 
STP Nuclear Operating Company – 2009 
Worked with NRG, STP-NOC and Bechtel to perform review and analysis of STP Units 3 & 4 estimate information from 
Toshiba and Fluor. 
 
NextEra Energy – 2009 
Performed independent review and analysis of the Point Beach Station Unit 1 EPU project estimate. 
 
American Electric Power – 2009 - 2010 
Perform detailed independent estimates for ISFSI (Dry Cask Storage) and Security Computer Replacement projects. Also 
perform independent estimate validations on 6 capital modification projects including MSR replacement. 
 
Duke Energy - 2009 
Performed independent review and analysis of McGuire Station Main Generator Stator Project 

 
Louisiana Energy Services – National Enrichment Facility – 2009 
Developed a detailed conceptual estimate for design, procure and construction of the first expansion phase at the National 
Enrichment Facility in Eunice, NM. 
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Constellation Nuclear – 2007 – 2009 
Performed multiple independent cost estimates for capital modifications at all three Constellation nuclear facilities (Calvert 
Cliffs, Nine Mile Point, and Ginna). 

Duke Energy – 2008 – 2009 
Performed assessment of Westinghouse/Shaw proposal for the Lee Units 1&2 New Nuclear Project 

UniStar Nuclear - 2008 
Performed an independent analysis of construction craft performance unit rates used in the owner’s estimate to build the 
Areva designed next generation EPR nuclear power generating facilities in the US. 

American Electric Power – 2008 
Performed a review and analysis of AEP corporate estimating process, procedure, and personnel skill sets. 
Performed an estimate assessment of a 12-month schedule delay at the JW Turk Super critical Coal Project.  New 
construction – total estimate > $1 Billion. 

Duke Energy - 2008 
Prepared independent estimates for design and construction of six Wind Turbine Energy Farms 

Matrix Service Inc - 2008 
Prepared independent estimate for the Sandy Creek Project – Tank Farm and Coal Chute Construction 

Delta-T Corporation - 2008 
Performed contractor claims evaluations on post construction claims at new construction Ethanol plants 

American Electric Power – 2007 - 2008 
Performed assessment of MNES/Sargent & Lundy proposal for DC Cook Unit 3 New Nuclear Project 

NMC – Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant - 2007 
Performed detailed estimate review of the Electro Hydraulic Controls Upgrade Project 

Shaw / Westinghouse – 2007 
Managed and performed the development of the conceptual estimate for the new AP1000 nuclear power generation facility.   
This estimate was the basis for business case modeling for utilities considering this design. 

Constellation Generating Group - 2007 
Prepared independent estimates on various modifications at 4 coal units to implement imposed Healthy Air Act restrictions.  
Total estimated value $185 million. 

Constellation Nuclear - 2006 - 2007 
Developed the Project Management Organization estimating process/procedure to be utilized in developing project scope 
and estimate packages. The process integrates the cost estimating process with the capital project development and 
authorization process within Constellation for all power generation projects. 

Louisiana Energy Services (Urenco USA) – National Enrichment Facility – 2006 - 2007 
Developed a detailed definitive estimate for design, procure and construction of the National Enrichment Facility in Eunice, 
NM.  Total estimate value >$2 billion. 

Burns & Roe – Entergy - 2006 
High Bridge and Burns & Row were awarded a contract to provide Owners Engineer Services in support of the development 
of new nuclear power generation facilities for Entergy. In this role, High Bridge developed the project management 
infrastructure to manage this immense and complicated project. High Bridge is also performing independent estimates to 
support funding projections and comparison to bid proposals. 
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Duke Energy – 2006 
Performed independent cost estimates for major capital projects under development and approval for the Duke Oconee 
Nuclear Station. Estimates are utilized as check estimates for contractor bids and for validating budget requests to Executive 
Management. 

DOE Hanford – 2005 
Provided independent cost estimating assessments for the Waste Treatment Project at the Hanford site. Reviews included 
construction unit rates, material pricing, non-manual staffing plans, construction methodologies, implementation schedules, 
construction indirects, and contingency. Provided detailed reports to DOE for assigned areas of responsibility. 

Burns and Roe – 2004 to 2005 
Assisted Burns and Roe with providing estimating, planning, and project management support to the US Department of 
Energy for the Yucca Mountain Nuclear Waste Repository Project. Performed a parametric evaluation of the Yucca 
Mountain project cost estimate, and providing estimating support for the development of the government’s detailed project 
cost estimate for the Critical Decision 2 (CD-2) project  milestone. 

British Nuclear Fuels – 2003 - 2004 
Performed assessment of the detailed estimate for the INEL Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment Project 

British Nuclear Fuels – 2002 - 2003 
Performed assessment of the detailed estimate for the ORNL K25 Three Building Decommissioning Project 

Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company - 2002 
Performed a comprehensive evaluation of contract management and contract administration practices associated with its 
prime contract for services to decommission its nuclear power plant facility. Focus areas included the contract; company 
organization; company policies, procedures and guidelines; work management; contractor performance management; change 
management, claims and dispute resolution; and document management. 

U. S. Department of Energy - 2001 
Performed a comprehensive assessment of the conceptual estimate and contingency for the ORNL Spallation Neutron Source 
Accelerator project 

Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) - 1999 
Performed a comprehensive review and update of TVA’s owner estimate and schedule for the restart of the Browns Ferry 
Nuclear Station, Unit 1, with a total estimated capital cost in excess of $1 billion. 

New Hampshire Nuclear Decommissioning Financing Committee - 1997 & 1998 
Reviewed the financial and economic methodologies used in establishing escalation and contingency factors for the 
decommissioning, dismantling, and decontamination of the Seabrook Nuclear Plant. This review included the assessment of 
the total project estimate and scope basis for the $1 billion decommissioning Seabrook. 

Duke Hanford Company - 1997 
Prepared an Independent Cost Estimate (ICE) for the $20 million Integrated Water Treatment System, as part of the K-Fuel 
Storage Basin D&D Program for the DOE at the Richland Hanford Site. 
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Experience Summary 

Mr. Foley is a proven leader, effective listener, and problem solver.  He has four (4) decades of broad 
based experience managing the technical and business challenges associated with complex projects 
and programs in the government, commercial, industrial, energy, power, utility, oil and gas, 
information, environmental, and insurance industries.  For the last thirty (30) years he has had executive 
management and principal consultant responsibility with several professional services consulting 
companies.  He is a respected and proven source of practical expertise using industry “best practices” 
in strategic business and program planning; project management; project control; cost engineering and 
cost estimating; project risk management; earned value management systems; contract management; 
change order/claims management; dispute resolution; and regulatory defense.  

His experience spans the life cycle phases of complex projects and capital programs from conceptual 
planning and engineering through construction, operations, maintenance, and facility 
decommissioning.  He has established effective methods to integrate engineering, economic, financial, 
and risk management principals to analyze and manage schedule and financial risk on complex 
projects.  He has led cross-functional teams to evaluate EPC project plans, estimates, schedules, and 
execution strategies.  He has played a leading role in management audits and project performance 
assessments.  His expert technical capabilities have been utilized to successfully resolve contract 
differences, rate proceedings before public utility commissions, and matters before the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission.  He has been designated as an expert in several disputes and has been 
accepted in United States Federal Court and proffered testimony as an expert witness.  

Mr. Foley is also well appreciated for being an advocate for STEM education and applied learning 
opportunities for students through robotics.  He actively serves on the board of Directors of the Georgia 
Robotics Alliance and STEM Compass; mentors the FERNBANK LINKS, a Competition Robotics 
Team in Decatur, GA; and frequently provides robotics team teachers and students with training in the 
principals of engineering, fabrication, testing, project management, business management, and 
programming.  Mr. Foley also serves as judge/judge advisor/robot inspector for BEST, FLL and FRC 
robotics competitions locally and nationally. 

Employment History 1986-2018 
CEO and Executive Consultant, GATE 6 Solutions, Inc., (GATE 6) Atlanta, GA, 1986-Present 
Mr. Foley founded GATE 6 and developed it into a thirty two (32) year old company that is well known 
for providing executive consulting services and strategic and tactical technical expertise in business 
management, project management, cost management, cost engineering, cost estimating, project 
controls, risk management, and contract management/administration.  Mr. Foley is well respected for 
his abilities to establish, lead and mentor teams of seasoned executive and senior staff to help clients 
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successfully plan and execute complex projects.  As an executive consultant, Mr. Foley is a subject 
matter expert and trusted advisor to commercial and government clients in integrated project baseline 
development (scope, schedule and cost), facility decommissioning planning, project 
reviews/assessments, earned value management, contract change management, and project risk 
management to help solve their toughest and most urgent project challenges.  He is a frontrunner in 
creatively identifying and implementing tailored management solutions centered on harnessing the 
power of people, processes, and technology to quickly create client value.   

Affiliate Director, The Duggan and Rhodes Group, Pittsburgh, PA 2005-2009 Executive 
technical expert services in project management and project controls on a broad range of contract 
claims and dispute resolution matters for commercial and government clients. 

Regional Manager and Executive Consultant, TEAM Associates, Inc., Norcross, GA 2003-2005 
Executive consultant leading/supporting independent project assessments, project control, project risk 
management, and contract management/claims/dispute resolution services.  

Principal Consultant, LEGIS Consultancy Inc., Atlanta, GA 2003 Principal consultant 
leading/supporting contract management/claims/dispute resolution services. 

Vice President & Executive Director of Technical Consulting Services Division, Project Control 
Services (PCS) Augusta, GA, 1997-2001 Executive consultant for a full service cost management 
and professional services consulting firm with executive management responsibility for national 
marketing and business development programs, proposal preparation, operations and technical 
oversight, contract administration, resource management, management information systems recruiting, 
and training activities.  Directed management-consulting contracts involving project and operations 
management evaluations, financial and service performance improvement studies, project risk 
assessments, and expert witness services.  In the first year, established a national business development 
program that lead to tripling the number of clients, doubling the number of active projects, and 
increasing annual revenues 28%.  Additionally, established a formal employee-training program 
leading to certification in cost engineering/management. 

Vice President & Executive Director of Strategic Business Planning and Development, Project 
Time and Cost (PT&C), Atlanta, GA, 1995-1996 Executive consultant for a full service cost 
management, cost estimating, and professional services firm with executive responsibility for 
formulating and implementing strategic market and business development strategy-a significant part 
of the overall company strategic plan; assessing and developing future long range business markets 
and applied technologies; and overseeing strategic consulting engagements.  The nature of the work 
demanded flexibility in combining marketing, business and proposal development skills; traditional 
cost management skills; and other management skills with new analytical approaches to serve new 
clients and their needs. Forerunner in developing/implementing environmental cleanup project risk 
modeling and evaluation tools to establish thresholds for stop loss coverages offered by global 
insurance company. Developed project review strategies/methods/tools to monitor risk during the 
project lifecycle.  Contributed to increasing company annual revenues from $5 million to more than 
$10 million, a 28% annual growth rate. 

Senior Consultant, The Liberty Consulting Group (Liberty), Atlanta, GA, 1987-1995 Senior 
Consultant in a variety of management areas associated with commercial, industrial, energy, 
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environmental and utility issues. Responsible for managing southeastern operations while 
leading/providing professional consulting services to clients dealing with the management/technical 
challenges associated with complex project and business matters. 

Employment History 1976-1986 
Principal Consultant/Founder of GATE 6 Solutions, Inc. (GATE 6) Atlanta, GA, 1986-1987 
Principal Consultant/Owner, Foley and Ray, Inc. (F&R), Atlanta, GA, 1984-1986 
Lead Consultant, Summit Project Management (Summit), Atlanta, GA, 1983-1984 
Project Cost and Schedule Supervisor, EBASCO, Atlanta, GA, 1981-1983 
Project Manager/Estimating Manager, M. W. Buttrill (MWB) Construction, Atlanta, GA, 1980-1981 
Engineer, Chicago Bridge and Iron Company (CBI), Birmingham, AL, 1976-1980  

Business Affiliations 
Board of Directors Member of the Georgia Robotics Alliance, Inc., a Georgia headquartered, Not-
for-Profit Corporation formed for the purpose of promoting and supporting the development and 
expansion of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics fields (STEM) in pre-college students 
through educational science and robotics programs in the school systems of the state of Georgia and 
the Southeast.  Serves as a judge for BEST and FIRST robotic tournaments at the district, state, and 
international levels.  
Board of Directors Member of STEM Compass, Inc.., a Georgia headquartered, Not-for-Profit 
Corporation formed for the purpose of attracting and retaining “at-risk” youth who pursue STEM 
careers by exposing them to transformative educational experiences which inspire and empower them 
to be innovators and leaders in technology.  
Lead Mentor and Technical Trainer for the Fernbank LINKS Robotics Team, a DeKalb County 
high school competition robotics team in Decatur, Georgia, composed of students from a number of 
public, private, and home school groups. The primary focus is to promote Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) in the community and on a larger scale.  
Past Chief Financial Officer, Member of Board of Directors, and Past Chairman of the Board of 
Directors of the Atlanta Institute of Musicianship and Singing/Atlanta Youth Choir, Inc. 
(formerly The Metropolitan Atlanta Young Singers, Inc.) an internationally recognized, Not-for-Profit 
Corporation, dedicated to children’s choral music and performance training 
Past Board of Directors Member for the New London Theatre, a Not-for-Profit community theatre 
company. 
Past Chairman of the Board of Directors of Whispering Pines Airpark, Inc, a private community 
airpark whose purpose is to own and safely operate and maintain an airport facility for its residential 
member use. 

Education 
- Bachelor of Civil Engineering from Georgia Institute of Technology, Cooperative Program
1970-1975

- Courses toward a Master’s in Business Administration, Georgia State University, 1981-1983
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- Foley, J.M. and Graham, J.A., “FERC Is Holding Utility Transmission Projects To A Higher
Standard For Cost And Incentive Recovery”, July 2013

- Foley, J.M. and Bowland, B. P., “Protecting Proprietary Data without Compromising Regulatory
Compliance”, published in NCMA Contract Management Journal, January 2010

- Foley, J.M. and Bowland, B. P., “ Small Business Administration Joint Venture Rules”, published
in NCMA Contract Management Journal, February 2010

- Foley, J.M. and Bowland, B.P., “Unpopulated Joint Venture/Limited Liability Companies: Contract
Administration, Performance Reporting, and Compliance”, published in NCMA Contract
Management Journal, tbd

- Foley, J.M. and Bowland, B.P., “Unpopulated Joint Venture/Limited Liability Companies:
Formation and Exit Strategies”, published in NCMA Contract Management Journal, March 2010

- Foley, J. M. and Luciano, G. L., “Why Planning Fails?” Paper and Presentation at the 1990
American Association of Cost Engineers' Mid-Winter Symposium and 1991 American Power
Conference, Chicago, IL

- Foley, J. M. and Dittmar, L. A., “Rising Nuclear Production Costs: A Challenge for the Nuclear
Alternative” Paper and Presentation at the 1991 American Nuclear Society 15th Biennial Reactor
Operations Division Topical Meeting on Reactor Operating Experience.

- Foley, J. M., "A Structured Approach to Evaluating Environmental Cleanup Projects", June 1995
- Foley, J. M. and Cavan, B. P., “Environmental Decision Making with Certainty: Uniting

Environmental Issues and Economic Performance”, Presentation at the Sixteenth Annual Southeast
Advisory Committee Inland Marine Underwriters Association Continuing Education Seminar,
Atlanta, GA

- Foley, J. M. and Cavan, B. P., “Is There Green in Brownfields or are They Just Another Blackhole?”
Presentation at the Environmental Risk Management Services Winter 1996 Seminar, Nashville, TN

Relevant Training 
- Postgraduate work toward a Master's of Business Administration, Georgia State University,

Atlanta, GA.
- Numerous documented continuous education courses in engineering, project management, business

management, project controls, cost engineering and estimating, budgeting, scheduling, performance
measurement using earned value, risk management, change management, construction contract
law, dispute resolution, and decision making.

Professional Registration and Certifications  

Registered Professional Engineer in Georgia (#12647) 
Registered Professional Engineer in Illinois (#062-059002) (in-active) 
Project Management Professional (PMP) (#1740575) 
Certified Cost Professional (CCP) by the Association for Advancement of Cost Engineering (#1506) 
Certified Valuation Analyst (in process) 
American Arbitration Association Panel of Neutrals (in active) 
Licensed as a Single Engine Land Airplane Pilot 

Software Proficiency 
Primavera P6, MS Project Professional, Oracle Primavera Risk Manager, MS Office, Crystal Ball, 
@ Risk, Visio, Prezi, MindJet, Success Estimator, Success Enterprise, Cobra, Prism, and SharePoint 
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Representative FACILITY DECONTAMINATION/DECOMMISSIONING Experience 

Executive Consultant to High Bridge Associates, Inc., with responsibility for leading a seasoned
team of subject matter experts in the independent review of PG&E’s decommissioning cost
estimate and schedule for Diablo Canyon Power Plant.
Executive Consultant to Consolidated Decommissioning International, LLC (CDI), a Joint
Venture partnership formed by Atkins Global and Holtec with responsibility for leading,
supervising, and participating as a member of the Cost Management Group in the preparation of
the integrated technical/cost/schedule Baseline Plans for the fuel removal and facility
decommissioning of several national and international nuclear power plants (Pilgrim, Palisades,
Oyster Creek, Crystal River 3, Ringhals, and Barakah). Subject Matter Expert on project controls
and risk management to establish cost and schedule reserves for estimate uncertainty and risk
events.
Executive Director and Consultant to TerranearPMC-EnergySolutions Environmental
Services 2008 LLC (TES) responsible for providing technical subject matter expertise in contract
management and recovery of about $2 million in costs associated with changed conditions and
schedule delays on a $1.6 million firm fixed price contract with the USACE Buffalo District to
provide several field investigative methods to delineate the vertical and horizontal extent of the
beryllium and other contaminates of concern in the surface and subsurface soils at the LUCKEY
FUSRAP site.
Executive Director and Consultant to TerranearPMC-EnergySolutions Environmental
Services 2008, LLC (TES) responsible for successfully providing technical subject matter
expertise in contract management and recovery of more than $1.8 million in costs associated with
changed conditions on a firm fixed price IDIQ contract with the Army Contracting Company-Rock
Island for the packaging, transportation and disposal of radioactive and other hazardous materials
from the former Hunters Point Shipyard in San Francisco, CA.
Executive Director and Consultant to TerranearPMC-EnergySolutions Environmental
Services 2008, LLC (TES) responsible for providing technical subject matter expertise in contract
management and recovery of certain costs associated with changed conditions on a firm fixed price
IDIQ contract with the Army Contracting Company-Rock Island for remediation services for the
free release/decommissioning and license termination of USDA operated Beltsville Agricultural
Research Center burial site in Beltsville, MD.
Consultant to confidential commercial nuclear utility client and its legal counsel in matters
related to the on-going decommissioning of its nuclear power facility.  Performed a comprehensive
technical evaluation of contract management and contract administration practices associated with
its prime contract for decommissioning operations services.  Focus areas included the contract;
company organization; company policies, procedures and guidelines; work management;
contractor performance management; change management, claims and dispute resolution; and
document management.  Evaluation was prepared in anticipation of proceedings before the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission and other legal forums.
Consultant and Technical Expert to Alston and Bird and its client involved in a civil dispute
over an extensive environmental cleanup of environmental contamination caused by a leaking
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underground fuel storage tank.  Provided retrospective cost engineering, scheduling, damage 
assessment, and deposed as a technical expert to support civil legal actions over an extensive 
cleanup of environmental contamination caused by a leaking underground petroleum storage tank. 
Assessed the reasonableness of the actual cleanup duration and costs, determined the range of 
probable costs associated with an “as-should have been” cleanup work scope, prepared damage 
theories and quantified the magnitude of actual cost damages. 
Consultant to a confidential environmental engineering company and their insurance
company.  Provided retrospective cost engineering, scheduling, damage assessment, and structured
settlement services to quantify damages and the range of financial liabilities resulting from alleged
engineering errors and omissions that occurred during disposition of hazardous waste from the site
before construction on the Alamo Dome and Various Landfills in San Antonio, TX.
Consultant to Nuclear Energy Services on its subcontract work during the decommissioning of
the Shippingport Nuclear Facility located in Shippingport, PA.  Provided retrospective cost
engineering, scheduling, damage assessment, and claim preparation services to prepare and present
damage theories and actual schedule and financial damages resulting from schedule delay,
interference, inefficiency, constructive acceleration, extended periods of performance, and time
extensions.
Executive Consultant and Technical Expert to BNFL, Inc. on various change order and request
for adjustment matters related to its several hundred-million-dollar prime contract with the DOE
for decontamination, decommissioning, and recycling services for three Gaseous Diffusion Plant
buildings (K-29, K-31, and K-33) in the East Tennessee Technology Park (formerly the K-25 Site).
Provides strategic guidance, thought leadership, and technical support services to assist and
otherwise support efforts to plan, research, analyze, prepare, and present the appropriate
documentation and related information in order to successfully recover costs associated with the
impacts arising as a result of the many unforeseeable direct impact changes during the contract
lifecycle that were attributable to others. Provides technical guidance and analytical support in the
areas of 1.) Research/review/preparation of “as-planned” project schedules and other initial project
performance baselines; 2.) Forensic (retrospective) reconstruction and support of the “as-built”
project schedule and other actual performance indicators; 3.) Schedule and other performance
variance analysis from “as-planned” in order to i.) identify and segregate the changes attributable
to the government and/or any other causal factors, ii.) measure the schedule and performance
impact of the identified and segregated changes and quantify the resultant costs, and iii.) support
the measurement and pricing of delay, disruption, interference, acceleration, and impacts arising
from various forms of contractual entitlements.
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Mark A. Gunderson 
Senior Project Manager/Senior Estimator 

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 
Mr. Gunderson has over 35 years of professional experience in the mining, heavy industrial, 
oil & gas, and utility industries.  He has a background in various types of large project 
management; cost estimation; construction management; design oversight and modification 
implementation; cost and time management; personnel and sub-contractor management 
involving from 50 to 1200+ people; and client/regulatory agency relations for mining, oil & 
gas, and industrial industries.  Mr. Gunderson’s areas of specialization include large project 
management, cost estimation, ferrous and non-ferrous salvage valuation, 
remedial/rehabilitation action projects associated with contamination, and new construction 
projects. Demolition/environmental projects included demolition of obsolete mining 
equipment at Climax Molybdenum Mine (CO) such as ore conveyors, above ground and 
underground piping, PDCs and electrical systems, gear reduction drives, and crusher 
components – all completed to facilitate the installation of new equipment. The demolition of 
former Stapleton International Airport in Denver, CO was also a large project, which included 
the demolition of the main terminal, five concourses, large airplane hangars, many airport 
support buildings, large fuel storage tanks, underground fuel piping, storm/sanitary sewers, 
concrete duct banks, concrete taxiways, all concrete runways, and all support vehicle 
roadways.  

RECENT SAFETY TRAINING 
40-Hour OSHA Training, Hazardous Waste Site Operations (29CFR1910.120); 8-Hour
OSHA Refresher Course (29CFR1910.120)
MSHA 8-Hour Refresher Course
Online Safety Training
Supervisory training: Multiple courses in project management, staff supervision,
technical, constructability, cost, and budget reviews

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Northwest Demolition & Dismantling – Portland, Oregon 
3/2017 – Present 
SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER/SENIOR COST ESTIMATOR 

Senior Project Manager on the complete demolition and dismantling of a $700M
molybdenum autoclave processing plant at the Rio Tinto/Kennecott Copper Mine in
Utah.
Project includes the management of several subcontractors and NWD&D personnel in
the execution of the project, along with schedule and cost management weekly. Also
for the Rio Tinto/Kennecott Copper Mine, generated a Final Closure
Report for the mine, complete with compilation of salvage weights and related
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monetary values, coupled with the demolition costs for the all areas of the mine.  
 Provided Decommissioning & Demolition Estimates for Fossil Fuel Electrical 

Generating Stations (ferrous/non-ferrous metal salvage values, surface and subsurface 
demolition of all facilities, and Nuclear Fueled Electrical Generating Stations 
(ferrous/non-ferrous salvage values of non-radiation contaminated components, 
weights/volumes of radiation contaminated components, demolition 
methods/costs/durations of both contaminated and non-contaminated 
components/structures), including the following facilities: 

 Vermillion Coal Fired Generating Station, Oakwood, IL 
 Elrama Coal Fired Power Plant, Units 1-4, Elrama, PA 
 Monticello Coal Fired Power Plant, Units 1-3, Mt. Pleasant, TX 
 Big Brown Coal Fired Power Plant, Units 1-2, Fairfield, TX 
 Sandow Coal Fired Power Plant, Units 4-5, Rockdale, TX 
 Pilgrim Nuclear Generating Station Unit 1, (Entergy), Plymouth, MA. This 

decommissioning and demolition proposal included – demolition methods, 
demolition costs/durations, radiated and non-radiated material quantities were 
assessed with final numbers and methods developed. 

 Palisades Nuclear Generating Station Unit 1, (Entergy), Covert, MI. This 
decommissioning and demolition proposal included – demolition methods, 
demolition costs/durations, radiated and non-radiated material quantities were 
assessed with final numbers and methods developed. 

 
CB&I – Greenwood Village, Colorado 
8/2014 – 9/2016 
SENIOR COST ESTIMATOR/SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER 

 Provided Decommissioning & Demolition Estimates for Fossil Fuel Electrical 
Generating Stations (ferrous/non-ferrous metal salvage values, surface and subsurface 
demolition of all facilities, including FGD, Bottom Ash, and Fly Ash Pond Closures) 
and Nuclear Fueled Electrical Generating Stations (ferrous/non-ferrous salvage values 
of non-radiation contaminated components, weights/volumes of radiation 
contaminated components, demolition methods/costs/durations of both contaminated 
and non-contaminated components/structures), including the following facilities: 

 Westar Energy, Lawrence Energy Center and Jeffrey Energy Center, Lawrence, 
KS and St. Marys, KS 

 PacifiCorp Jim Bridger Generating Station, FGD Pond 1 Closure, Rock 
Springs, WY 

 PacifiCorp Naughton Generating Station, FGD Ponds 1 & 2 Closures, 
Kemmerer, WY 

 San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Units 2 - 3, Southern California 
Edison, San Clemente, CA. This decommissioning and demolition proposal 
included – demolition methods, demolition costs/durations, radiated and non-
radiated material quantities were assessed with final numbers and methods 
developed. 

 Huntington Beach Generating Station Unit 5, AES, Huntington Beach, CA 
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 Alamitos Generating Station Unit 7, AES, Long Beach, CA 
 Reid Gardner Units 1- 4, NVEnergy/Berkshire Hathaway Energy, Moapa, NV 
 Conners Creek Power Plant, Units 15-16, DTE Energy, Detroit, MI 
 Kammer Generating Station Units 1- 3, Global One/AEP, Moundsville, WV 
 Zion Nuclear Generating Station Units 1- 2, Excelon Power, Zion, IL 
 Grainger Electric Generating Station Units 1- 2, Santee Cooper, Conway, SC 
 Jeffries Electric Generating Station Units 1- 4, Santee Cooper, Moncks Corner, 

SC 
 Empire Generating Station Units 1- 3, Empire Generating Company, LLC, 

Rensselaer, NY 
 Eddystone Electric Generating Station Units 1- 2, Excelon Power, Essington, 

PA 
 Mystic Generating Station Units 1- 6, Excelon Power, Charlestown, MA 
 Benning Generating Station Units 15- 16, PEPCO Energy Services, 

Washington, DC 
 Buzzard Point Generating Station Units 1- 16, PEPCO Energy Services, 

Washington, DC 
 KAW Generating Station Plant Units 1- 3, Kansas City Board of Public 

Utilities, Kansas City, KS 
 Mountain Creek Generating Station Units 1- 3, Exelon Power, Grand Prairie, 

TX 
 Georgia Pacific Camas Generating Station Unit 1, PacifiCorp/Berkshire 

Hathaway Energy, Camas, WA 
 Four Corners Units 1- 5, Arizona Public Service (APS), Fruitland, NM 

 
Northern Plains Region – Willbros Construction U.S. – Englewood, Colorado 
8/2013 – 8/2014 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 

 Managed the business development effort for a company, focused on the installation of 
gathering and cross-country pipelines, compressor stations, tank farms, and pump 
stations for the transfer of crude oil and natural gas.  

 Areas of coverage included the Rocky Mountains and the northern plains, including 
CO, WY, UT, ID, MT, MN, and ND.  

 In one year, was able to increase the value of projects won from $70M to $120M+. 
 
Shaw Environmental & Infrastructure, Inc. – Centennial, Colorado 
11/2011 – 11/2013 
SENIOR COST ESTIMATOR/SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER 

 Provided Decommissioning & Demolition Estimates for Fossil Fuel Electrical 
Generating Stations – ferrous/non-ferrous metal salvage values, and surface and 
subsurface demolition of all facilities.  

 Provided project management on other projects in the oil & gas arena located in 
Niobrara Play in Colorado and the Bakken Shale Play in North Dakota. 
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Jacobs Field Services, Inc. – Climax/Freeport Molybdenum Project – Leadville, 
Colorado 
10/2008 – 11/2011 
BALANCE OF PLANT (BOP) PROJECT MANAGER/CONSTRUCTION MANAGER 

 Provided field supervision and coordination of multiple subcontractors, which 
included 1200+ people of all trades and supervisory positions, on a mineral processing 
plant and continued maintaining daily interaction with Climax/Freeport personnel 
during all construction phases as the voice and representative of the total project which 
exceeded $900M.  

 
BP Wamsutter Stabilization Plant – Wamsutter, Wyoming 
PROJECT MANAGER/CONSTRUCTION MANAGER  

 Lead the writing and arrangement of the Request for Proposal for the civil/structural, 
piping, instrumentation, and mechanical upgrades that were being done to improve 
product quality, increase the plant throughput, and reduce plant downtime. Also lead 
the pre-bid conference and the interviewing of the pre-screened general contractors 
during the final selection process. 

 
Manlove Gas Storage Field – Near Champaign, Illinois 
PROJECT MANAGER/CONSTRUCTION MANAGER  

 Project Manager/Construction Manager for the in-line inspection phase that served as 
the major input to the Engineering Study of the natural gas gathering system at the 
Manlove Gas Storage Field near Champaign, IL.  

 Six segments of the gathering system were identified as representative of the total   
field and were either pressure inspected or tether inspected with both a geometry 
inspection tool and a metal loss inspection tool (Magnetic Flux Leakage).  

 The data gained from these tools provided the basis of one replacement option under 
consideration by the client.  

 Assisted with the development of the Final Report and was part of the team that 
presented the findings and conclusions to the client at Champaign, IL. 

 
Jacobs Field Services, Inc. – MillerCoors Brewing Facility – Golden, Colorado 
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER  

 Provided coordination to many subcontractors who were doing extensive isolation and 
rework to allow the Coors facility to brew and containerize Miller products.  

 $100M project was extremely fast tracked and with construction leading engineering 
in all areas, posing many dilemmas which had to be resolved quickly to allow 
construction to continue.  

 
Jacobs Field Services, Inc. – Climax/Freeport Molybdenum Project – Leadville, 
Colorado   
CONCENTRATOR AREA PROJECT MANAGER/CONSTRUCTION MANAGER 

 Provided field supervision of multiple subcontractors on a $980M mineral processing 
plant.   

 Demolition of obsolete components, large rotating equipment, heavy piping, electrical 
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systems, multiple utilities, large industrial buildings, steel erection and foundation 
placement, cold weather and extreme working conditions were all part of the project. 

 
Parsons Corporation – Denver, Colorado 
12/2005 – 10/2008 
COST ESTIMATOR/SENIOR CONSTRUCTION MANAGER 

 Provided cost estimating and home office construction management support for 
multiple projects and commercial clients. Projects included: 

 City and County of Denver – Oversaw $70M in major infrastructure, storm 
drainage, parks, and sanitary sewer work.  Many miles of pipelines were 
installed, including large diameter jack& bores (up to 10 feet diameter) under 
railroads and highways, sanitary sewers, storm sewers, water lines, including 
high pressure steel mains up to 6 feet diameter, pipe bursting efforts using 
HDPE fusion welded pipe horizontally bored under downtown city streets, 
along with associated curb, gutter, sidewalk, and pavement demolition and 
replacement.  Actively managed a city-wide construction and related safety 
program for multiple contractors and multiple sites, all on a fast-tracked 
schedule to minimize time of interference with the public. Numbers of 
personnel subcontractor personnel involved would exceed 200 throughout each 
year. 

 Major Oil Company – Lead conceptual cost estimator for oil shale 
development in western Colorado involving excavation, site development, and 
reclamation efforts for huge areas involving thousands of acres and costs of 
$1.5B+. 

 San Diego City College System – Lead construction schedule developer for 
several large building renovations and the construction of new 
buildings/infrastructure. 

 Las Vegas, Nevada Veterans Administration Hospital and Medical Complex – 
Lead constructability and estimate reviewer on this new medical complex, 
including all related infrastructure. 

 
Soil Excavation and Demolition Projects, ESA – Denver, Colorado 
4/2004 – 12/2005 
PROJECT MANAGER/ESTIMATOR 

 Project Manager for demolition projects and soil remediation projects impacted by 
buried ACM materials such as transite.  

 Projects included many months spent in Florida managing crews doing the blue roof 
installations on homes with roof damage after the hurricane season. 

 
  
Montgomery Watson Harza – Soil Excavation and Environmental Project – Broomfield, 
Colorado 
1/2000 – 4/2004 
PROJECT MANAGER 

 Project Manager for demolition projects and soil remediation projects impacted by jet 
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fuel, gasoline, glycol, solvents, and other contaminants.  
 Demolition projects involved asbestos abatement, PCB ballast removal, and 

containerization with correct manifesting and chain of custody of all contaminants, 
prior to shipping to an approved disposal facility.  

 Demolition projects included many large commercial airplane hangars, main terminal 
and concourses, with strong emphasis on recycling of all possible constituents, 
consequently minimizing the waste stream and the related costs.  

 Soil remediation also involved abatement of transite pipes and ACM wrapped fuel 
lines with correct manifesting and disposal of the asbestos material.  

 Responsibilities included daily monitoring of contractors, contract administration, 
change order management, quality control/assurance, regulatory compliance, review 
of safety programs, review of pre-characterization data, review/approval of 
confirmatory analytical data, review/editing of Corrective Action Plans, and 
review/editing of Corrective Action Plan Implementation Reports once remediation 
had been completed.  

 The 4700 acre Stapleton site is the largest Brownfield Development site to date in the 
United States, consisting of the removal of several million cubic yards of overburden, 
extraction of a million plus cubic yards of contaminated soil, recycling millions of 
tons of concrete and asphalt runway, demolition of all concourses, terminal, support 
buildings, and hangars, and the removal of all infrastructure, allowing future 
development of residential, commercial and retail sites. Total remediation cost will be 
in excess of $900M. 

 
ERI Inc. – Construction Projects – Denver, Colorado 
4/1998 – 1/2000 
PROJECT MANAGER 

 Managed construction of a permanent water treatment facility and related offices; 
tasks included equipment leasing, personnel management, health and safety 
monitoring, purchasing and quality control. 

 
Asphalt Road Construction Project  
PROJECT MANAGER 

 Managed construction of a two-mile, two-lane, asphalt road.   
 Project included road base preparation of several cuts and fills, elevation controls, 

compaction requirements/results, poured in place low water crossings and cattle 
guards, sub-base preparation and asphalt paving.   

 Work included equipment leasing, subcontractor procurement / negotiation / 
coordination, personnel management, health and safety awareness and daily 
monitoring, design implementation/modification, cost tracking/control, client 
interface, and the fostering of excellent community relations. 

 
Phillips Reclamation Inc. – Reclamation Projects – Lafayette, Colorado 
1/1988 – 8/1992 & 8/1995 – 4/1998 
PROJECT MANAGER 

 Responsible for the re-vegetation of disturbed areas and right-of-way associated with 
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construction of a thirty mile, four-lane highway system.   
 Activities included personnel management, health and safety control, daily report 

preparation and client relations on a project that exceeded 1500 acres. 
 
Wetlands Project 
PROJECT MANAGER 

 Planned and re-vegetated newly constructed wetlands with selection of appropriate 
plant life based on water levels, sedimentation concerns, and aesthetic appeal. 

 
Westinghouse Remediation Services – Minneapolis, Minnesota 
8/1992 – 8/1995 
PROJECT MANAGER 

 Managed the installation of a low permeability clay cap at a former disposal site. 
 Project included the placement of a geotextile fabric and a geomembrane liner on a 

riverbank for stabilization and to ensure success of the soil vapor extraction system. 
 Work included equipment leasing, sub-contractor coordination, personnel 

management, health and safety issues, design modification, cost accounting, 
purchasing and daily report preparation, and client interface. 

 
Contaminated Soil Removal Project  
PROJECT MANAGER 

 Managed removal of several thousand tons of PCB and TCE contaminated soil from 
within the affected facility.   

 Soil vapor extraction pumps were used to lower the TCE limits, thereby allowing for a 
more cost effective final disposition of the contaminated soil.   

 Responsible for equipment procurement, personnel management, health and safety 
issues, correct routing and shipment of material, daily cost accounting accompanied by 
daily reports, quality control and client interface. 

 
Prison Excavation Project 
PROJECT MANAGER 

 Managed excavation of several thousand tons of material from a former state prison 
and shipment of the material to approved facilities. 

 Directed the surgical excavation of the landfill to determine lateral limits and depth 
limits of contamination. 

 Extensive field sampling was incorporated to route segregated wastes to approved 
facilities for final disposition.   

 Work included equipment leasing, subcontractor coordination, personnel management, 
health and safety, sampling and monitoring, cost accounting, daily report preparation, 
and final report. 

 
Removal and Shipment Project  
PROJECT MANAGER 

 Directed stabilization removal and shipment of benzene and PAH contaminated sludge 
and soil from a former coal gasification plant to a coal fired generating plant where the 
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material was used as an industrial fuel.   
 Activities included personnel management, health and safety management, equipment 

procurement, coordination of subcontractors, daily cost accounting and daily reports, 
sampling and final report. 

 Directed the restoration of the site following the removal of 3000 tons plus of 
contaminated material. 

 
Contaminated Site Clean Up 
PROJECT MANAGER 

 Managed cleanup of a site contaminated with more than 200 drums containing 
unknown products in the gaseous, liquid, and solid phases. 

 Extensive sampling and analytical work were used to allow correct waste profiles and 
subsequent waste management. 

 Wastes included various solvents, lead based paints, inks, petroleum products, chrome 
plating wastes and others. 

 Directed equipment leasing, personnel management, daily cost accounting and 
scheduling, health and safety plans and final report preparation. 

 
BG Homes LTD – Home and Commercial Construction – Fargo, North Dakota 
6/1970 – 8/1987 
PROJECT MANAGER 

 Managed construction of several hundred single-family homes and several thousand 
units of apartments and condominiums. 

 Tasks included personnel management, health and safety, subcontractor scheduling 
and management, equipment and material procurement, quality control, and cost 
control/management. 

 
Office Building Constructioin 
PROJECT MANAGER 

 Managed construction of many office buildings and large commercial warehouse/retail 
buildings. 

 Work included personnel management, health and safety management, subcontractor 
scheduling and management, equipment and material scheduling/procurement, quality 
control and cost control management. 

 
EDUCATION 
University of Colorado 
M.S., Environmental Science/Engineering  
 
Concordia College – Minnesota 
B.A., Biology 
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JAMES E. LOOMIS

SUMMARY

Mr. Loomis is a senior construction management professional with over 40 years of EPC experience in 
managing, assessing, planning, scheduling, and estimating of engineering, design, and construction for 
large projects. This includes nuclear power plants, government remediation facilities, and advanced 
technology projects. He has extensive experience supporting facility owners in managing the interfaces 
for engineering, procurement, and construction contractors; and a solid background with 
planning/preparing for site infrastructure and facilities, construction crane and equipment utilization, 
field non manual staffing needs, and overall mobilization of large nuclear projects.. Some relevant
experience includes development of construction indirect and distributable estimates for Shaw Nuclear 
for six AP1000 units; managing construction completion of the BNFL AMWTP Idaho facility for 
processing mixed radioactive waste; and managing engineering and construction for the LMES Pit 9
Idaho waste management project. He also supported the preparation of a detailed cost estimate for 
construction of the LES National Enrichment Project (NEP). 

Mr. Loomis has experience that includes 13 years with High Bridge Associates/Team Associates, 5
years as an Independent Consultant, and 26 years with Stone and Webster. He has held assignments 
supporting planning, contracting strategy development, mobilization, and execution of a major nuclear 
power plant construction program for Dominion North Anna 3; coordination of the development of an 
engineering, procurement, and construction schedule for the Richland River Protection Project multi-
billion dollar nuclear remediation facility; resolution of construction claims; and overview of 
engineering/construction schedules. He is a results-oriented manager with excellent people, 
organization, and communication skills. As a Licensed Professional Engineer with a BS in Mechanical 
Engineering, he has extensive consulting experience in the management, assessment and closeout of 
firm price construction projects; claims analysis and resolution; implementation of project 
management systems; and construction contracting. Experience highlights include:

High Bridge Associates, 2004 to Present
Refined indirect and distributable estimates for reducing the construction schedule for the V.C. 
Summer Nuclear Station Units 2 and 3 
Developed a non-manual staffing estimate for construction of nuclear units at the Calvert Cliffs 
Unit 3 Project and reviewed the contractors estimate for same 
Performed an independent price and schedule analysis of vendor proposals for a large nuclear unit 
for the Dominion Energy North Anna 3 Project
Performed an assessment of the construction estimate for a 1500MW Economic Simplified Boiling 
Water Reactor (ESBWR) for Dominion Energy for the North Anna 3 Project
Developed distributable construction estimates for construction of two Westinghouse AP1000 
Pressurized Water Reactor Power Stations on three different utility sites
Review and validation of construction schedules for the > $10 billion US DOE Waste Treatment Project
Development of detailed construction cost estimate for a multi-billion dollar uranium enrichment facility
Independent assessment of the construction cost estimate for the US DOE Mixed Oxide Fuel Facility
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Team Associates Inc., 1997 to 2004
Managed construction completion of the Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment Facility for BNFL, Inc. 
Resolved construction subcontract claims for BNFL Inc. on the Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment project 
at INEEL.  Provided construction scheduling and estimating assistance
Managed pre-construction activities for the radioactive waste treatment plant at Hanford and the 
development of an integrated project schedule 
Managed high-level reviews of BNFL’s fixed price estimates for vitrification of radioactive wastes at 
Hanford, and processing of mixed waste at INEEL 
Provided project management support and cost/schedule assessments for BNFL’s fixed price disassembly 
and decontamination of uranium enrichment facilities at Oak Ridge, TN 

Independent Consultant, 1993 to 1996
Evaluated technical and management issues in support of nuclear utility litigation
Engineering and Construction Manager for a privatized radioactive waste remediation facility at INEEL
Provided management and technical support for completing a firm price contract for erection of two 
150MW coal fired boilers, including resolution of a major subcontractor claim 
Assessed contractor activities and organizations at the U.S. DOE Hanford site
Performed cost and schedule assessments of firm price construction projects

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation, 1966 to 1992
Managed multi-disciplined fifty person staff providing technical support to the U.S. Department of Energy 
at Richland, WA, 1987 to 1992 
Construction Manager/Superintendent: Clinton Nuclear Station, 1982 to 1986; River Bend Nuclear Station, 
1979 to 1981; and Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, 1974 to 1979 
Extensive experience in planning and organizing construction projects, including constructability, 
maintainability, and operability reviews, contracting plans, site layout, engineering/construction interface, 
and project management systems
Provided plant arrangement input for the Advanced Light Water Reactor program at the Electric Power 
Research Institute
Conducted cost, schedule, and technical assessments of commercial and DOE nuclear projects and facilities

EXPERIENCE DETAILS

August 2005 to Present
High Bridge Associates, Inc.

January 2011 to February 2011 
High Bridge Associates
Assisted Shaw Nuclear with refining estimates for reducing the construction schedule for the V.C. 
Summer nuclear station Units 2 and 3 

November 2010 to December 2010 
High Bridge Associates
Estimated the indirect estimate for extended power up-rates at the Point Beach Nuclear Station

June 2010 to July 2010 
High Bridge Associates
Reviewed the indirect estimate for construction of a NuScale small reactor plant
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June 2010 to July 2010 
High Bridge Associates
Developed a non-manual staffing estimate for construction of nuclear units at the Calvert Cliffs site 
and reviewed the contractors estimate for same

May 2010 
High Bridge Associates
Reviewed a proposed plan for reducing construction duration for AP1000 nuclear plants at two 
different sites being constructed by Shaw Nuclear

April 2010 to June 2010 
High Bridge Associates
Provided expert review of data relating to a contractors claim submitted to a client for construction of a 
military installation in Iraq 

November 2009 to December 2009 
High Bridge Associates
Reviewed the Indirect Estimate for construction of 2 Nuclear Plants at the South Texas site

May 2009 to October 2009 
High Bridge Associates
Participated in a price and schedule analysis of vendor proposals for a large nuclear unit for the 
Dominion Virginia Power North Anna Site

November 2008 to December 2008 
High Bridge Associates
Reviewed a construction estimate for a 1500MW Economic Simplified Boiling Water Reactor 
(ESBWR)

May 2007 to June 2008 
High Bridge Associates
Prepared distributable construction estimates for construction of two Westinghouse AP1000 Pressurized Water 
Reactor Power Stations on three different utility sites.  Work was performed for Shaw Nuclear in Charlotte, NC. 

March 2007 
High Bridge Associates – Performed for Project Time & Cost
Reviewed Bechtel National, Inc. Requests for Equitable Adjustment for engineering and construction of DOE’s 
Waste Treatment Facility in Richland, WA.

December 2006 to February 2007 
High Bridge Associates
Coordinated preparation of a detailed cost estimate for construction of the Louisiana Energy Services (the 
URENCO US subsidiary) Nuclear Enrichment Facility in Eunice, NM  

November 2006 
High Bridge Associates
Prepared a detailed cost estimate for a major upgrade project at Duke Energy’s Oconee Nuclear Station. 
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December 2005 to September 2006 
High Bridge Associates – performed for Project Time & Cost for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Review and verification of the Estimate at Completion for the> $10 billion Waste Treatment Plant being 
designed and constructed by Bechtel National, Inc. for the Department of Energy at Richland, WA.  Specific 
areas of involvement included construction unit installation rate reviews, and construction schedule reviews to 
assess validity of logic, interfaces, durations, and resource integration. 

November 2005 
High Bridge Associates
MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility for Duke COGEMA Stone & Webster, LLC
Performed a review of the construction cost estimate for this multi-billion dollar facility.

August 2005 
High Bridge Associates
Shaw Environmental & Infrastructure, Houston, TX
Provided support for proposal preparation for several flood control projects as part of a larger effort to improve 
Shaw’s estimating process.

September 2004 to November 2004 
Independent Consultant - Burns & Roe 
Yucca Mountain Project, Las Vegas, NV
Developed baseline construction estimating unit rates for use in an independent estimate of this Department of 
Energy project

August, 2004 
Independent Consultant - Longenecker & Associates
Developed program for processing low level radioactive waste in support of a proposal for clean-up 
management at the Idaho National Environmental & Engineering Laboratory 

May 1997 to May 2004
Team Associates Inc.

April 2004 to May 2004
BNFL, Inc.; Idaho Falls, ID 

Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment Facility
Assisted with finalizing the Operating Estimate for AMWTP

August 2003 to March 2004 
BNFL, Inc.; Richland, WA
Acting Corporate Project Controls Manager for BNFL, Inc.

July,2002 to July 2003
BNFL, Inc.; Idaho Falls, ID 
Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment Project

February, 2003 to July 2003 
Construction Completion Manager for the Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment Facility at the INEEL.  
Responsibilities include the completion of construction acceptance testing and turnover of the facility to 
commissioning. 
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July, 2002 to February, 2003 
Provided assistance in resolution of increases requested by the construction subcontractor on a $100 million 
subcontract.  Supported the Project Controls organization in the analysis and development of construction 
schedules. Provided schedule analysis and estimating support for contract adjustments and potential projects.   

March, 2001 to May, 2002 
Bechtel National, Inc.; Richland, WA
River Protection Project-Waste Treatment Plant
Provided consulting support to the Project Controls and Construction Organization.  Assisted in developing the 
baseline schedule and the more detailed Construction schedule for the $1 Billion Pretreatment Facility.  
Facilitated the resolution of multidiscipline issues impacting the facility schedule.  Provide constructability 
support during conceptual engineering and design.  

October, 2000 to February, 2001 
CH2M Hill Hanford Group, Inc. 
River Protection Project-Waste Treatment Plant
Richland, WA
As Deputy Construction Manager for the River Protection Project - Waste Treatment Plant managed 
construction department activities for constructability reviews, design interface, site development, installation of 
temporary construction facilities, and planning of construction transition from CHG to the WTP contractor 
selected by DOE-ORP. Managed an effort to integrate the WTP construction schedule with the design schedules 
for the several facilities that comprise the WTP.

July, 2000 to September, 2000 
BNFL, Inc.; Boise, ID 
Managed a top-down review of BNFL’s firm fixed price estimate for engineering, construction, start-up, and 
operation of the Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment Project located at the Idaho National Environmental and 
Engineering Laboratory. 

March, 2000 to April, 2000 
BNFL, Inc.; Richland, WA
Managed a top-down review of BNFL’s firm fixed price estimate for engineering, construction, start-up, 
operation, and deactivation of the River Protection Project - Waste Treatment Plant for vitrifying radioactive 
wastes currently stored in underground tanks on the Hanford site. 

April, 1999 to November, 1999
BNFL. Inc.; Oak Ridge, TN
Developed a revised estimate and schedule for the dismantlement and decontamination portions of BNFL’s 
contract for D&D of three gaseous diffusion facilities at the K-25 area.  Managed an effort to walk-down/take-
off the quantities of material to be removed from the facilities by BNFL for the purpose of determining an 
equitable adjustment to BNFL’s contract, which is based on the weight of material to be removed.  Determined 
the impact of the increased quantities found as a result of the completed K-33 building walk down.  Assisted the 
BNFL procurement/contracting organization with contract interpretation and development of cost recovery 
strategies.

Sept, 1998 to Jan, 1999 
Manufacturing Services Corporation 
Oak Ridge, TN
Prepared contract/scope of work documents for construction projects. Implemented a design control process.
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May, 1997 to July, 1998 
Duke Engineering & Services, Inc.  
Managed two projects for spent nuclear fuel retrieval at K Basins on the U.S. DOE Hanford site. 

1993 to April, 1997
Independent Consultant

Sept, 1996 to April, 1997 
The Nielsen-Wurster Group, Inc. 
Princeton, NJ 
Provided expert evaluation of technical issues in support of nuclear utility litigation. Provided technical support 
to a D&D Contractor for cost recovery resulting from changed conditions to a fixed price contract at a DOE 
Site.

June, 1995 to August, 1996 
Lockheed Martin Advanced Environmental Systems 
Engineering and Construction manager for the privatized Pit 9 environmental remediation facility at the Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory.

November, 1993 to April, 1995 
Zack Power & Industrial Co. 
Provided management and technical support for completion and close out of a firm price contract for erecting 
two (2) 150 MW coal fired boilers, including resolution of a major subcontractor claim.  Provided management 
support for implementation of a Total Quality Management program. 

1993 and 1994
Vectra Government Services
Provided technical support for implementation of a project management system for construction and testing of 
an arc melter for disposal of low-level radioactive waste.
Assessed contractor activities and organizations at the US Department of Energy’s Hanford site. The Nielsen-
Wurster Group, Inc. 
Seattle, WA
Performed cost and schedule assessments of firm price construction projects.

1966 to 1992
Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation

1987 to 1982  
General Support Services Contract, US Department of Energy 
Richland, WA
Managed multi-disciplined fifty person professional staff providing technical support to Richland Field Office.  
Performed and coordinated design and constructability reviews.  Conducted assessments of ongoing Hanford 
projects, site facilities and operations.

1986 to 1987 
Electric Power Research Institute
Palo Alto, CA 
Provided constructability, modularization, and planning input for plant arrangement of Advanced Light Water 
Reactor Program.
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1982 to 1986 
Clinton Nuclear Power Station 
Illinois Power Company 
Managed construction activities for a 950 MW boiling water reactor. 

1981 to 1982 
South Texas Nuclear Project
Houston Light and Power Company 
Determined basic causes of construction cost variances for pressurized water reactor under construction. 

1981 
Vogtle Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1
Georgia Power Company 
Assessed construction schedule developed by utility for completing a pressurized water reactor.

1979 to 1981 
River Bend Nuclear Power Station 
Gulf States Utilities
Directed all field force activities for a 984 MW boiling water reactor.  Responsibilities included field 
supervision, planning, scheduling, material acquisition, engineering liaison, safety and labor relations for 2000 
craft and 300 non-manual personnel.  Implemented first use of the National Nuclear Stabilization Agreement 
which eliminated jurisdictional disputes and work stoppages.  Executed innovative alternating shift schedule that 
significantly improved overall performance.

1974 to 1979 
Nine Mile point Nuclear Station, Unit 2 
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation 
Managed pre-construction and field activities for 1100 MW boiling water reactor constructed by multiple 
contractors.  Directed layout, procurement and construction of all temporary site facilities and infrastructure.  
Developed and implemented contracting plans and construction management systems.  Improved 
constructability through review of drawings and specifications. 

1966 to 1974 
Various Field and Office Assignments
Provided constructability, planning, and scheduling input for engineering, procurement, and construction of 
nuclear and fossil power plants.

EDUCATION

BS, Mechanical Engineering, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, 1966

PROFESSIONAL

Professional Engineer - New York
Member - American Society of Mechanical Engineers
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STEVE R. MAEHR   

SUMMARY   
Mr. Maehr has more than thirty years of experience in Engineering, Project Management, and 
Executive leadership positions in the electric utility and management services industries. His 
principal areas of expertise include Strategic Planning, Business Development and Sales, 
Planning and Scheduling, Budgeting, Financial Planning and Accounting, Maintenance, Outage 
Management, Management Information Systems, Licensing, Engineering and System Testing. 
With degrees in Mathematics, Nuclear Engineering (BS) and Industrial Management (MS), he has 
held positions of increasing responsibility with electric utilities, management service contractors, 
and consulting/project management companies.  
Mr. Maehr has a demonstrated record of accomplishment in developing opportunities and 
assisting customers with managing their projects, programs, and corporate operations. He is an 
entrepreneurial and strategic thinker, an excellent communicator, and a versatile leader. With his 
network of resources developed over the years by working with hundreds of owners, specialty 
contractors, and staff resources, he has an exceptional proficiency in assembling project teams to 
deliver “Just in Time” skills to customers, when and where they are needed.

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY   
(July 2003 to Present) High Bridge Associates, Inc. and Work Management, Inc. 
In the role of PRESIDENT responsible for all aspects of business operations for a management 
services company providing consulting and project management services to Oil & Gas, Electric 
Utility, Information Technology and Government industries. Operational control spans all phases 
of business and new product development, strategic planning, recruiting, management of 
consulting and service projects, and profit and loss. Provides management consulting for process 
reengineering and management control system development.   

(July 2001 to June 2003) Team Associates, LLC. 
As PRESIDENT responsible for all aspects of business operations of a GE affiliate company 
operating under Granite Services, Inc. and providing consulting and project management services 
to the utility, architect-engineering, construction and government industries. Operational control 
spans all phases of business and new product development, strategic planning, recruiting, 
management of consulting and service projects, and profit and loss.  

(December 1994 to June 2001) Team Associates Inc., Norcross, GA 
As SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT responsible for project and business management of consulting 
and management control services company. Grew the company from origination to $19 MM 
annual revenue over a six-year period. Operational control spans all phases of business and new 
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STEVE MAEHR           Page 2 

product development, strategic planning, recruiting, management of consulting services and 
service projects, and profit and loss for assigned business lines. Provides management consulting 
for process reengineering and management control system development. Recent experience 
includes: Development of integrated restart schedules, outage management processes, and work 
control processes for shutdown nuclear power plants (Browns Ferry, Cooper, Dresden, LaSalle, 
DC Cook); development of a comprehensive baseline estimate and schedule for the demolition 
and decontamination of DOE’s Uranium Enrichment Facility at Oak Ridge, TN; assessments of 
engineering processes, environmental restoration Life Cycle Cost Estimates, operations & 
maintenance activities, and project control processes for DOE’s Hanford, Savannah River, & Oak 
Ridge Sites; and numerous management assessments for large electric utilities. 

(October 1989 to December 1994) The Spear Group Inc., Norcross, GA 
In the position of VICE PRESIDENT responsible to the President to ensure the successful 
acquisition, control, and execution of all assigned projects. Specific duties included all aspects of 
day-to-day operations, including client relations and fiscal accountability. Responsible for long-
range planning and development of company goals and objectives. Performed consulting services 
in the power generation, construction, and government defense and energy industries. Specific 
experience includes project management and technical oversight for the development of an 
activity based budgeting and accounting process for a major western utility, development of 
integrated cost and schedule processes for the maintenance and operating contractor for a DOE 
facility, and development of project cost estimates, schedules, and management control processes 
for the restart effort of a shutdown nuclear power plant. 

(August 1978 to September 1989) TVA, Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Decatur, AL  
As WORK CONTROL/ OUTAGE SUPERINTENDENT responsible for managing all activities 
associated with unit outages including defining scope, planning, scheduling and implementation. 
Orchestrated all plant activities associated with the restart program for the first unit to be brought 
back into service. Also responsible for defining and implementing the process controlling day-to-
day work activities to ensure compliance with plant licensing requirements and the achievement 
of schedule milestones.  

(September 1985 to December 1988) TVA, Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Decatur, AL
As MANAGER, SITE PROJECT CONTROLS & FINANCIAL SERVICES was responsible for 
project management, planning, scheduling, budgeting, materials management and accounting 
functions for all site organizations.  Organized and staffed a department which performed all 
project control functions for a site of over 6,000 employees and annual budgets to $500M. 
Developed and implemented the first procurement engineering group utilized within TVA to 
ensure material procured for maintenance and modification activities complied with safety and 
quality requirements of the design basis.  

(April 1984 to September 1985) TVA, Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Decatur, AL 
As PLANNING AND SCHEDULING SUPERVISOR responsible for unit outage, maintenance 
and periodic test planning and scheduling for a three unit nuclear power plant. Developed and 
implemented an organization with responsibility for building new scheduling, tracking and 
management information data bases for all maintenance, engineering, and modification activities 
on site.  
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(April 1983 to April 1984) Sequoyah Nuclear Power Plant, Soddy Daisy, TN 
As ASSISTANT OUTAGE DIRECTOR Responsible for the planning, scheduling and 
implementation of modifications and major maintenance activities for a two-unit nuclear power 
plant. Developed and implemented new planning programs that resulted in significant 
improvements in unit outage durations previously experienced. Chattanooga Corporate Office  

(May 1981 to April 1983) TVA, Sequoyah Nuclear Power Plant, Soddy Daisy, TN 
As REGULATORY GROUP SUPERVISOR responsible for power plant licensing interface with 
other TVA organizations and with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Developed and 
implemented a program involving technical review of nuclear events and experiences from other 
utilities. Developed an extensive knowledge of the overall design basis, operating practices, and 
regulatory framework involved with licensing and operating a nuclear power plant.   

(December 1979 to May 1981) TVA, Sequoyah Nuclear Power Plant, Soddy Daisy, TN 
In the position of NUCLEAR ENGINEER worked in the plant startup test program, operational 
and design change safety evaluations and the development and review of the TVA Action 
program in response to the Three Mile Island accident.  Responsible for development of a special 
test program involving natural circulation tests never before performed at a commercial nuclear 
plant.  

(August 1978 to December 1979) TVA, Sequoyah Nuclear Power Plant, Soddy Daisy, TN 
In the position of PRE-OPERATIONAL TEST ENGINEER worked in the pre-op test program 
including researching, inspecting, coordinating, and testing of nuclear plant systems. Developed 
an in-depth knowledge of all phases of system testing including mechanical and electrical design 
verification.  Assigned shift coordinator and test director for the plant hot functional test series  

EDUCATION   
M.S. - Industrial Administration - Purdue University - Krannert Graduate School of 
Management - 1978  
B.S. - Nuclear Engineering - Purdue University, Lafayette, IN - 1977 
B.A. - Mathematics - Augustana College, Rock Island, IL - 1977
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Donald F. Roth 

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 
Mr. Roth currently holds the position of Subject Matter Expert for High Bridge 
Associates. He provides third party review and oversight functions for the nuclear power 
plant decommissioning industry. His expertise includes:  

 Nuclear Decommissioning 
 Project Management 
 Structural engineering 
 Nuclear and fossil plants 
 Power Plant Design and Modifications 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Mr. Roth has extensive experience in the design, construction, operations and 
decommissioning support of fossil and nuclear power plants. From October 2016 to June 
2017, he held the position of Vice President of D&D and Construction for 
EnergySolutions for the Zion Restoration Project. He had the responsibility for managing 
all physical demolition activities, waste handling operations and engineering work, 
including managing the associated schedules and budgets.  
 
In that role, he managed the transition to the Open Air Demolition phase of the project. 
He also managed the demolition of the Fuel Handling Building, all of the above grade 
portion of the Auxiliary Building and all of the above grade demolition of the both 
Containment Buildings’ internals. In April, 2017, he presented a paper on the history of 
the Zion Restoration Project to an audience from the International Atomic Energy 
Agency at Argonne National Laboratory. 
 
From September 2010 to October 2016, he held the position of Director of Engineering 
for ZionSolutions for the Zion Restoration Project. He had the responsibility of managing 
the ZionSolutions Engineering team for the decommissioning of Zion Station. His 
responsibilities included planning and coordinating all engineering work associated with 
dismantlement and decontamination of Zion Station. Included among those 
responsibilities was managing work performed by consulting engineering firms. His work 
scope included directing the generation of all Design Changes, Technical Specifications, 
plant modifications and field engineering support for physical dismantlement activities, 
including support of construction activities associated with dismantlement. He also was 
responsible for maintaining configuration control of systems, structures and components 
via the system reclassification program, in association with the Operations and Work 
Control organizations. He also provided support for development and maintenance of the 
project schedule and project budget.  
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In that role, he directed the generation of over one hundred design modifications. 
Included in that number are major modifications including, a) creating large construction 
openings in each of the two Containment Buildings, b) repowering the entire power block 
with a new source of 34kV construction power, c) replacing two Service Water pumps 
with smaller, more efficient pumps to supply all of the station’s cooling requirements d) 
installing a new Security Access Control Facility, e) a new Radiologically Controlled 
Area (RCA) entrance facility f) a new liquid radwaste processing system and g) 
modifications for implementing a phased-in approach to achieving Cold and Dark status 
in the plant. In July of 2014, he authored and presented a paper on the history and status 
of the Zion Restoration Project at the 2014 ASME Pressure Vessel and Piping conference 
in Anaheim, California. In November of 2014, he participated in Southern California 
Edison’s Focused Area Self-Assessment for the station’s 10CFR50.59 process at the San 
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station. 
 
In preparation for the transfer of the operating license Zion Station to ZionSolutions, Mr. 
Roth completed seventeen tasks associated with preparing the ZS engineering team to 
support the transfer of the Zion Station operating license from Exelon to ZionSolutions. 
He also hired the engineering staff and developed their training plan. He also wrote the 
technical specification for de-tensioning and removal of the Containment Building pre-
stressing tendons. He also authored the OSHA-required Demolition Engineering Survey 
for the Dry Active Waste Building, the first structure dismantled for the Zion Restoration 
Project.  In 2009, he led the ZionSolutions engineering team’s effort to develop the 
reactor vessel and internals segmentation bid specification and Request For Proposal 
(RFP). He also served as the lead engineer for the technical evaluation of the vendor 
proposals received in response to the RFP. He also led the engineering team’s effort to 
revise the project Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) element scoping documents, as well 
as leading the team’s effort to revise the WBS element budget estimates. He also 
completed a study of multiple EPRI decommissioning experience documents, which 
resulted in generation of a Lessons Learned data base. He presented a summary of the 
study to the site project team. He also generated a project schedule for the first two years 
of the project. That schedule became the basis for current project schedule. 
 
Prior to working on the Zion Decommissioning project for Energy Solutions, Mr. Roth 
worked for Sargent & Lundy on the conceptual design and cost estimates for large air 
pollution control projects for Ameren’s Joppa, Edwards and Newton Generating Stations 
in Illinois.  Prior to this, he completed conceptual design and cost estimate work for air 
pollution control projects for Allegheny Energy’s Armstrong Generating Station.  He 
supervised structural engineers involved in the analysis and design of foundations and 
structural steel framing for a large air pollution control project at Mirant’s Morgantown 
Generating Station in Maryland.  He also provides support for construction activities for 
the project.  Prior to this, he performed similar supervisory services for air pollution 
control projects at Cinergy’s Gibson generating station in Indiana and at Reliant Energy’s 
W. A. Parish Station in Texas. 
 
Mr. Roth has also served as a Project Manager for the Commonwealth Edison Company.  
He served as Project Manager for the Spent Fuel Nuclear Island Project at the utility’s 
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Zion Nuclear Station.  That project designed and implemented the long-term solution to 
storage of spent nuclear fuel at the station after it was permanently shut down. He also 
authored that company’s “Master Facility Plan” which created the 5-year site plan for the 
support facilities for six nuclear power plants.  He also served as Project Manager for 
some of those facilities projects.   
 
Mr. Roth served as Lead Structural Engineer at the Zion Nuclear Generating Station for 8 
years.  In that role, he supervised the structural engineering support of plant operations 
and maintenance activities.  He also provided support for construction of plant 
modifications. 
 
He assisted in the Commonwealth Edison Company Facilities Improvement Program 
helping to evaluate various site plans for the LaSalle and Zion stations.  He also 
supervised a group of structural engineers involved in the as-built qualification of 
mechanical component supports for Niagara Mohawk Power Company's Nine Mile Point 
nuclear station.  He also prepared a pipe support design guideline manual for use on the 
Nine Mile Point station during this assignment.  Before that, he was supervising a group 
of structural engineers at Commonwealth Edison Company's Braidwood nuclear station 
involved in the analysis and design of mechanical component supports and the resolution 
of field problems associated with the installation of mechanical component supports. 
 
This group was also involved in the qualification of installed supports subject to 
increased loadings due to reconciliation and reanalysis of piping systems subject to both 
rigorous and alternate analysis.  These qualifications required review of concrete 
expansion anchor bolt assemblies for conformance with margins of safety specified in 
NRC IE Bulletin 79-02.  During the latter stages of the assignment, the group was 
responsible for designing plant modifications to Unit 1 (an operating unit) and resolving 
associated construction problems.  The size of this group varied over the four years from 
a minimum of 30 engineers to a peak of 81 engineers.  This number varied based on 
client production requirements which it was Mr. Roth's responsibility to monitor so that 
both manpower schedules and man-hour budgets were sufficient to properly support the 
client's requirements.  Mr. Roth met with client, contractors and personnel in other 
Sargent & Lundy divisions to plan production schedules and to resolve field construction 
problems.  In this assignment, Mr. Roth was also involved in the development of design 
criteria and revisions to existing design criteria. 
 
Mr. Roth has also supervised and trained structural engineers involved in the analysis and 
design of mechanical component supports for PSI Energy's Marble Hill nuclear power 
station.  His work involved the design of new supports for rigorously analyzed piping 
systems as well as the development of typical supports for alternate analysis piping 
systems.  He also was involved in the incorporation of as-built information into the 
design process.  The size of the group Mr. Roth supervised and trained varied from a 
minimum of 10 engineers to a maximum of 25 engineers. 
 
Before that, Mr. Roth supervised structural engineers involved in the analysis and design 
of mechanical component supports for Commonwealth Edison Company's Byron nuclear 
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station.  His work involved the design of new supports for rigorously analyzed piping 
systems.  The size of the group that Mr. Roth supervised varied from a minimum of eight 
engineers to a maximum of 15 engineers.  Earlier Mr. Roth supervised the analysis of 
nuclear safety-related piping systems for Commonwealth Edison Company's LaSalle 
County nuclear power station involving the incorporation of as-built information into the 
analysis process. 
 
Mr. Roth has also supervised design and analysis of structures for several fossil-fired 
stations.  This work has encompassed steel and concrete structures for material handling 
systems and the gas ductwork and associated steel supports.  Prior to his supervisory 
experience, Mr. Roth worked on the layout, analysis, and design of structural steel floor 
framing and bracing systems for two other fossil stations.  He joined Sargent & Lundy in 
1972.   
 
NUCLEAR SERVICES EXPERIENCE 
Energy Solutions – Zion Station 
June 2008 – Present
DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING (September 2010 – Present)
LEAD STRUCTURAL ENGINEER, LEAD MAJOR COMPONENT ENGINEER (June 
2008 – August 2010)  
 
Commonwealth Edison Company / Exelon  
May 1988 – November 2000 
FACILITIES PROJECT MANAGER (October 1999 – November 2000) 

 Corporate Nuclear Headquarters 
PROJECT MANAGER (January 1998 – October 1999) 

 Zion 1 and 2, Nuclear, 1085 MW each. 
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE SUPPORT (December 1989 – January 1998) 

 Zion 1 and 2, Nuclear, 1085 MW each. 
FACILITIES IMPROVEMENT (May 1988 – September 1988, January 1989 – 
December 1989) 

 LaSalle 1 and 2, nuclear, 1122 MW each. 
FACILITIES IMPROVEMENT (May 1988 – September 1988) 

 Zion 1 and 2, nuclear, 1085 MW each. 
 
DESIGN EXPERIENCE 
Ameren 
PROJECT ENGINEER 

 Joppa 1-6 Coal 
 Edwards 1-2 Coal 
 Newton 1-2 Coal 

 
Allegheny Energy 
PROJECT ENGINEER 

 Armstrong 1-2, Coal 
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Mirant 
PROJECT ENGINEER 

 Morgantown 1-2, Coal 
 
Cinergy 
PROJECT ENGINEER 
Gibson 1-5, Coal 
 
Reliant Energy 
PROJECT ENGINEER 

 Parish 4, Oil 
 
Niagara Mohawk Power Company 
1998
SENIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER  

 Mechanical component supports 
 Nine Mile Point 1, nuclear 

 
Commonwealth Edison Company 
January 1984 – May 1988 
SENIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER  

 Mechanical component supports 
 Braidwood 1 and 2, nuclear, 1175 MW each 

 
PSI Energy 
September 1981 – January 1984 
SENIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER (September 1983 – January 1984) 

 Marble Hill 1 and 2, nuclear, 1175 MW each. 
 Cable tray, conduit, mechanical component, and HVAC duct supports 

SENIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER (September 1981 – March 1983) 
 Mechanical component supports.   

 
Central Power & Light Company 
March 1983 – September 1983 
SENIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER  

 Coleto Creek 2, coal, 707 MW 
 Structural steel 

 
Commonwealth Edison Company 
September 1981 – March 1983 
SENIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER 

 Byron 1 and 2, nuclear, 1175 MW each; 
 Braidwood 1 and 2, nuclear, 1175 MW each. 
 Mechanical component supports.   
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Northern Indiana Public Service Company 
March 1981 – September 1981 

 Schahfer 17 and 18, coal, 393 MW each 
 Structural steel and concrete 

 
Southwestern Electric Power Company 
September 1980 – March 1981 
SENIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER

 Pirkey 1, lignite, 707 MW. 
 Structural steel and concrete.   

 
Commonwealth Edison Company 
February 1980 – September 1980 
SENIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER  

 LaSalle 1, nuclear, 1122 MW. 
 Piping analysis.  

  
Illinois Power 
October 1979 – February 1980 
SENIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER  

 Clinton 1, nuclear, 985 MW. 
 Structural steel. 

 
Middle South Services, Inc. 
May 1979 – October 1979 
SENIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER 

 Standard Unit 2, coal, 750 MW. 
 Senior Structural Engineer 

 
Wisconsin Public Service Corporation 
October 1977 – May 1979 
SENIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER (July 1978 – May 1979) 

 Weston 3, coal, 321 MW. 
 

 Structural steel and flue gas ductwork. 
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER (October 1977 – July 1978) 

 Structural steel and flue gas ductwork.   
 
Central Power & Light Company 
October 1974 – October 1977 
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER  

 Coleto Creek 1, coal, 707 MW. 
 Structural steel and flue gas ductwork.   
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PSI Energy 
May 1972 – September 1974 
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER 

 Gibson 1 and 2, coal, 618 MW each. 
 Structural steel.   

EDUCATION 
Northwestern University - M.B.A. - 1979 
Valparaiso University, Indiana - B. S. Civil Engineering - 1972 
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Michelle Taylor, MBA 

 
PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 

 18 years of Project Controls experience within the engineering and construction 
remediation fields, both schedule and cost controls.  

 Proficient with project planning and analysis, proposal development (both technical and 
cost volumes) utilizing multiple formats and types of software; budget tracking/cost 
analysis/forecasting/scheduling processes and tools; Earned Value Management Systems 
methods (EVMS) 

 Experienced with Multiple federal agencies including the Department of Defense (DoD), 
Department of Energy (DOE), U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and power companies such 
as NiSource, Georgia Power, and Duke Energy.  

 Experienced in multiple estimate and cost reviews on large capital projects.   
 Skilled in utilizing Oracle and Cobra cost systems, PRISM, Microsoft Project, Primavera 

P6, Maximo, PowerPlant, WInsight, Risk based software and various systems for 
Procurement, and advanced Microsoft Excel and Access for data analysis and reporting. 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
CRC Technologies  
August 2017 – July 2018 
SENIOR CONSULTANT 
Mid-America Conversion Services 

 Provide project controls support and other planning, integration, and support, and/or other 
tasks as requested by the client during development of Requests for Equitable Adjustment 
to be processed and submitted to DOE.    

 Analyze the impacts by reviewing the actual cost conditions as compared to the bid 
conditions found in Basis of Estimate and Estimate.   

 Price impacts and prepare estimate spreadsheets, P6 and Cobra before and after 
spreadsheets and load files.   

 Prepare justification and entitlement position in writing linking back to detailed cost 
estimate and impact analysis.   

 Prepare and submit certified cost and price backup. 
Fluor Federal Group 

 Participate in Estimate Reviews and provide requested support for various projects.   
 
Charter Global for Georgia Power Company  
October 2015 – March 2017 
COST ENGINEER AND SCHEDULE ANALYST 

 Lead the effort to allocate and schedule transmission events in support of GPC Capital 
Projects for Metro Atlanta, East, and South Regions.  
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 Responsible for leading meetings and discussions related to budgeting, scheduling and 
resource allocation.  

 Review scope and build schedules accordingly.   
 Coordinate transmission capital project activities (i.e. Engineering, 

Procurement, Environmental, System Outages, Construction, etc.) schedules for design 
engineering and construction activities, resolves conflicts, and update schedule progress.  

 Produce reports for key Transmission Stakeholders.  
 Analyze project cost exceptions, projections, and assist with variance explanations. 
 Support the Baseline Change Process.   

 
Work Management, Inc. for NiSource  
February 2014 – April 2015 
LEAD PROJECT CONTROLS ENGINEER  

 Responsible for the establishment of cost processes for the new TDSIC (Transmission 
Distribution and Storage System Improvements Charges) project.  

 Work with leadership team to determine needs of stakeholders.    
 Lead team in establishment of accrual, forecasting, variance analysis, reporting, 

budgeting, and change control processes.   
 Create project controls and project management templates for all cost related activities.  
 Lead implementation of project controls by training and mentoring Project Managers, 

Project Controls Engineers, Analyst and schedulers.   
 Review estimates, create funding requests, and open work orders.    
 Provide review of FERC assets, capital expense classification, and property units for 

projects.   
 Implement all processes.   
 Resource load, status, and analyze schedules in P6 providing weekly reports of progress 

and Earned Value.   
 
RCS Corporation for Duke Energy – Oconee Nuclear Power Station  
October 2009 – February 2014 
SR. PROJECT CONTROLS ENGINEER-LEAD 

 Perform work with Major Projects at Oconee Nuclear Power Station on nuclear 
modifications and construction projects totaling $1 billion.   

 Responsibilities include cost reporting, variance analysis, accruals, cash flows, budget 
tracking, and change management.   

 Perform budget development, forecasting, root cause analysis and EVMS reporting.  
 Create weekly labor reports, project status reports, and forecasts for EAC’s.   
 Analyze risk and contingency reporting.   
 Perform estimates during the initial development and throughout the project lifecycle.   

 
Washington Closure Hanford  
February 2009 – October 2009 
SR. PROJECT CONTROLS ENGINEER 

 Responsibilities include monthly variance reporting, ETC forecasting, monthly accruals, 
cost and schedule variance analysis per EVMS; suggest corrective action plans.  
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 Prepare detailed staffing plans, cost studies, trends, baseline change management 
tracking, labor reports, and research cost for coding and corrections; update schedules in 
P3, review of scope criteria and development of estimates.  

 Assist in preparing cost/schedule data for proposals or contract negotiations.  
 Prepared reports in support of American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. 

  
High Bridge Associates, Inc. 
September 2008 – February 2009 
COST ENGINEER 
Washington Division URS-Idaho National Lab – Integrated Waste Treatment Unit 

 Responsibilities include developing and implementing the construction Performance 
Measurement Baseline (PMB) in PRISM.  

 Responsibilities include establishing and maintaining construction (EVMS) earned value 
management system as well as prepare and maintain the budget baseline from estimates. 

 Perform percent complete calculations, quantity tracking, cost and quantity comparisons, 
forecasting costs, monthly accruals, cost and schedule variance analysis.  

 Identify and track all cost related to construction trends; baseline change management 
tracking, development, and support.  

 Create all weekly and monthly variance reports; review of craft time sheets for proper 
coding; updates to project schedule to track progress; maintain code of accounts; research 
costs for coding and corrections. 

 
Project Services Group  
November 2005 – November 2007 
PROJECT CONTROLS ENGINEER  
Bechtel 

 Assigned as a project controls engineer at the Hanford site Waste Treatment Plant 
(WTP).  

 Responsibilities include preparing and reviewing the presentation of cost analysis/ control 
activities per EVMS (Earned Value Management Systems) guidelines.  

 Prepare detailed staffing plans; review scope criteria and develop additional estimating 
bases as necessary. 

 Prepare cost studies utilizing historical data, statistical analysis, and cost comparisons 
 Identify and analyze cost variance and suggest corrective action. 
 Prepare forecasts and specialized reports, monthly accruals, labor reports, research cost 

for coding and corrections. 
 Development of Baseline Change Proposals (BCPs) and Trends and monthly Estimates at 

Completion (EACs). 
 Create COBRA load files for implementation. 
 Maintain project code of accounts. 
 Support CAM and eight WPM. 
 Create variance reports to comply with EVMS structure guidelines, instituting root cause 

analysis activities and preparing variance analysis reports.  
 Project received EVMS certification during this time. 
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Bechtel 
 Assigned to the FEMA Bechtel trailer operations project in Jackson, Mississippi for 

emergency response to Hurricane Katrina with responsibility for daily updating of the 
forecasting model. 

 Prepared daily task order tracking toll providing burn rates and remaining budget funding 
analysis and remaining days. 

 Maintain the cost and commitment tracking. 
 Create staffing curves, research cost for coding and corrections, and assist estimators. 
 Supported project management, contracts and estimating.  

 
Cornerstone Management and Technical Services  
May 2004 – November 2005 
PROJECT COST ANALYST  

 Performed project control evaluations for a number of service clients including Mixed-
Oxide Fuel (MOX) project, USACE, TVA, and DoD Information Technology Group.  

 Evaluations included the creation and analysis of various reports and spreadsheets from 
system data using Excel and other software. 

 Completed data analysis for data dumps that included merging, reformats, and splicing of 
data using excel Access and Oracle. 

 Costing of complete project resources. 
 Evaluations also included client interviews, training, and participation in other key 

areas/functions of the business or respective processes.  
 Created and modified spreadsheets and pricing models as required. 
 Prepared complex and/or large cost/price proposals in compliance with the RFP.  
 Wrote, edited, and prepared cost and contractual volumes of proposals. 

 
TEAM Associates  
August 2000 – May 2004 
PROJECT ASSISTANT  

 Supported the President and Vice President of the company. 
 Extensive work in project planning, work breakdown structure and development of 

detailed schedule and cost reports. 
 Wrote and edited large proposals for DoD, DOE, TVA, and Nebraska Public Power 

contracts. 
 Interpreted client RFP requirements to identify applicability of proposal. 
 Designed format and coordination of production. 
 Organized and maintained database of proposal development through several revision 

cycles. 
 Created databases and earned value reports for projects utilizing Excel and Microsoft 

Project.  
 
ASSOCIATIONS 

 AACE International- Member 
 North American Young Generation in Nuclear 
 PMI- Member 
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EDUCATION 
New York Institute of Technology 
Master of Business Administration, Project Management 
 
Georgia State University  
Bachelor of Business Administration  
 
COMPUTER SKILLS 
Access, Excel, Word, PowerPoint, Project, Outlook, Crystal, QuickBooks, Oracle, Cobra, CRS, 
PRISM, WInsight, SharePoint, Source, Primavera P3, Primavera P6, Business Objects, Nuclear 
Asset Suite, Maximo, Crystal Ball, PowerPlant, Lotus Notes, and multiple Procurement Systems.  
Advanced P6 Certification 
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Gregory von Beck 
Senior Project Controls Specialist, Nuclear Decommissioning Planning 

 
PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 
He is an expert Project Controls Specialist who has managed +$300 million-dollar planning 
efforts to successful conclusions.  Although he is an expert in PMP methodologies it is his 
leadership experience that makes the difference.  In directing the development of programs, he 
uses the skills of the team to constantly improve the estimates and communicate within and 
outside the team.  As a result of his skills, he has achieved the award of over $10 Billion in new 
work for my organization. 
 
His expertise in estimating large programs with limited information allows for the most accurate 
cost, schedule, and risk analysis creating the most complete program estimates ensuring the true 
upfront cost of the program is known.  As a Senior Project Controls Specialist on extremely large 
programs in multiple countries, he has developed effective communication skills to help the team 
know what is critical to the program and keep the Leadership aware of the direction and risks so 
that decisions are made early.   
 
SKILLS 

 Leadership 
 Project Management 
 Business Management 
 Leading Proposal Development 
 Cost Estimating 
 Scheduling 
 Cost Analysis 
 Cost and Financial Modeling 
 Risk Management 
 Data Management 
 Quality Analysis 
 Software Development (e.g.  Java, C#, C, Visual Basic, Python, Perl) 
 Databases 
 Communication 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Atkins – Columbia, SC 
April 2016 – Present 
SENIOR PROJECT CONTROLS SPECIALIST 

 Leader of planning teams developing cost and schedule for nuclear power plant 
decommissioning programs around the world.  
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 Also involved in further design and refinement of the estimating system that was 
originally developed at EnergySolutions. 

 Led the development of bid packages that resulted in +$2B in new work and gaining a 
foothold in US nuclear power plant decommissioning for my company. 

 Developed plans for projects from $400M to $1.5B that managed hundreds of people for 
up to 10 years. 

 Developed plans for international customers in collaboration with European colleagues. 
 Mentored and trained new employees and existing subject matter experts in cost, 

schedule, and proposal development. 
 Served as an expert consultant in decommissioning planning for outside clients. 
 Developed the group’s Quality Assurance Plan. 
 Duties include significant travel within the US and internationally. 

 
EnergySolutions – Aiken, SC 
July 2009 – April 2016 
PROJECT CONTROL SPECIALIST AND PROGRAMMER/ANALYST 

 Lead the team that designed and implemented a solution for creating cost estimates with a 
high degree of confidence.  The solution uses Microsoft SharePoint, SQL Server, 
Primavera P6 and Excel to significantly decrease re-estimating during iterations and 
decrease errors due to human interactions while remaining customizable to new business 
practices and adding features not available in industry standard software such as 
Timberline and Success Estimator.  Using this tool, led or assisted in the development of 
major proposals in the US, UK and Canada. 

 Led the development of bid packages that resulted in over $350M in new work for the 
company. 

 Developed plans for projects from $300M to $7B that managed hundreds of people for up 
to 14 years that resulted in $7.5B in new work for the company and its partners. 

 Lead the development of a solution that increased the time available to produce estimates 
for proposals by as much as two weeks by implementing an estimating system that 
reduced re-estimating, human errors, and calculation times. 

 Developed witness testimony and other court documents that lead to a £120M settlement 
against the UK government. 

 Provided 3rd party expert review and analysis of plans to validate plausibility and risk for 
an international regulator. 

 Duties included significant travel within the US and internationally including short-term 
assignments in the United Kingdom. 

 Ownership of the business division transferred to Atkins in 2016. 
 
River Oak Homes, Aiken, SC 
June 2005 – June 2009 
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER  

 Manager of home construction projects including scheduling, purchasing, personnel 
management, customer relations, and meeting inspection requirements. 
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TRW Automotive – Mesa, AZ 
May 2000 – May 2005 
PROGRAMMER/ANALYST  

 Developed business management and project controls applications that supported TRW's 
worldwide organization and its reporting needs. 

 
EDUCATION 
Arizona State University – Tempe, AZ (1997 – 2002) 
Bachelor’s Degree, Computer Engineering Technology 
 
SOFTWARE 

 Excel 
 Primavera P6 
 Primavera Risk Analysis 
 Microsoft Project 
 Microsoft SharePoint 
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Dwight Daniel Watson 

Program and Operations Manager 
 
PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 

 Entrepreneurial industrial sector manager with more than 32 years of experience 
managing operations, processes, personnel and corporate administration for start-ups, 
small businesses, Lockheed-Martin and the US Navy.  

 National award-winning management style and customer satisfaction record of providing 
safe and productive industrial operations.  

 On the floor workplace experience that provides a strong foundation for executive 
strategic decision making.  

 Extensive Department of Energy (DOE) program experience in UF6 Operations, waste 
management, environmental, and administration. 

 
MANAGEMENT QUALIFICATIONS 

 Nuclear Power Decommissioning Estimation 
 DOE/Commercial Site Review and Oversight 
 Radioactive and Non-Rad Waste Management 
 DOE Readiness Reviews 
 Project Baseline Development 
 OSHA / Enviro / QA / HR Regulatory Compliance 
 Procedure/Training Development 
 Exempt / Non-exempt / Union Management 
 Change and Productivity Implementation 
 Continuous Improvement Cycle 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Akylex Inc – Almo, KY  
2009 to Present 
PROJECT PLANNER/ ESTIMATOR / SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT 

 Subject Matter Expert (SME) / Organization and Waste Management Estimator for 
twelve (12) proposals for the Department of Energy and two (2) tenders for the NDA, 
United Kingdom.  

 SME areas of expertise included D&D of Nuclear Reactors and Nuclear Facilities, 
Radioactive Waste Management, Risk Management, and Radioactive Waste disposal, and 
transportation.  

 These efforts included Technical Scope written response, WBS Scope development and 
definitions (WBS Dictionary), Estimation of D&D WBS at the 
Structure/Equipment/System level (WBS levels-5, 6, 7--), Radioactive Waste Mass 
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Balance disposition schemes, and Project Organization and Staffing development and 
estimation.  

 Accomplishments include: 
 Completed DOE RFP writing assignments, site walkthroughs, estimating, and 

strategic input for operations of two Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride Conversion 
plants, for 3 different RFPs (Design/Build, Operations, and Operations Follow on 
Scope) 

 Completed RFP writing assignments, estimating, and strategic input for 
operations for West Valley Demonstration Project Remediation and D&D, NSC 
M&O, NNSS M&O, Sandia M&O. Paducah D&R, and LANL LLCC. 

 Completed writing assignments, estimating, radioactive waste balance, and 
strategic input for the D&D of the Portsmouth Uranium Gaseous Diffusion Plant, 
ETTP/K25 D&D, Douneay Scotland Scientific Reactors (2) D&D, Zion Nuclear 
Reactor Plant D&D, and the Magnox 12 nuclear plant D&D across the UK. 

 Personally responsible for the D&D/DECON estimates of 6 Magnox Nuclear sites 
and site reactors, Pilgrim/Pallisades NPS, and Oyster Creek NPS. 

 
Ecotone Services Inc – Dover, TN  
2003 to 2009 
OWNER / BOARD CHAIRMAN / PRESIDENT / BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 

 Principal executive of a government contracting company that provided operations and 
maintenance services to the USDA Forest Service and US Army Corps of Engineers. 

 Company operations included personnel management of 65 employees, facility 
maintenance, janitorial, grounds keeping, highway and road maintenance, drinking water 
distribution, wastewater treatment, environmental compliance oversight, waste 
management, wetland restoration, and forest conservation.  

 Completed personal ownership exit strategy and sale of company contracts to a 
competing government contractor in 2009.  

 Served in the capacities of Chairman - Board of Directors 2003 -2009, President 2003 - 
2006, Director of Business Development 2003 – 2009, and supported L&M Technologies 
Inc 2008 - 2009.  

 Nominated for SBA prime contractor of the year in 2005, 2006, and 2007 by the Forest 
Service.  

 Received the following awards: 
 2007 “SBA National Prime Contractor of the Year” – Awarded in Washington, 

DC, April 2007 
 2007 “SBA Region IV Prime Contractor of the Year” – Awarded in Washington, 

DC, April 2007 
 
L&M Technologies Inc – Houston, TX  
2008 to 2009 
PROGRAM MANAGER 

 Replaced L&M Project Manager to provide temporary oversight and contract closure 
support (14 months) for a commercial facility maintenance contract between L&M and 
the United Space Alliance (USA).  
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 Completed oversight of facility maintenance, janitorial and landscaping for USA-NASA 
space shuttle support facilities in Houston, Huntsville, and Cape Canaveral with a 
declining workforce.  

 Support included: 
 Established and monitored over 60 subcontracts. 
 Provided emergency support for Hurricane IKE recovery 
 Successfully completed safe and productive contract closeout 

 
WESKEM LLC – Oak Ridge, TN  
1999 to 2003 
GENERAL SITE MANAGER / BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 

 General Site Manager at Paducah, Kentucky and Director of Business Development for a 
newly formed LLC.  

 Completed initial start-up and marketing, establishing marketing and sales functions. 
 Seamlessly transitioned operations at the Paducah Uranium Gaseous Diffusion Plant as a 

subcontractor to Bechtel Jacobs Company, under contract to the US Department of 
Energy.  

 Site manager responsibilities included management of all legacy and newly generated 
radioactive, RCRA hazardous, TSCA, and sanitary wastes.  

 Managed all aspects of the waste program conduct of operations including safety, waste 
characterization, packaging, storage, processing, transportation, treatment, and disposal. 

 Accomplishments included: 
 Completed hiring and transition of 160 workers and supervisors. 
 Managed the shipment of over 7 million kilograms of waste to offsite treatment 

and disposal across the USA. 
 Maintained the Integrated Safety Management process. 
 Had “zero” recordable and lost time safety injuries during a 3 year tenure as Plant 

Site Manager. 
 Personally planned and responsible for the following projects: 

 Remediation and Disposal of a radioactive 4000 gal Technetium Oxide 
waste tank 

 Remediation of the C-400-04 Gold Dissolver Room filled with hazardous 
radioactive materials 

 Remediation of 168 DOE Material Storage Areas to Maintain NRC 
Compliance 

 
Lockheed Martin / Martin Marietta – Paducah, KY  
1988 to 1999 
PROGRAM MANAGER / SECTION SUPERVISOR / PROJECT MANAGER / TECHNICIAN 

 Served as Waste Minimization Program Manager, Waste Coordination Technical Team 
Supervisor, Waste Disposal Manager, Landfill Manager, RCRA Waste Coordinator, and 
Environmental Sampling Lead Field Technician during an 11-year tenure, at the Paducah 
Uranium Gaseous Diffusion Plant, Paducah, KY.  

 Directed plant wide waste activities for a 2300 employee NRC regulated nuclear facility. 
 Supervised 20 technical professionals and directed field supervisors and union personnel. 
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 Accomplishments included: 
 Primary Martin Marietta Waste Management Interface for DOE Tiger Team 

inspection 
 Reduced Plant Wide Generation of Radioactive Hazardous Waste from 2200 cft 

per year to 160 cft per year 
 Received three Lockheed Martin “Excellence Awards” 

 
United States Navy (USNR) – USS Clark (FFG-11) FPO NY  
1984 to 1993 
LIEUTENANT / ORDNANCE OFFICER / SURFACE WARFARE OFFICER 

 Served four years active duty and 5 years active reserve for the USN.  
 Responsible for all munitions onboard ship, all fire control radar systems, missiles and 

torpedo inventory.  
 Participated on and completed three Tiger Team inspections prior to two Operational 

Plant Propulsion Examinations (OPPE) and deployment for fleet training at Guantanamo 
Bay, Cuba. 

 
EDUCATION 

 Chemistry Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY 
 MS Degree 

 Chemistry Murray State University, Murray, KY 
 BS Degree 

 Specialized Training in the following subject areas: 
 RCRA Waste Material Balance Custodian 
 Radiation Worker I & II Inspection Team Interface 
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David S. Williams 
SUMMARY   

Mr. Williams’ entire working career has been in the heavy industrial and commercial demolition field. 
After graduating from Western Oregon University he held mostly field roles including equipment 
operator, foreman, superintendent and project manager.  Mr. Williams has managed Northwest 
Demolition projects all over North America and was instrumental in forming the Northwest Demolition 
Pacific Division Office in Honolulu.  In 2013 Mr. Williams was named VP of operations for the 
business. 

EXPERIENCE   

Northwest Demolition & Dismantling Tigard, OR VP Operations 1999-Present 
Responsible for the management and execution of complex demolition and environmental projects.  Duties 
include equipment fleet readiness, personnel resource management and strategic management of company 
assets as it relates to project execution. Other duties include business development and project estimating. 
Key Projects: 
-  Trojan Nuclear Plant Containment Building Demolition, Rainier Oregon 
-  Kitimat Modernization Aluminum Smelter Decommissioning, Kitimat British Columbia 
-  Umatilla Chemical Weapons Depot Decommissioning, Umatilla Oregon 
-  Molybdenum Processing Plant Asset Sale and Mass Demolition, Magna Utah 
-  Humboldt Bay Nuclear Plant Containment Building Decommissioning, Eureka California 
-  Foreman Cement Plant Demolition and Site Restoration, Foreman Arkansas 
-  Early Warning Missile Defense Mass Demolition and Bulk Waste Handling, Clear Alaska 
-  Keauhou Beach Hotel Demolition and Site Restoration, Kona Hawaii 
-  Hunters Point Radiologically Contaminated structures and Pier Demolition, San Francisco California 
-  Particle Accelerator Dismantling and Radiological Separation, Los Alamos New Mexico 
-  Port of Tacoma Wharfs, Slips and Piers Demolition, Commencement Bay Washington 
-  Hilo Hospital Hazardous Materials Removal and Mass Demolition, Hilo Hawaii 

EDUCATION AND CERTIFICATIONS: 
BS Public Administration and Business: Western 
Oregon University 1999 

40 HR HAZWOPER 
30 HR OSHA 
Lead/Asbestos 
awareness MSHA 
surface miner 24HR 
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Attachment B: PG&E Documents Provided to HBA Independent Review Team
Doc
No. Name RFI
1 2009 Contingency Tech Pos. Paper.pdf
2 3rd Party Review Demo Aux Bldg.pdf
3 3rd Party Review Demo Breakwater 092518.pdf
4 3rd Party Review Demo Cont Bldg.pdf
5 3rd Party Review Demo Turb Bldg.pdf
6 3rd Party Review RPV and Internals Seg 092518.pdf
7 3rd Party Review SAC Aux Bldg.pdf
8 3rd Party Review SAC Cont Bldg.pdf
9 3rd Party Review SAC Turb Bldg.pdf
10 Copy of 3rdPartyReviewData_092418.xlsx
11 DCPP Decom Contingency Strategy.pdf
12 Diablo Canyon Waste Disposal Tables 1.xlsx
13 HammockSummaryLevel3_092118.pdf
14 L2BlueSum091218.pdf
15 Plan 35 Sec Mods 11x17 092518.pdf
16 Rev. 0 PMP Building Demolition.pdf
17 Rev. 0 PMP RPV and Internals Segmentation.pdf
18 Rev. 0 PMP Security Modifications (redacted).pdf
19 Rev. 0 PMP Staffing Plan.pdf
20 Rev. 0 PMP System and Area Closure.pdf
21 Scope Specific Costs HBA 1.xlsx
22 103 Discharge.pdf 1
23 BW Breakwater.pdf 1
24 Power Block Equipment Location.pdf 1
25 Site Layout SK 002 R0.pdf 1
26 02 SACP WBS Rev. 0.pdf 2
27 03 Decon Rev 0 WBS.pdf 2
28 07 Material Rev 0 WBS.pdf 2
29 15 Source TermWBS Rev. 0.pdf 2
30 2. WBS.xlsx (Work Breakdown Structure List) 2
31 28 SFPI WBS Rev 0.pdf 2
32 30 Large Component Removal Rev 0.pdf 2
33 31 Building DemoWBS Rev. 0.pdf 2
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Doc
No. Name RFI
34 33 RWWater Process WBS Rev. 0.pdf 2
35 Blue Line Summary Table.xlsx 4
36 Response for RFI 5.docx 5
37 DCPP Pre Project Planning (Rev. 1a Public).pdf 6
38 Response for RFI 7 and 8.docx 7
39 Response for RFI 7 and 8.docx 8
40 Staffing plan HBA Copy.pdf 9
41 Staffing plan unprotected HBA.xlsx 10
42 Plan 2 Attachment 5.pdf 11
43 Plan 2 Attachment 6.xlsx 11
44 Plan 2 Attachment 7.xlsx 11
45 Plan 2 Attachments Tracking.xlsx 11
46 Rev. 0 PMP Decontamination.pdf 12
47 Rev. 0 PMP Materials Management.pdf 13
48 Source Term Reduction COPY for HBA.pdf 14
49 Open Air Demolition Criteria COPY for HBA.pdf 15
50 Spent Fuel Pool Island COPY for HBA.pdf 16
51 Rev. 0 PMP Large Component Removal.pdf 17
52 Rev. 0 PMP Liquid Radwaste Processing.pdf 18
53 19. SAC_BD_Estimates.xlsx 19
54 DCPP Decom Risk Register.xlsx 20
55 Risk Documents Additional Information.docx 20
56 Risk Documents Additional Information.docx 21
57 Risk Program Document Rev 0.docx 21
58 Updated DCPP Decom Contingency Strategy.pdf
59 Lev3DCPPSumUnit1100318.pdf
60 Lev3DCPPSumUnit2Com100318.pdf
61 RFI 22 Executive Order.pdf 22
62 RFI 22 hbpp waste disposal_Rev_0.pdf 22
63 RFI 23 response.pdf 23
64 RFI 24 DCE Section for Spent Nuclear fuel.pdf 24
65 RFI 24 response.pdf 24
66 HBA RFI on staffing.pdf 25
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Doc
No. Name RFI
67 RFI 26 response.pdf 26
68 2017 DCPP Escalation Factors.xlsm
69 RFI 27.pdf (Scrap Sales Credit) 27
70 RFI 28.pdf (Allowance for Loss of Demolition Equipment) 28
71 RFI 30.pdf (State Provisions for Repurposing Rubble On Site as Backfill) 30
72 DCE Section 4.1.1.4 RPVI Rem Disp.pdf 31
73 RFI29_Cashflow_Curves.xlsx 29
74 RFI_32_Response_DCE_Detail.pdf 32
75 RFI 33 Response Staffing Curves.pdf 33
76 DCPP DCE Blue Lines.xlsx 34
77 Diablo Canyon Waste Disposal Tables Rev1.xlsx 35
78 RFI 35.pdf (Waste breakdown by Building) 35
79 RFI 36 HBA 3rd Party Review.pdf 36
80 RFI 37 HBA 3rd Party Review.pdf 37
81 L3CP.xer (DCPP Decommissioning Summary Schedule in Primavera P6) 38
82 Final Site Restoration with Breakwater retention.pdf 39
83 L3BW.xer (DCPP Decommissioning Summary Schedule in Primavera P6

w/o Breakwater Demolition)
39

84 RFI 40 Response.pdf (Draft Study of early RVI segmentation and removal) 40
85 Plan 38 Non Rad Water.pdf 41
86 Read First Plan 38.pdf (Water Project Management Plan) 41
87 Notes for Plan 2 Rev 0 Equipment Adjustments 9.18.18.docx 42
88 Notes for Plan 2 Rev 0 Schedule and Crew Adjustments 9.7.18.docx 42
89 Plan 2 Planning and Implementation crew adj basis 9.7.18.xlsx 42
90 Plan 2 PMO crew adj basis 9.7.18.xlsx 42
91 Draft Contingency Technical Position Paper .pdf (Revision C) 43
92 HBA RFI 45 Level 3 DCPP Sum.plf (P6 Schedule Layout file) 45
93 RFI 46 HBA 3rd Party Review.pdf (Breakwater Demolition) 46
94 RFI 47 Basis of Duration Document.pdf 47
95 RFI 47 HBA 3rd Party Review.pdf (Basis of Demolition Durations) 47
96 RFI 48 – SWRO Facility.pdf 48
97 RFI 49 GTCC Disposal Costs.pdf 49
98 Revised DCPP DCE Blue Lines 11082018.xlsx 34
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Attachment C: DCPP and Other US PWR Decommissioning Projects Schedule Data

Site Status

Total
Duration
(yrs) [1]

Fuel
on Pad
(yrs) [2]

RPV &
Internals
(yrs) [3]

Power Block
Demo
(yrs) [4]

Site
Restoration
(yrs) [5]

DCPP U1
Near Term
Planning

14.10 6.65 1.90 2.52 3.50

DCPP U2
Near Term
Planning

13.29 6.83 1.63 1.41 3.50

US PWR
Plant 1

Near Term
Planning

7.42 2.59 3.38 1.61 2.22

US PWR
Plant 2

Active /
Completed

15.59 6.00 1.81 4.46

US PWR
Plant 3

Long Term
Planning

11.59 6.00 1.25 5.51 0.08

US PWR
Plant 4

Long Term
Planning

10.76 5.92 1.42 4.76 0.08

US PWR
Plant 5

Long Term
Planning

9.18 6.09 1.33 3.00 0.09

US PWR
Plant 6

Long Term
Planning

8.40 5.48 1.00 1.42 1.50

US PWR
Plant 7

Active /
Completed

9.00 3.05 3.01 0.69

US PWR
Plant 8

Active /
Completed

9.00 3.58 3.34 0.83

US PWR
Plant 9

Long Term
Planning

10.51 6.67 3.09 5.00 2.42

US PWR
Plant 10

Long Term
Planning

9.34 5.50 3.00 3.92 2.42

US PWR
Plant 11

Active/
Completed

6.19

US PWR
Plant 12

Long Term
Planning

10.46 5.46 1.58

US PWR
Plant 13

Long Term
Planning

9.13 5.46 1.42

Minimum w/o DCPP 7.42 2.59 1.00 1.42 0.08

Average w/o DCPP 10.03 5.58 2.19 3.34 1.48

Maximum w/o DCPP 15.59 6.67 3.58 5.51 4.46

Std Dev w/o DCPP 2.09 1.06 1.01 1.46 1.42
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Attachment C Notes:

1. Total Duration– The period from unit shutdown or the start of DECON to the completion of
initial site restoration and the commencement of the ISFSI only period. This comparison is
done at the site level.

2. Fuel on Pad – The period from unit shutdown to the completion of the transfer of spent fuel
to dry storage at the on site ISFSI. Note DCPP DSS shows one bar representing both units
combined cooling periods to the completion of spent fuel transfer. Each DCPP unit was
separated and normalized for comparison to other projects.

3. RPV and Internals – The period from when field work on reactor vessel internals begins to the
completion of the reactor pressure vessel segmentation. DCPP’s reactors are represented
individually.

4. Power Block Demo – The period from when both spent fuel transfer to dry storage and RPV
Segmentation are complete through the completion of power block demolition. This
comparison focuses on the element of demolition that is on the critical path because this
affects the overall project schedule and cost.

5. Site Restoration – The period from the end of power block demo to the completion of initial
site restoration and the commencement of the ISFSI only period.
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